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CITY OF AUBURN
MAYOR’S ADDRESS
AND
Annual Reports
OF THE
SEVERAL DEPARTMENTS
, . ALSO
THE RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES
FOR THE
MUNICIPAL YEAR ENDING FEBRUARY 29
. 1904
AUBURN, M AINE: 
M E RR ILL &  W E B B E R , PR IN TE R S. 
1904.
/
ICITY OF AUBURN
In B oard of M a yo r  and  A ldermen  
M arch 21, 1904. }
Or d e re d , Tbe Common Council concurring: That the 
Joint Standing Committee on Printing (to be hereafter an­
nounced),are authorized and directed to have printed not ex­
ceeding one thousand (1000) copies of the Mayor’s address, 
together with the reports of the several City Officers for tbe 
municipal year 1903-1904, for the use of the City Council.
Read and passed, sent down for concurrence.
Geo. W. Bumpus, City Clerk.
In C ommon C ou ncil , 
M arch 21, 1904. 1
Read and passed in concurrence.
G. A. Duston, Clerk.
City Government.
1904.
\
M A YO R.
ALONZO Q. MILLER.
C ITY CLERK.
GEO. W. BUMPUS.
,i
i
ALDERMEN-.
A. H. CONANT, President.
W ard l .— I. L. MERRILL.
2. —F. G. DAVIS.
3. —L. E. FLANDERS.
4. —A. H. CONANT.
5. —P. P. THIBAULT.
COMMON COUNCIL.
A. C. FRANK, President.
G. A. DUSTON, Clerk.
W ard 1.—F. H. JOHNSON,
B. A. WALKER,
A. W. PHILLIPS.
W ard 2.— W . W . SKILLIN, 
FRED TRYON,
J. R. WEBBER.
W ard 3.—J. W. HARTLEY,
H. F. WI-IITEHOUSE, 
J. H. BRANN.
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W ard  4— W. S. WALKER,
E. M. GREEN LEAF, 
A. C. FRANK.
W ard  5 .— W. W. MERROW,
S. J. GODING,
J. H. RATCLIFF.
JOINT STANDING COMMITTEES.
The Mayor.
Alderman. 
A. H. Oonant.
FIN AN CE.
Councilmen. 
A. C. Frank,
J. II. Brann,
S. J. Goding.
Alderman. 
I. L. Merrill.
ACCOUNTS.
Councilmen. 
W. W. Skillin. 
J. H. Ratcliff.
The Mayor.
Alderman. 
A. H. Conant.
PUBLIC PRO PERTY.
Councilmen. 
E. M. Greenleaf, 
J. R. Webber.
J. W. Hartley.
STREETS AND BRIDGES.
The Mayor.
Alderman. 
I. L. Merrill.
Councilmen.
B. A. Walker,
A. C. Frank,
II. F. Whitehouse.
Aldermen.
P. P. Thibault, 
F. G. Davis.
SEW ERS.
Councilmen.
A. W. Phillips, 
F. Try on,
B. A. Walker.
CITY GOVERNM ENT. 5
Aldermen.
F. G. Davis,
L. E. Flanders.
Aldermen.
A. H. Conant,
L. E. Flanders.
Aldermen.
L. E. Flanders, 
P. P. Thibault.
FIR E  DEPARTM EN T.
SCHOOLS.
STREET LIGH TS.
Councilmen. 
W. W. Merrow, 
J. W. Hartley, 
F. H. Johnsor.
Couneilmen. 
E. M. Greenleaf, 
S. J. Godiug,
J. R. Webbei.
Couneilmen.
J. W. Hartley, 
VV. W. Skillin, 
W. S. Walker.
ENGROSSED BILLS AND O R D IN A N CE S.
Aldermen.
F. G. Davis,
P. P. Tbibault.
Aldermen.
P. P. Thibault, 
I. L. Merrill.
Alderman. 
I. L. Merrill.
Couneilmen.
J. II. Ratcliff,
J. H. Brann,
A. W. Phillips.
W A T E R  W O R K S.
Couneilmen.
F. Tryon,
A. C. Frank,
W. S. Walker.
P R IN TIN G .
Couneilmen.
F. H. Johnson,
H. F. Whitebouse.
STANDING COMMITTEES
____OF M A YO R  AND A LD E R M E N .
P o l i c e . — The Mayor, I. L. Merrill, L. E.
G. Davis.
Flauderg, F.
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Licenses.— The Mayor, L. E. Flanders, A. H. Conant.
E lections .— P. P. Thibault, F. G. Davis, A. H. Conant.
i
STANDING committees of common council.
E lection  R etu rn s .—A. C. Frank, F. H. Johnson, J. 
W. Hartley.
C on tingen t  E xpe n se s .— W. W. Merrow, J. H. Brann, 
J. R. Webber.
Regular monthly meetings of the City Council on the 
First Monday of each month, at the City Council rooms at 
7.30 p . m .
Regular monthly meetings of the Committee on Accounts, 
to examine bills, on the fifth day of each month, or if the 
fifth comes on Sunday, then on the preceding day, at the 
Treasurer’s oifice at 7.30 p. m .
Mayor’s Address
Gentlemen o f the City Council:
Having been selected by our fellow citizens to assume the 
management of the affairs of this City for the next Municipal 
year, we are now assembled for the purpose of taking the 
initial steps toward completing the organization of the new 
City Government.
This seems to be a fitting occasion for extending to those 
loyal friends, who so nobly supported us in the recent election, 
our sincere thanks and grateful appreciation, and I know that 
you will all join me in doing so. Let us ever strive to deserve 
their confidence.
I will not attempt an enumeration of the duties and respon­
sibilities now awaiting you, but my experience as a member 
of the City Government for the past two years prompts me to 
make a few suggestions.
One of the most important of your duties is a constant 
and prompt attendance of the meetings of the City Council. 
The regular meetings occur on the evening of the first Monday 
of each month at 1.30 o’clock,and after accepting the office to 
which you have been elected, there is no reason why you can­
not arrange your affairs so as to be pi’esent. It is my in­
tention to call these meetings to order promptly at half past 
seven, and each of you owe it to your constituents and to your 
associates to be here at that time.
Another important duty which you owe your City,/is the 
exercise of your own best judgment upon all questions'before
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the City Council. Think and act independently, let no one 
influence you contrary to your own convictions. Give a free 
and honest expression of your opinions and vote fearlessly. 
Be true to yourselves.
F inances.
I will now submit the following brief statement of the 
financial condition of the City.
Liabilities.
4 °]0 Bonds,
3\°/0 Bonds,
Bond No. 9 due July 1, 1897,
Bond No. 76 due July 1, 1903,
These two bonds have not been presented for 
payment.
Temporary loan,
$163,000 00 
55,000 00 
500 00 
500 00
66,900 00
§28-5,900 00
Debt incurred by purchase of Water Works, 
on which interest is paid by Water Board,
5% Bonds due July 1, 1905, §58,700 00
4°/0 Bonds due May 20, 1923, 30,000 00
---------------  § 88,700 00
Total Liabilities, §374,600 00
JRecources.
Lewiston and Auburn Railroad Stock,
Uncollected Taxes, §23,332 36
Tax Deeds, 1,970 99
Sewer Assessments, 310 00
Sidewalk Assessment, 110 42
Amount of Water Works Bonds, 88,700 00
§75,000 00
m ayo r ’ s address . 9
Cash in Treasury, $13,861 52
Total Resources, $203,285 29
Making the net debt of City, $171,314 71
This is an increase of $2,801.70 in the debt over last year 
and was occasioned by the purchase of the lot for the Library.
The price paid for this lot was $6,500 and as it was 
arranged that but $1,500 should be appropriated each year 
until same was paid for, it became necessary to charge the 
difference of $5,000 to the City debt this year as a temporary 
measure. It must be our constant aim to avoid increasing 
the City’s indebtedness.
While upon this subject I wish to add that since 1898, 
when the City debt readied $199,355.38, a gradual reduction 
has been made which now amounts to $28,040.67.
Highways.
This subject should receive our most earnest attention. 
The appropriation for highways is one of the largest in 
amount which the City is called upon to make, and I believe 
that we should now call a halt in the annual expenditure of 
$20,000 for the repairing of our roads, and apply as large a 
part of that amount as possible to the construction of perma­
nent roads. We have a good stone crusher and quantities of 
material are available, to be had almost for the asking.
1 recommend that in making the appropriations this year, 
we divide that for highways into two parts, one for repairing 
roads and the other for permanent roads.
The time is not far distant, I hope, when we shall receive 
both State and National aid in the building of good roads, 
but in the meantime, I maintain that we should do what we 
■can without outside help. /
For the past year the work od our streets, sidewalks and
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sewers has been under the able direction of the Board of 
Public Works and for a statement of the work done and 
money expended, I will refer you to their detailed report.
F ir e  D e p a r t m e n t .
It is of the first importance that our Fire Department be as 
efficient as it is possible for us to make it. Considerable im­
provement has been made in this Department recently. Our 
steam fire engine is now in first class condition and capable 
of doing excellent service.
This I know from personal observation and any statements 
to the contrary are erroneous. The new combination chem­
ical and hose wagon has proven to be all that was expected of 
it and adds materially to the efficiency of the Department.
The lot on the river bank on Miller St., which was 
originally provided for a site where the fire engines could 
draw water from the river in case of fire and not interfere 
with the hydrant service, should be immediately put in suita­
ble condition and a similar place arranged for in New Auburn.
A few years ago the City erected a hose house on South 
Main St., in New Auburn and equipped it with hose wagon, 
hose, etc., for the better protection of the property in that 
section of the City.
The expense of maintaining this horse and driver is 
divided equally between the Fire Department and the Street 
Department, and while serving the Street Department the 
team is frequently at considerable distance from the station. 
Upon such occasions the efficiency of the Fire Department is 
impaired and the object for which this branch of the De­
partment was created, is defeated.
I shall refer these matters to the Committee on Fire De­
partment for their serious attention.
P oor  D e p a r t m e n t .
This Department is now in excellent condition. The
11
t
inmates at the favm are comfortably provided for and the 
needs of the outside poor have been, and are now being, 
properly supplied. Much credit is due the Clerk of the 
Overseers, Mr. J. M. Stevens and the Superintendent and 
i wife at the farm, Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Emerson, for
) faithful and efficient services.II
Sch oo ls .
t *
Ample school room accomodations now exist in all parts 
of the City and under the able management of our School 
Board and School Superintendent, we have every reason to 
expect that the present high efficiency will be maintained. 
The recent addition to the High School building and the 
necessity of employing more teachers to meet the demands of 
this school, will undoubtedly require a somewhat larger 
appropriation this year than last.
I believe that money used in improving our schools is 
wisely expended.
• i
m a y o r ’ s a d d r e ss .
T a x e s .
The matter of taxation requires and should receive the 
most careful attention. While commending the good work 
done by the assessors in years past, I shall endeavor to inspire 
them to even greater efforts.
I feel that the burdens are not yet as equitably distributed 
as they might be. It is a matter upon which the nicest 
judgment should be exercised and l have the greatest 
confidence in our Board of Assessors.
The Tax Collector’s leport demonstrates the wisdom of the 
recent changes in the City Ordinances whereby the discount 
was abolished and an interest charge on unpaid taxes 
substitued, the amount of unpaid taxes at the present time 
being about $10,000 less than a year ago and nearly $20,000 
less than on an average for the last ten years. ,
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C on clu sio n .
In conclusion, I will ask you to co-operate with me in 
giving our City a careful, economical and business-like 
administration.
By so doing we can undoubtedly lower the tax rate to 20 
mills or less, and I am firm in my belief that no other one 
thing will have so great an influence in inducing outside 
capital to invest here.
And now, gentlemen, with a full realization of the 
responsibilities of our positions, let us face our duties 
resolutely, trusting that at least no serious mistakes will be 
made.
A. Q. M il l e r .
ITreasurer’s Report.
To the Mayor and Members o f  the City Government:
Gentlemen— I herewith submit my report as Treasurer 
of Auburn for the year ending February 29, 1904.
RECEIPTS.
Cash on hand March 1, 1903, $ 10,076 38
W. B. Hopkins, Coll., tax 1899-1900, 8 2,009 16
Chas. F. Curtis, Coll., tax 1901, 2,656 97
Chas. F. Curtis, Coll., tax 1902, 28,518 84
Chas. F. Curtis, Coll., tax 1903, 126,751 27
----- ,----------8159,936 24
CONTINGENT.
Geo. W . Bumpu8, City Clerk, dog 
licenses, 8
Geo. W. Bumpus, City Clerk, auc­
tioneer’s licenses,
Chas. O. Hodsdon, carriage licenses,
A. A. Garcelon, carriage licenses, 
Premium on bonds sold,
State, railroad and tele, tax,
State, sheep killed by dogs,
State, dog licenses refunded for 1902, 
Auditors book amounts not called for 
18945-1900,
Michaud account, damage done by 
dog, -
630 00
5 00 
50
16 00 
65 00 
859 04 
230 20 
440 54
12 18
8 50
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Tax deeds, $1,452 86
Interest on tax deeds, 53 49
Turner Center Creamery, printing
notices, 1 00
---------------  $3,774 31
FIRE DEPARTMENT.
H. M. Lempert, old hose, $14 50
Alfred Noel, error in pay roll, 8 33
---------  $22 83
INTEREST.
E. F. Scruton, Treasurer, Rental L. &
A. R. R. $9,093 30
W. B. Hopkins, Collector, 1899 and
1900 taxes, 22 86
C. F. Curtis, Collector, 1901 taxes, 13 56
C. F. Curtis, Collector 1902 taxes, 697 71
C. F. Curtis, Collector 1903 taxes, 177 11
$10,004 54
LIQUOR AGENCY.
T. S. Whitman, Agent, liquors sold, $24,894 86 •
T. S. Whitman, Agent, bbls. sold, 95 75
----------------  $24,990 61
MUNICIPAL COURT.
$428 60 
76 00
County Treasurer, fees, 
A. E. Verrill, Clerk,
$504 60
t r e a su r e r ’ s r e p o r t . 15
PERMANENT IMPROVEMENTS.
E. M. Warren, culvert on Bates St., $100 00
Sidewalk assessments, 46 00
---------- $146 00
POOR DEPARTMENT.
/  C ITY  FA R M .
Stock sold, $116 40
Pork and pigs, 150 64
Hay, ' 88 81
Cream, • 145 90
Milk, 640 35
Produce, 77 34
Corn, | 112 08
Bags, 90c, telephone toll, 10c, 1 00
F. M. Vickery, board of horse, 2 25
Board of Mrs. Cloutier, 12 00
B. C. Brett, account Mrs. Drake, board, 52 00 
Arthur Drake, account Mrs. Drake, board, 26 00 
Work of team, 1 55
Rebate on insurance, 20
Duplicate bill of fuel, 40 99
O U TSID E .
J. M. Stevens, account L. Heath, 8 56
J. M. Stevens, account Asa K. Staples, 29 02
Ida Woodbury, account Emma W ood­
bury, ‘ 26 00
Lem. Pike, account Abbie Pike, 20 00
Geo. H. Sheehan, account his children, 2 00 
City of Augusta, account Fred S. Britt, 19 73 
City of Augusta, account Rosa Tripp, 22 01 
Town of Dixfield, account Phillip
Atkins, 66 15
City of Iiallowell, account Mrs. Camp­
bell, 35 13
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Town of Norway, account W. C. Fogg, $ 1 52
Town of Poland, account W. L. Bailey, 101 04 
Town of Sherman, account E. M. Raud, 178 99 
Town of Sidney, account Trask, 98 73
Town of Skowhegan, account W. C.
Austin, 7 50
Town of Unity, account A. A. Hines, 3 00
POLICE.
Duplicate bills, $ 1 10
City of Lewiston,account Willie Moore, 4 70
A. A. Garcelon, beer kegs sold, 10 00
A. A. Garcelon, S. J. Court fees, 558 45
A. A. Garcelon, Municipal Court fees, 169 05
A. A. Garcelon, account telephone tolls, 4 10
PUBLIC PROPERTY.
Rent of Auburn Ilall, $320 50
Rent of Armory store, 240 00
Rent of Armory, 100 00
Rent of Old Armory store, 150 03
Rent of Old Armory tenement, 127 00
Rent of Public Library, 400 00
Rent of building, Fourth street, 50 00
Error on bill of electric light for
Armory, 6 00
$2,111 89
$747 40
$1,393 53
PAVING.
Me. & N. H. Granite Co., freight, 29
cars, $249 75
Lewiston, B. & B. street railway, pav­
ing, 410 65
$660 40
tr e a su r e r ’ s r e p o r t .
r
SCHOOLS.
Town of Durham, tuition, $ 76 00
Geo. W. Rumpus, paper, 2 00
F. W. Hutchinson, grass sold, 3 00
Payson Smith, books and supplies, 9 88
,State school fund and mill tax, 10,886 28/
HIGH SCHOOL.
B. C. Richardson, tuition, $110 00
Payson Smith, tuition, 40 00
State, Free High School, 250 00
Town of Durham, tuition, 20 00
Payson Smith, books, 50
i
SEWERS.
Mrs. P. Jones, sewer permit, $25 00
Thos. J. Stevens, sewer permit, 25 00
H. W. Field, sewer permit, 25 00
Sewer assessments, 69 34
STREETS.
Jonas Edwards, horses, $140 00
Park Department, labor, 3 00
Fire Department, board of horses, 96 50
Ansel Briggs, labor, 5 00
E. G. Eveleth, sand,
H. S. Whitman, error on voucher, No.
2 00
750, 21 00
H. M. Bean, road machine, 5 00
P. Demers, error on pay roll, 1 50
M. O’Connell, error on pay roll, 1 50
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C. E. Garcelon, buying horse, $ 1 50
L. B. & B. street railway, labor, etc.,
1902, 76 28
F. F. Goss, street sweepings, 12 50
R. S. Bradbury et als., labor, etc., 12 60
---------  $378 38
CARNEGIE LIBRARY.
R. S. Bradbury et als., buildings, $ 650 00
Andrew Carnegie, 16.844 93
------------- $17,494 93
CITY DEBT.
Sale of 3£% Refunding Bonds, $25,000 00
$268,784 04
EXPENDITURES.
By Mayor’s warrants paid:
Abatements on taxes, $5,750 80
County Tax, 8,637 14
Contingent, 7,194 15
Elections 733 43
Fire Department, 12,858 60
Hydrants, 3,195 00
Interest, 11,351 03
Highways, 21,764 82
Liquor Agency, 19,776 61
Municipal Court, 2,249 14
Park, 137 77
Paving, 3,481 67
Permanent Improvements, 2,340 93
Police, 6,490 35
Poor Department, 6,716 36
Printing and Stationery, 734 74
TR E A SU R E R  S R E P O R T . 19I
Public Library, $1,400 00
Public Property, 2,610 32
Repairs and insurance on school
houses, 2,351 08
Schools, common, 33,749 75
Schools, High, 10,682 01
Salaries, 3,740 00
Sewers, 1,459 85
State Tax, 19,710 20
Street Lights, 4,211 84
Water Works, sinking fund, 3,000 00
New Library and Lot, 23,994 93
$220,322 52
Paid on temporary loan, 10,100 00
Paid Bonds due July i, 1903, 24,500 00
Cash on hand Feb. 29, 1904, 13,861 52
1
• $268,784 04
LIABILITIES AND RESOURCES.
L i a b i l i t i e s .
The indebtedness of the city February 29, 1904, is as 
follows:
Outstanding 4% bonds due,
July 1, 1904, $23,500 00
July 1, 1905, 15,000 00
July 1, 1906, 18,000 00
July 1, 1907, 10,000 00
July 1, 1909, 14,000 00
July 1, J 910, 13,000 00
July 1, 1911, 13,000 00
January 1, 1912, 4,000 00
July 1, 1912, 7,000 00
July 1, 1917, 15,000 00
June 1, 1923, 16,000 00
January 1, 1925, 14,500 00
$163,(000 00
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Outstanding 3\°/0 bonds due:
July l, 1920, .'$15,000 00
January 1, 1922, 15,000 00
July 1, 1923, 25,000 00
----------------  $55,000 00
Bond No. 9, due July 1, 1897, not
presented, $500 00
Bond No. 76, due July 1, 1903 not
presented, 500 00
------------------$ 10,000 00
$219,000 00
Temporary Loan, 66,900 00
$285,900 00
Debt of the city incurred by purchase of water 
works, on which interest is paid by water 
commissioners:
Water loan bonds, 5% due July
1, 1905, • $58,700 00
Water loan bonds, 4% due May
20, 1913, 30,000 00
----------------  $88,700 00
$374,600 00
R e s o u r c e s .
Lewiston and Auburn R. R. Stock, $75,000 00
Uncollected Taxes, 1899 and 1900, 90 92
Uncollected taxes, 1901, 35 65
Uncollected taxes, 1902, 979 43
Uncollected taxes, 1903, 22,226 36
Tax deeds, 1,970 99
Sewer assessments, 310 00
Sidewalk assessments, 110 42
Amount in Water Works, as per
bonds above, 88,700 00
Cash in treasury February 29, 1904, 13,861 52
$203,285 29
t r e a s u r e r ’ s  a d d r e s s . 21
Net debt of city, Feb. 29, 1904,
Tax assessment, 1903, 
Supplementary tax, 1903,
Rate of taxation 20£ mills on SI.00.
Total real estate assessed,
Total personal estate assessed,
Number of polls, 3,739.
Tax deeds on tax, 1902,
$171,314 71
148,326 83 
650 80
5,781,650 00 
928,380 00
$134 03
Respectfully submitted,
A. C. Sp r a g u e , Treasurer.
‘ I
\ ------------------
I
I have examined the accounts of the City Treasurer for 
the year ending February 29, 1904, and find them properly 
vouched for and hereby approve the same.
W m . M. G r e e n l e a f , Auditor.
Report of Tax Collector.
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council o f the City o f  
Auburn:
G e n t l e m e n — I have the honor to submit herewith my 
report for the year ending February 29, A. D., 1904, as 
Collector of Taxes for the years 1901, 1902 and 1903.
1901 TAX.
Dr.
To balance rendered Mar. 1, 1903, 
To interest collected,
C r .
By Treasurer’s receipts, 
By balance uncollected,
§2,692 62 
13 56
-------------- §2,706 18
§2,670 53 
35 65
--------------- §2,706 18
1902 TAX 
Dr.
To balance rendered March 1, 1903, §28,430 84
To cash on hand, 879 45
To supplementary tax, 196 60
To interest collected, 689 09
---------------- §30,195 98
Cr
§29,216 55 
979 43
By Treasurer’s receipts, 
By balance uncollected,
§30,195 98
collector ’ s r e p o r t . 23
1903 TAX. 
Dr .
To commitment of August 1, 1903, §148,326 83
To supplementary tax, 
i To interest collected,
650 80 
177 11
§149,154 74
f Cr.
By Treasurer’s receipts, - 
By cash on hand,
By balance uncollected,
§126,928 38 
787 37 
21,438 99
---------------- §149,154 74
i
iii
Respectfully submitted,
C iia s . F. C u r t is , Collector.
I have examined the accounts of the Collector for the 
year ending Febauary 29, 1904, and find them properly 
vouched for, and hereby approve the same.
W m . M. G r e e n l e a f , Auditor.
Financial Report.
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council o f  the City o f  
Auburn:
I herewith submit to you the report of the Receipts and 
Expenditures of the City of Auburn for the year ending 
February 29, 1904.
RECEIPTS.
As per Treasurer’s Report, $268,784 04
EXPENDITURES.
HIGHWAYS.
To Adkins, Chas., driver of team, $244 86
Albee, John, driver of team, 159 50
Adams, W. D., labor, 44 60
Auburn Water Commissioners, water rates, 52 67
Ame & Company, supplies, 12 50
Adams, F. W., cedar posts, 35 43
Auburn Wagon Works, repairing carts, etc., 55 60
Austin, F. M., repairs and labor, 29 00
Bosse, Francois, labor, 38 63
Bosse, Alfred, labor, 26 63
Beaucage, Israel, labor, 9 00
Bickerton, William, labor, 207 72
Bowie, Emerson, labor, 16 75
Beal, O. G., supplies, 5 20
Blanchard, J. IT., labor, etc., 11 48
a u d i t o r ’ s  r e p o r t . 25
To Briggs, F. H., hay and straw, 
Bradbury, R. S., labor,
Briggs, C. H., labor,
Bodge, William, labor,
Barker Mill, gravel,
Brooks, George B., supplies, 
Briggs, C. H., straw, etc., 
Barrell  Louis, labor,
Bailey, F. A., labor,
Bean, Heman, labor,
Bailey, T. A., labor,
Brown, James, labor,
Briggs, F. A., labor,
Bates, R., labor,
Bates, F; M., labor,
Briggs, Seth, labor,
Brown, Alpbonzo, labor,
Briggs, H. S., labor,
Briggs, W. H., labor,
Burapus & Getchell, supplies, 
Bragden, S., labor,
Burns, labor,
Bower, Fred, labor,
Berry, Charles, labor,
Burke, Con, labor,
Bailey, G. O., labor,
Brackley, C. L., labor,
Boothby, H. A., labor,
Brock, L. C., labor,
Bradford, Conant &  Co., supplies 
Babcock, Henry, labor,
Brenal, Thomas, labor,
Bonville, Joseph, labor,
Bryant, J. V ., labor,
Church, H. C., driver of team, 
Charest, Eli, labor,
Croston, John, labor,
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To Caddagan, Tim, labor, $238 10
Chaput, Ziste, labor, 1 75
Coston, H. C., labor, 23 68
Coombs, J. E. & Co., sharpening picks, etc., 68 28
Coombs, George, labor, 2 25
Carvill, A., labor, 14 00
Cluff, R., supplies, 2 10
Conant, F. R. & Co., lumber and labor, 1,067 70
Connor, Mike, labor, 1 12
Connor, Richard, labor, 2 25
Churchill, C. H., labor, 3 00
Carroll, Paul, labor, 17 67
Carey, Charles, labor, 4 50
Connor, John, labor, 3 00
Chick, P. M., labor, 1 50
Conant, C., labor, 8 25
Clifford, John, labor, 6 50
Chase, A. S., labor, 50
• Conant, Henry, labor, 13 50
Coulusn, Herbert, labor, 1 75
Conant, A. B., labor, 10 50
Conant, Clarence, labor, 4 50
Chandler, Avery, labor; 1 17
Clifford, J. F., hay, 182 58
Carver, Willard, straw, 2 20
Cobb, Walter, labor, 7 35
Currier, Nelson, labor, 53 61
Cote, Albert, labor, 4 50
Conguar, Joseph, labor, 3 75
Cassavant, George, labor, 30 75
Chippendale, C., labor, 27 17
Conant. & Andrews, labor, 74 75
Corey, Ira, labor, 3 75
Cassavant, T., labor, 7 50
Chaput, Joseph, labor, 2 25
Dyer, Daniel, driver of team, 407 47
Driscoll, Pat, labor, 14 63
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Derwin, Thomas, labor, $202 84
Dillingham & Phillips, shoeing horses, etc.. 122 55
Driscoll, Florance, labor, 177 34
Davis, Harris, .labor, 20 06
Day, G. J., labor and material, 3 96
Dill, Wallace, labor, 321 48
Davis, E. W ., labor, 15 35
Denars, Peter, labor, • 3 00
Damon, C. L., supplies, 5 38
Dyer, William, labor, 46 50
Deeker, Charles, labor, 1 50
Dustin, George, labor, 3 50
Dunn, Ed, labor, 33 00
Downing, W. H., labor, 7 60
Dillingham, George H., labor, 16 33
Dingley, Frank, labor, 45 97
Dyer, Ernest, labor, 7 00
Dow, Asa, labor, 14 00
Dill, W. R., labor, 38 87
Douglass, EL, labor, 58
Elms, James, supplies, 193 02
Emerton, J. C., labor, 24 75
Ellis, H. P., labor, 13 65
Engleman, Frank, labor, 1 50
Engleman, Ernest, labor, 1 50
Edwards, Jonas, labor, 4 50
Engleman, Mary, labor, 14 41
Ecckles, Robert, labor, 75
El well, S. J. labor, 19 25
Everett, S., labor, 13 75
Eveleth, Joseph, labor, 1 28
Field, George A., ass’t street commissioner, 512 40
Flynn, Edward, labor, 3 75
Flagg, Merritt, labor, 15 50
. Flagg, N. S., supplies,
F
50
Frank A. C., labor,
r
88
Freeman, George E ., labor, /I 4 62
To Farnbam, F. C., labor,
Flagg, Rawson, labor,
Fletcher, George, labor,
Flagg, J. S., labor,
Flagg, Cyrus, labor,
Frost, J. L. & Co., supplies,
Fickett, George L., labor,
French, F. S., for damages on highway, 
Ford, James, labor,
Freno, A., labor,
Foster, A. B., labor,
Field, D. P., labor,
Flagg, G. L., labor,
Frank, J. C., labor,
Fogg, N. S., supplies,
Goss, Frank F., street commissioner,
Gage, Adin, driver of team,
Garcelon, A. A., ass’t street commissioner, 
Greenwood, Jerry, labor,
Gaudette, Ferd, labor,
Gaudctte, J. B., labor,
Gelander, William, labor,
Gaudette, Louis, labor,
Garcelon, Howard, labor,
Greenwood, Archie, labor,
Gilbert, W. W ., labor,
Groves, Ernest, labor,
Goss, A. L. &  E. F. Co., supplies,
Goss, F. F., labor,
Green, C. S., labor,
Garcelon, A. M., labor,
N
Grant, J. S., labor,
Gilpatrick, R. S., labor,
Goss, Howard, labor,
Goss, Freedom, labor,
Goding, William H. H., labor,
Goding, Benjamin, labor,
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Goding, Ezra, labor, $12 00
Given, E. R., labor, 6 50
Griffin, Henry, labor, 9 00
Good Roads Machinery Co., supplies, 8 50
Gore, B. L., labor, 4 50
Gauthier, Joseph, labor, 90
Goding, D. J., labor, 13 41
Goding, J. G., labor, 1 50
Howard, Nelson, repairing sidewalks 9 60
Hunnewell, W. S., labor, 6 25
Hunnewell, W. L., labor, 5 58
Hunnewell, G. R., labor, 10 00
Hackett, G. W ., labor, 3 25
Hodgkins, E. J., labor, 46 60
Hutchins & Libby, supplies, .2 10
Haskell, H. L., straw and labor, 59 51
Haskell, Fred, labor, 70 50
Hanlon, Dennis, labor, 194 59
Holbrook, E. W ., labor, 4 00
Harlow, II. 0., labor, 6 00
Hayward, W. I., labor, 13 52
Humphrey, Lester, labor, 8 25
Hayes, George, labor, 60 25
Hicks, Henry, labor, 4 95
Hicks, Charles, labor, 30 75
Hicks, Clarence, labor, 4 64
Hunnewell, Scott, labor, 26 75
Houghton, H. H., labor, 8 06
Huston, R., labor, 2 25
Holbrook, C. A., labor, 101 81
Haskell, L. W. & Co., supplies, 1 01
Hastings & Smith, lumber, 76 00
Hayford, John, labor, 14 70
Holmes, Wallace, labor, 1 00
Hathaway, W. W , labor, 24 42
Howe, C. H., labor, y9 85
Hunnewell, Daniel, labor, / 1 75
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To Hashey, Joseph, labor, $ 9 40
Harriman, R., labor, 60 12
Hayes, Ralph, labor, 15 50
Hunt, Charles, labor, 131 25
Hildreth, Paul, labor, 1 50
Hagain, James, labor, 25 12
Henderson, George H., labor, 1 50
Hicks, John, labor, 17 CO
Harriman, John, labor, 3 00
Hamilton, W. H., labor, 1 50
Hackett, Frank, labor, 6 50
Hyler, Nelson, labor, 37
Hill, B. J., hay, 325 49
Hodgkins, George, labor, 3 00
Holt, J. P., labor, 15 75
Hicks, George P., labor, 75
Hackett, George P., labor, 14 00
Hersey, S. P., labor, 10 95
Harris, Frank, labor, 50
Humphrey, W. K., labor, 75
Hould, John, labor, 14 25
Inglis, George R., Veterinarian, 56 00
Jones, 0 . W., supplies, 6 25
Jordan, W. H., labor and stone, 50 12
Jones, E., labor, 15 50
Johnson, 0. E., lumber and labor, 76 44
Johnson, H. E., labor, 8 67
Jordan, Rufus, labor, 8 33
Jordan, Enos, labor, 37 88
Jordan, D., labor, 1 50
Jordan, W. A., labor, 3 83
Jordan, Albert, labor, 19 50
James, L. B., labor, 2 25
Johnson, Dexter, labor, 1 00
Jackson, L., labor, 1 12
Jones, Frank, labor, 3 63
Johnson, C. W., labor, 3 50
To Kane, Paul, labor, <
Kirkpatrick, J. D., labor,
Kenniston, L. J., labor and straw,
Knowl ton, Charles, labor,
Keene, Grant, labor,
Lawler, Mike, labor,
Landry, Joseph, labor,
Larachelle, Eugene, labor,
Leavitt, E. L., labor,
Leavitt E. A., labor,
Leavitt, L. L., labor,
L. & A. Elec. Light Co., lights for city stable, 
Lovejoy, S. H., shoeing horses,
Lawry, Atkins, labor,
Lovejoy, Warren, labor,
Leavitt, Edwin, labor,
Libby, Orren, labor,.
Linn ell, Newell, labor,
Lacourse, Victor, labor,
Lawler, Thomas, labor,
Libby, W. B., labor,
Latham, A. B., labor,
Lambert, Isaac, labor,
Libby, M. H., labor,
Libby, M. L., labor,
Libby, George J., labor,
Libby, G. 0 ., labor,
Libby, Justus F., labor,
Libby, Walter A., labor,
Larrabee, W. S., labor,
Larrabee, H. F., sign boards,
Libby, Sumner, labor,
Learn, E. G., labor,
Lavonte, J. B., labor,
Libby, -Lester E., labor,
' Litchfield, W ., labor,
Libby, F. R., labor,
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Litchfield, C. D., labor, $ 9 10
Lowell, J. L., labor, 1 75
Lamontagne, P., labor, 9 08
Lord, Ed., labor, 33
Littlefield, D. 0., labor, 3 00
McCarty, Mike, labor, 375 37
McCarty, Dennis, labor, 167 61
McCarty, Jerry 1st, labor, 339 34
McCarty, Jerry, 2d., labor, 247 09
McCarty, John E., labor, 51 38
McCarty, Charles C., labor, 55 86
Manley, Seth, labor, 1 67
Merrill <fc Webber, supplies, 4 75
Maney, Pat, labor, 287 22
Maney, Mat, labor, 274 48
McKensie, W. L., labor, 11 25
Mitchell, C. II., road machine, etc., 223 25
Morrill, labor and material, 4 95
Maine Central R. R. Co., freight. 13 98
McKenney, William P., labor, 51 60
Merrow, 0. B., labor, 40 50
Merrill, O. B., labor, 15 50
McKenney, Lester, labor, 6 00
Morrell, A. F., labor, 17 66
Morrell, F. E., labor, 57 44
Merrow, Ralph, labor, 28 62
Merrow, G. F., labor, 10 50
McAllister, C., labor, 3 58
Merrow, Hiram, labor, 33
Maguire, C., labor, 128 98
Maxwell, George, labor, 14. 25
Moore, Irving, straw and labor, 7 81
Martineau, Fred, repairing carts and sleds, 38 07
Mercier, N., labor, 35 24
Miour, Charles, labor, 16 50
Merrill, Charles, labor, 12 01
Merrill, C. E., labor, 21 75
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To Moore, Joseph, labor, $ 38 63
Mills, E. C., labor, 39 50
March, William, Labor, 1 75
Merrill, Thomas, labor, 6 !75
Mew, Charles, labor, 106 48
Marble, Henry, labor, 3 15
Macomber, M., labor, 1 50
McKenney, W. A., hay, 27 03
McAllister, Isaac, labor, 1 50
Morrill, Frank, labor, 10 50
Morrill, A. S., labor, 15 00
McCarty, Jerry, 2d, labor, 22 50
Miller, E., labor, 13 88
Merrow, Horace, labor, 50
Merrill, E. K., labor, 14 70
Morgan, G. W ., labor, 3 50
Norris, S. B., supplies, 5 50
Newell, Alfred, labor, 21 38
Neadeau, Archie, labor, 29 57
Newton, George, labor, 2 49
Newell, Z. T., labor, 2 20
Nevens, C. T., repairing carts, etc., 70 09
N. E. Telephone Co., rentals, 24 98
Noyes, A. F. & Co., supplies, 43 15
Nickerson, John, labor, 75
Nash, C., labor, 4 25
Osgood, E. S., labor, 22 25
O’Connell, Mike, labor, 1 50
Osgood, George, labor, 20 50
Obie, Cryel, labor, 4 50
Poirier, Theophile, labor, 161 24
Parent, Jean B., labor, 272 99
Prince, L. L., labor, 4 08
Plummer, William, labor, 12 66
Peables, Jacob, labor, t' 2/ 50
Parker, Charles, labor, 2p 11
Poor Department, hay and labor, 3 :3 83/ 9
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To Pillsbury, E. P., labor, $ 4 50
Phillips, A. W., labor, 2 83
Persey, L., labor, 50
Parker, Archie, labor, 19 15
Pollister, W. W ., labor, 27 14
Perry, S., labor, 17 73
Packard, Fred, labor, 5 48
Peterson, A. L., labor, 3 00
Penley, C. C., labor, 7 17
Penley, S. F., labor, 8 70
Plunkett, Albert, labor, 4 80
Peables, C. A., labor, 23 17
Peables, L. E., labor, 13 50
Pettengill, W. W., clay, 40 00
Pulsifer, E. D., sand, 8 25
Pollister, S. A., supplies, 2 10
Plummer, William H., labor, .13 65
Paul, Lewis, labor, 11 40
Pike, J. A., labor, 64 50
Parker, Scott, labor, 22 00
Perry & King, lumber,. 16 48
Pike, J. W., labor, 2 50
Pulsifer, Ann M., rent of gravel pit, 30 00
Pettengill, C., hay, 24 45
Pavier, S., labor, 1 50
Parker, E. H., labor, 7 09
Paine, Addie M., hay, 23 70
Penley, Ralph, labor, 4 70
Preble, N. F., labor, 7 27
Perkins, J., labor, 18 55
Rowe, H. W ., street commissioner, 83 32
Reagan, T. W ., labor, 65 75
Russell, Dana, driver of team, 135 42
Reagan, James, labor, 227 24
Reagan, Jerry, labor, 268 48
Reagan, Con, labor, 126 75
Record, C. H., labor 16 93
35
To Royal, John A., labor, $ 8 87
Rowe, I. C., labor, 20 50
Rogers, Ed., labor, 364 32
Rousseau, E., labor, 10 00
Rich, Eugene, filing saws, 9 85
Robinson, Frank, labor, 6 75
Robinson, Fred, labor and bay, 137 82
Robinson, Lester, labor, 6 75
Robinson, Samuel, labor, 3 16
Robinson, F., hay, 66 72
Roake, M. A., labor, 7 85
Rankins, R ., labor, 1 67
Robinson, M., labor, 4 50
Rowe, George, labor, 8 40
Ramsey, Moses, labor, 8 40
Rooney, Joseph, labor, 28 87
Reny, Mrs. H. A., labor, 7 89
Reagan, John, labor, 91 12
Robinson, E. G., labor, 15 00
Ricker, W. B., labor, 79
Ricker, D. W ., labor, _ 3 50
Reny, R. A., labor, 9 77
Royal, Charles, labor, 3 45
Sampson, Thomas, labor, 280 09
Sullivan, Jerry, labor, 332 99
Sampson, D. D., labor, 14 66
Sturtevant, T. L., labor, 60
Stevens, D. B., shoeing horses, 107 51
Shorey, Alex., labor, 191 96
Shields, Mike, labor, 3 75
Stanchfield, J. S., labor, 20 97
Solshine Mfg. Co., supplies, 7 25
Sawyer, W. S., labor, 3 00
Stevens, Harry, labor, 6 00
Sander j -Peter, labor, 9 16
St. Peter, Henry, labor, fs 54
Starbird, John, labor, 10 50
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To Sawyer, Charles, labor, CO 00
Small, Stephen, labor, 28 25
Sturgis, W . P., labor, 7 00
Stevens, Samuel, labor, 1 50
Soper, E. H., labor, 27 52
Skillings, F. M., labor, 12 16
Sullivan, John J., labor, 6 00
Sturtevant, Ernest, labor, 1 00
Smith, Mary E., gravel, 31 25
Staples, G. L., labor, 3 0 0
Stone, George W. & Co., shoeing horses, 1 00
Stanchfield, Eben, labor, 1 50
Stevens, D. B. <fc Co., supplies, 1 77
Skelton, George, labor, 1 50
Sherman, A., labor, 23 27
Sampson, M., labor, 3 35
Skillings, V., labor, 3 90
Stevens, H., labor, 5 25
Steel, A., labor, 4 95
Tooney, John, labor, 362 61
Taber, S. E., labor, 25 05
Tarr, Henry, labor, 364 02
Titcomb, C. A., labor, 9 00
Twitchell & Holt, horses, 550 00
Taber, Charles, labor, 79 8 8
Thompson, W. F., labor, 7 83
Thurston, E. R., labor, 42 02
Thompson, G. A., labor, 10 50
Taylor, F. M., repairs, 17 55
Taylor Bros., repairs, 13 50
Tukey, D. P., labor, 8 75
Tibbetts, Charles, labor, 27 00
Thorne, J., labor, 1 56
Torsey, F., labor, 5 00
Vosmus, M. H., labor, 20 00
Verrill, Bert D., labor, 35 10
Verrill, E ., labor, 4 62
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Vickery, Frank, labor,
Vickery, Ralph, labor,
Vosmus, William, labor,
Varnham, B. H.. labor,
Verrill, M., labor,
Verrill, Walter, labor,
Veriill, M. L., labor,
Vickery, J. P., labor,
Williams, John K., labor,
Welch, Benjamin, labor,
Watt, Fred, labor,
Wilson &  Company, supplies,
Willett, Ed., labor,
Walker &  Myrick, supplies.
Whitman H. S., labor,
Wagg, H i ,  labor,
Whitman, A. R ., labor,
Willett, Stephen, labor,
Watson, David, labor,
Walton, Lester, labor,
Wallingford, John, labor,
Wallingford, Bancroft, labor,
Wallace, C. W ., labor,
Waterhouse, E. E., labor,
Ward, Guy, labor,
Willey, F. E., labor,
Wood, J. N. Co., fuel,
Wagg, A. S., labor,
Woodbury, S. L., labor,
Woodbury, James T., labor, 
Woodbury, William S., labor,
Webb, E. E., labor,
Waterman, C. E., labor with team, 
Whitehouse Bros., labor and material, 
Wheeler, W. F., snow plow,
Whitman, A. R., labor,
Webb, A. M., labor,
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To Woodman, H. M., labor, 8 3 50
Woodward, L., labor, 18 00
Walton, C. W ., labor, 3 90
Woodman, F. M., labor, 4 20
Woodman, John, labor, 1 20
Wilson, N. J., labor, 12 25
Young, H. M., fuel, 8 06
Young & Shaw, labor,
821,764
£5
82
SCHOOLS.
To Atwood, Effie M., teacher, 8380 00
Aldrich, Mertie M., teacher, 270 00
Bickford, Nettie, teacher, 62 40
Bigelow, Clara, teacher, 56 00
Buckley, Abbie A., teacher, 329 20
Bridgham, Maud, teacher, 270 00
Booth, Minnie R., teacher, 175 00
Brown, Bertha M., teacher, 418 00
Baker, Maud, teacher, 313 90
Bearce, Etta H., teacher, 354 00
Bennett, Mary E., teacher, 160 00
Beal, Mamie, teacher, 171 75
Bridgham, Alice M., teacher, 110 00
Cartland, Lucy E., teacher, 117 00
Carroll, Mary G., teacher, 433 00
Coau, Anna E., teacher, 313 80
Crawshaw, Mary, teacher, 350 55
Chase, Bertha E., teacher, 296 50
Cummings, Jennie, teacher, 195 50
Cushman, Carrie P., teacher, 28 00
Curtis, Amy G., teacher, 18 50
Dow, Addie A., teacher, 418 00
Dingley, Theda C., teacher, 342 00
Dunn, Fannie A., teacher, 240 00
Davis, Ada G., teacher, 108 80
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To Davis, Emma, teacher,
Everett, Vina A., teacher, 
Fuller, Rose H., teacher,
Field, S. Bertha, teacher,
Ford, Blanche, teacher,
Gerrish, Grace E., teacher, 
Goddard, H. C., teacher, 
Gilcreas, Julia, teacher, 
Goddard, Harriet, teacher, 
Hayes, Helen A., teacher,
Hall, Grace E., teacher,
Hall, Daisy D., teacher, 
Howard, Lilla M., teacher,
Hunnewell, Mabel W ., teacher, 
Hicks, Emma, teacher,
' t
Hinkley, Mary C., teacher, 
Ingersoll, Sarah E., teacher, 
Ingersoll, Grace, teacher, 
Jordan, Mabel B., teacher, 
Jones, Lena W ., teacher,
Joyce, Lizzie, teacher,
Keith, Alice E., teacher, 
Knight, Ida M., teacher,
Knapp, Mabel D., teacher, 
Long, Sadie B., teacher,
Lunt, Flora E., teacher,
Latham, Maud, teacher,
Long, Georgiana, teacher, 
Lewis, Jennie, teacher,
Loring, Blanche G., teacher, 
Lowell, Julia, L., teacher, 
Merrill, Thirsa E., teacher, 
Murphy, Catherine H., teacher, 
Maxwell, Hattie E., teacher, 
Marsdeii; Lillian, teacher, 
Merrill, Emma J., teacher, 
McCausland, Lena, teacher,
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Mower, N. L., teacher, 00COx> 72
Norton, Susan G., teacher, 120 00
North, Edna, teacher, 17 00
Owen, Alice L., teacher, 327 00
Osgood, Abbie, teacher, 288 50
Oldham, Catherine H., teacher, 78 20
Paul, May E., teacher, 494 00
Pulsifer, Mary Ii., teacher, 149 00
Pettengill, Stella M., teacher, 142 50
Parker, S. Louise, teacher, 112 50
Parker, Glaydis E., teacher, 166 50
Percy, Grace, teacher, 58 50
Rich, Jennie M., teacher, 165 00
Rideout, Mary E., teacher, 266 00
Richardson, B. C., Superintendent, 1,099 98
Smith, Payson, Superintendent, 175 00
Smith, A. M., Principal, 375 00 .
Stevens, Ada G., teacher, 418 00
Stevens, Hattie G., teacher, 311 50
Swift, E. Maud, teacher, 197 50
Small, Lizzie M., teacher, 288 50
Saunders, Frances, Ass’t to Superintendent, 418 00
Smith, Ida L., teacher, 422 18
Smith, Isaac A., Principal, 479 09
Sweetser, Jennie, teacher, 22 00
Stinchfield, Belie, teacher, 25 50
Smith, B. Maude, teacher, 60 00
Turner, Margaret C., teacher, 418 00
Tobey, Bertha M., teacher, 296 50
Turner, Annie E., teacher, 339 30
Wilson, Margaret, L., teacher, 418 00
White, Albia, teacher, 418 00
Wing, Alice M., teacher, 386 20
Williams, Laura H., teacher, 270 00
Watson, Helen, teacher, 150 00
Wing, Lulu, teacher, 56 00
Ye^ton, Mae, teacher, 142 00
IAbbott, H. F., janitor,
Austin, Charles O  janitor,
Davis, William H., janitor,
Fuller, George H., janitor,
Hunt, A. L., janitor,
Merrill, Samuel P., janitor,
Proctor, L. M., janitor,
Fuller, Charles, janitor,
Collins, William, janitor,
Morse, Moses, janitor,
Penney, Henry, janitor,
Alien, C. C., janitor,
Rural janitors,
Bearce, Wilson &  Co., fuel,
Con-ant, F; R. & Co., fuel,
Dingley, F. W ., fuel,
Flagg, J. L., fuel,
Coding, W. H. H  fuel,
Hastings &  Smith, fuel,
Hathaway, Ellis & Co., fuel,
Hicks, C. H., fuel,
Johnson, C. W ., fuel,
Knowlton, F., fuel,
Luce, Smith &  Co.,
Merrill, C. O., fuel,
Merrill, E. K ., fuel,
Morrill, F. E., fuel,
Libby, M. L., fuel,
Robinson Bros., fuel,
Robinson, Fred, fuel,
Stevens, Samuel, fuel,
Stearns &  Reed, fuel,
Soper, E. Ii., fuel,
Thurston, E. R., fuel,
Woodman, A. M., fuel,
Wood, J. N. Co., fuel,
Auburn Post Office, postage stamps, etc.,
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American Book Company, Text-books, $498 51
Auburn Water Commissioners, water rates, 249 39
Allen, Totman & Co., supplies, 40 04
Allen, C. C., labor, 9 00
Andrews, W. L., labor, 1 50
Beal, O. G., supplies, 24 55
Babb, Edward E. & Co., text-books, 506 30
Bradbury, R. S., use of teams, 47 00
Boston & Lewiston Express, expresses, 35 95
Briggs, Ansel, taking census of scholars, 115 CD
Bradford, Conant & Co., rug, 5 50
Bradbury, J. H., trucking, 13 60
Banville, Joseph, cleaning, 5 00
Conant & Andrews, use of teams, 65 50
Carlisle, Ii. E., supplies, 2 98
Corey, Mrs. F. L., cleaning, 3 25
Coombs & Gibbs, supplies, 5 65
Creart, Robert, cleaning, 4 50
Crafts, E. E., cleaning, 4 00
Davis, F. G. & Co., supplies, 22 90
Davis, William L., cleaning, 1 80
Dick, A. B. Co., supplies, 5 10
Davis, S. T., cleaning, 1 50
Elms, James, supplies, 52 48
Eveleth, J. W., cleaning, 6 00
Eagle Pencil Co., supplies, 9 00
Estabrook Steel Pen Co., supplies, 11 16
Engleman, Mary, cleaning, 3 00
Eveleth, George, repairs, 1 00
Emerton, J. C., water supply, 3 00
Goss, W. H., use of 10 cent carriage, 3 00
Ginn & Co., text books, 148 77
Gilbert, W. W., cleaning, 2 00
Groves, Mrs. Ernest, cleaning, 6 00
Ham, W. B. & F. F ., supplies, 28
Hersey, S. P ., transporting scholars, 28 00
. . I
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To Haskell, L. W. & Co., supplies, $4 55
Herrick, George B., labor, 4 75
Hall, C. S., supplies, 5 70
Hammett, J. L. & Co., supplies, 63 40
Hayford, R., labor, 75
Hunnewill, Mabel, cleaning, 3 00
Heath, D. C. & Co., text-books, 32 42
Henderson, Ida, cleaning, 2 50
Hicks, Emma, cleaning, 3 00
Judkins, William, labor, 9 00
Jones, O. W ., supplies, 22 75
Kenney Bros. & Wolkins, supplies, 9 25
Lee & Shepard, supplies, 34 85
Lothrop, W. L., music, ' 8 73
Lander, C. M., repairing clock, 1 50
Mason, Ernest, photographs, 3 00
McGuire, J. F., repairs, 1 00
Morse Co., text-books, 33 76
Mixer, Frank S., transporting scholars, 160 00
Moulton, C. H., use of 10 cent carriage, 48 60
Merrill & Webber, supplies, 160 45
Merchants express, expresses, 65
Masury, Young & Co., supplies, 26 00
Mitchell, Wing & Co., supplies, . . 2 40
Masury, Young & Co., supplies, 37 20
Milton, Bradley & Co., supplies, 24 96
Mally, Fred Co., supplies, 19 50
Maynard, Merrill & Co., supplies, 8 25
Morse, M. M., cleaning out vault, 2 00
Norris, S. B., supplies, 5 50
N. E. Telephone Co., rentals, etc., 37 40
Oliver, Mrs. Paul, cleaning, 3 00
Pneumatic Hand Stamp Co., supplies, 2 04
Phillips, H. B., labor, 1 00
Pollister, W. W., cleaning, si 00
Penley, A. M., supplies, / 50
Robinson, A. L., supplies, etc., & 25
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Richardson, B. C., supplies, etc,,
Robinson, Sadie, cleaning,
Rich, Eugene, supplies,
Red Cross Chemical Co., supplies,
Robinson, W. A., insurance,
Skillings, F. M., transporting scholars,
Smith, Ida L., engrossing diplomas,
Silver, Burdett & Co., text-books,
Smith Premier T. Co., supplies,
Stinchfield, Mrs. C. O., cleaning,
Stevens, J. M., supplies,
Stevens, Samuel, cleaning out vault,
Soper, E. H., labor,
Sprague, A. C., paid express,
Smith, Payson, paid express,
Small, C. W., services,
Tainter, F. E., use of piano, etc.,
Torsey, Mrs. F. P., cleaning,
Union Oil Co., supplies,
Varnham, Charles L., transporting scholars, 
Verrill, Mrs. E. J., cleauing,
Vickery, J. P. & Co., supplies, 
Wood-Robinson Co., supplies,
Webster, F. S. Co., supplies,
Wills &  Hicks, cleaning clocks, etc., 
Wardsworth, Howland &  Co., supplies 
Wiggiu, W. H., supplies,
Western Union Tel. Co., telegrams,
Webber, Mrs. E. E., cleaning,
West Disinfecting Co., supplies,
Wills, George E., clock,
Young &  Shaw, labor.
Total, I
HIGH SCHOOL.
Moody, J. F., principal,
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Winslow, E. J., teacher,
Congdon, H. E., teacher,
Prescott, Augusta, teacher,
Josslyn, Effie, teacher,
Smith, Laura H., teacher,
Hayes, Edith H., teacher,
Lowell, Florence, teacher,
Irving, Bertha L., teacher,
Day, Francena, teacher,
Oakes, Methyl, teacher,
Mower, N. L., teacher,
Cushman, Mrs. Carrie L., teacher,
Smith, Id a  L., teacher,
Webber, George C., teacher,
Farnham, Imogen, teacher,
Donham, Hazel, teacher,
Sweetser, Jennie, teacher,
Dobson, John, janitor,
Bowker, Joseph, janitor,
Case, E. A., teacher,
Webber, George C., teacher,
Daggett, W. P., teacher,
Smith, Payson, superintendent,
American Book Company, text-books, 
Allyn & Bacon, text-books,
Auburn Water Commissioners, water rates, 
Atkinson & Mentzer, supplies,
Auburn P. 0 ., supplies,
Bearce, Wilson & Co., fuel,
Bradbury, J. IL, trucking,
Bickford, Irma, cleaning,
Beal, 0. G., supplies,
Babb, Edw. E. & Co., supplies,
Bumpus & Getchell, supplies,
Congdon,' H. E., supplies,
Con ant, F. R. ,& Co., supplies,
Elms, James, supplies,
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To Elm St. Universalist Society, use of church
for graduation, $ 25 00
Eagle Pencil Co., supplies, 13 50
Foss, George, labor, 3 25
Ginn & Co., text-books, 38 83
Garland, C. H., engrossing diplomas, 25 00
Heath, D. C. & Co., text-books, 44 38
Hammett, J. L. & Co., text-books', 31 40
Hastings & Smith, fuel, 268 53
Judkins, W. L., labor, 16 25
Jones, 0 . W ., supplies, 89 53
Koehler, C. A., text-books, 2 80
Knott, L. E. Apparatus Co., supplies, 67 86
Kimball, J. N., supplies, 15 00
L. &. A. Elec. Light Co., lighting, 29 63
Lewiston Gas Co., lighting, 4 48
Lotbrop, W. L , tuning piano, and music, 2 68
Lee & Shepard, text-books, 5 35
Longmans, Green & Co., text-books, 30 00
Moody, J. F., sundries, 12 20
Merrill & Webber, supplies, 72 40
Mally, Fred Co., supplies, 5 66
Miller, Ii. W ., supplies, 77
Oliver Typewriter Co., rentals and supplies, 25 72
Pulsifer, Florence, labor, 5 55
Powers & Lyons, text-books, 5 25
Robinson Bros., fuel, 48 00
Rand, McNally & Co., supplies, 4 80
Remington Typewriter Co., supplies, 75 00
Silver, Burdett & Co., text-books, 20 67
Smith Premier T. Co., supplies, 60 50
Thompson, Brown & Co., text-books, 13 50
Tainter, F. E., music, 3 85
Underwood & Underwood, supplies, 60 40
Wood, John N. & Co., fuel, 13 78
Whitman, T. S., Agt., supplies, 95
Wills & Hicks, cleaning clocks, etc., 1 00
To Wiggin, W. H  supplies, f>6 00
Wood-Robin son Co., supplies, 17 50
Wadsworth, Howland & Co., supplies, 9 01
Walker, W. J., 25 54
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Total, '$10,682 01
CONTINGENT.
To Adkins, Charles, driver of team,
Albee, John, driver of team,
Adams, F. W ., labor and material,
Auburn Water Commissioners, water rates, 
Ahearn, E., labor,
Andrews, G. B., M. D., certificates of births 
and deaths,
Barrell, D. A., M. D., certificates of births 
and deaths,
Bradbury, R. S., sprinkling,
Bosse, Francois, labor,
Bosse, Alfred, labor,
Bradbury, R. S.. use of sleigh car and teams, 
Bolduc, M., supplies,
Burnpus, George W ., clerk, recording births, 
marriages and deaths and making state 
record of same,
Burnpus, George W ., clerk, postage and 
supplies,
Burnside Post, G. A. R., Memorial Day ex­
penses,
Barrell, Louis, labor,
Boston Herald Co., advertising,
Ballard, S. K., insurance,
Board of Engineers, inspection of buildings, 
etc.,
Brett, P. F., right to lay and maintain water 
course,
$184 75
93 50
* 9 75
186 28
1 00
3 00
3 00
100 00
2 25
75
18 00
70
186 88
6 83
175 00
16 83
36 75
4 00
205 30
fa 00
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To Bickerton, William, labor,
Bumpus & Getchell, supplies, '
Beetle, J. W., M. D., certificates of births 
and deaths,
Burke, C., labor,
Church, H. C., driver of team,
Charest, Eli, labor,
Caddigan, Tim, labor,
Croston, John, labor,
Cotton, George E., use of 10 cent carriage, 
Cushman, B. G. W., M. D., services,
Cook, O. J., supplies,
Citizens of Perryville, appropriation for 4th 
of July,
Conant & Andrews, use of teams,
Cleveland, H. H., M. D., certificates of births 
and deaths,
Currier, N., labor,
Curtis, C. F. Coll., commission on tax for 
year 1902,
Curtis, C. F., Coll., tax deeds on tax for year 
1902,
Cassavant, George M., maintaining watering 
trough,
Dyer, Daniel, driver of team,
Driscoll, Pat, labor,
Derwin, Thomas, labor,
Davis, William L., cleaning,
Dyer, William, labor,
Dill, Wallace, labor,
Diugley, John & Go., supplies,
Elms, James, supplies,
Everett, S. M., sheep killed by dogs,
Eveleth, E. G., expense,
Field, G. A., labor,
Girond, J. A., M. D., certificates of births 
and deaths,
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To Gage, Adin, driver of team, $ 5 25
Gaudette, J. B., labor, 75
Greenwood, Jerry, labor, 10 12
Gaudette, Fred, labor, 75
1 Goss, Frank F., street commissioner, 16 00
j Gammon, Bert, labor, 1 00
j Gilmore, W. H., posting tax notices, 3 15
Greenleaf, Marry C., messenger to city coun­
cil, 15 00
Gagnon, J. L., ML D., certificates of births
and deaths, 1 75
Haskell, Otis D., maintaining watering
trough, 3 00
Haskell, F., labor, 66 50
Ilentz, Joseph, labor, 1 00
Hammond, Charles, labor, 1 00
Hines, Elmer, labor, 1 00
Haynes, L., labor, 1 00
Hanlon, Dennis, labor, 1 88
Hunt, Charles, labor, 43 75
Huston, T. A., sheep killed by dogs, 86 20
Hersey, S. P., maintaining watering trough, 3 ■00
Holmes, D. B., maintaining watering trough, 3 00
Jones, 0 . YV., supplies, 7 15
Inglis, George R., certificates of births and
deaths, 50
Hastings <& Smith, fuel, 8 10
Lawlis, Mike, labor, 13 88
Lupien, Lucien, M. D., certificates of births
. and deaths, 5 00
Lewiston Daily Sun, advertising, 7 13
Lewiston Journal, advertising, 13 57
Laundry, Joseph, labor, 3 75
Lakeside Press, printing bonds, 85 00
Libby, Mt 'PL, sheep killed by dogs, 28,100
Lawler, Thomas, labor, 0
1
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To Letoneau, A. A., M. D., certificates of births
and deaths, •' $ 8
McCarty, Jerry 1st, labor, 11
McCarty, Jerry 3d, labor, 73
McCarty, John E., labor, 2
Maney, Mat, labor, 4
Maney, Pat, labor, 6
McCarty, Dennis, labor, 1
Martin, Emile P., services, 16
Mayhew, E. C., use of teams, i
Marcotte, J. B., M. D., certificates of births
and deaths, 9
Maguire, C., labor, 63
Mercier, N., labor,
Mullaney, J. F., dog officer, 74
Maine Central R. R. Co., privilege to lay wa­
ter pipes under track, 1
Merrow, F. D. & Co., sheep killed by dogs, 63
McCarty, Jerry 2d, labor, 1
Norris, S. B., supplies, 5
N. E. Telephone Co., use of telephone, 2
Newell, Alfred, labor, 1
Newton, M. C., maintaining watering trough, 3
Nichols, J. H., cleaning, 1
Poirier, Theophile, labor, 31
Parrent, John, labor, 6
Pettengill, W. W., use of land for rifle
range, ] 12
Parker, Otis, labor, 1
Puzey, William, labor, 1
Pollister, S. A., supplies, 1
Penley, Fer.d, sheep killed by dogs, 12
Purinton, H. H., certificates of births and
deaths, 1
Regan, Jerry, labor, 44
Russell, Dana, driver of team, • 17
v Regan, James, labor, 5
75
62
50
25
13
38
87
00
50
75
01
75
24
00
00
50
50
S5
87
00
50
51
00
50
00
00
50
00
25
25
50
63
To Renwick, W. J.., M. D., certificates of births
and deaths, 110 25
Rooney, Joseph, labor, 1 50
Reagan, John, labor, 4 51
Rogers, Ed, 10 38
Ranks, E. F., maintaining watering trough, 3 00
State school for boys, care of Augustine Roy, 52 00
State school for boys, care of Chester Whit­
ney, 27 00
State school for boys, care of Roy Whitney, 52 00
Shorey, Elie, labor, 84 01
Sprague, A. C., expenses to Boston, etc., 15 65
Sullivan, Jerry, labor, 3 37
Sampson, Thomas, labor, 4 88
Smith, Oramandal, State Tr., dog licenses, 630 00
Sabourin, Charles, reimbursement of taxes, 22 40
Sprague, A. C., cash paid on account of tax
deeds, 21 41
Small, R. M., M. D., certificates of births
and deaths, 1 75
Tooney, John, labor, • 62 25
Thurston, Charles, supplies, (on account small
pox,) 33 61
Tapley, T. S., M. D., certificates of births and
deaths, 7 25
Taylor, V. B., dog officer, 39 37
Tibbetts, Charles, labor, 6 00
Tarr, H. L., labor, 2 63
Thompson, G. A., maintaining watering
trough, 3 00
Vickery, Fred W. R., sheep killed by dogs, 23 50
Vosmus, S. A., M. D., certificates of births
and deaths, 1 50
Watt, Fred, labor, 5 63
Webber, -W. E., M. D., certificates of births /
and deaths, /2 00
Williams, C. E., M. D., services, , 3 00
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To Whitcomb, C. S., M. D., certificates of births
and deaths,. • $ 2 75
Williams, C. E., M. D., certificates of births
and deaths, 3 50
Wentworth, Jennie, labor, 18 Oo
Whitman, H. O., maintaining watering
trough, 3 00
Total, $5,150 26
CONTINGENT (SMALL-POX).
Small, Charles, labor, $ 7 00
Tourigny, Arthur, labor, 7 00
Belanger, Tony, labor, 8 75
Taylor, V. B., labor, 60 75
Bosse, Francois, labor, 45 50
Andrews, D. P., labor, 43 75
Ferland, Edmond, labor. 43 75
McCarty, J. W. labor, 88
Mullen, A. F., labor, 2 63
Flynn, E. F., labor, 2 62
Hunt, C. T., labor, 47 25
Watt, Fred, labor, 1 75
Bellanger, Thomas, labor, 8 75
Burnham, R. F., supplies, 34 55
Cushman, B. G. W ., M. D., vaccinating, 63 00
Clement, Y. A., M. D., medical services, 980 33
Goding, S. J., supplies, 3 66
Hastings & Smith, fuel, 5 38
Haskell & Phillips, supplies, 2 50
Oliver, J. B., labor, 24 50
Peables, J. W., supplies, 121 18
Provost & Beauregard, supplies, 3 13
Rounds, F. R., services, 3 00
Ahern, John, labor, 32 38
Dale, W. H., labor, 45 50
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To Beealemick, B., labor, $35 00
O’Connell, J. J., fumigating, - 10 00
Stinchfield, Mrs. C. O., services, 5 00
Thurston, Charles, supplies, 14 21
Peables, A. M., M. D., medical attendance, 248 25
Damon, C. L., supplies, 54 94
Bailey, Dora, nursing, 30 00
Damon, Mrs. Abbie, nursing, 30 00
Sturgis, B. F., M. D., services, 17 00
Total, $2,043 89
FIRE DEPARTMENT.
To Adkins, Charles, driver of H. & L. truck, $125 25 
Albee, John, driver of New Auburn hose
' wagon, 274 00
Auburn Water Commissioners, water rates
and >pipe, 124 37
Atwood, C., hay, 45 97
Auburn Wagon Works, supplies, 105 43
Allen, George, fire police, 14 00
Ames, IT. F., Hook and Ladder Co. No. 1, 74 91
Adams, F. W., labor, 2 50
Brackett, William, Hose Co. No. 4, 3 95
Beal, O. G., supplies, 90
Bartlett, F. L., paid expenses of commission­
ers to Portland, 5 30
Badger, Charles W ., supplies, 6 18
Bearce, Wilson & Co., fuel, 261 43
Briggs, F. H., straw, 5 12
Bartlett, F. & Son, supplies, 3 78
Bailey, C. E., labor, 4 37
Barnes, Henry K., supplies, 84 71
Bumpus & Getohell, supplies, .4 40
Barrell, Louis, labor, '1 50
Bailey, C. E., Hook & Ladder Co. No. 1, *79 27
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To Bennett, M. L., Hose Co. No. 1; $66 16
Bicknell, George, Hose Co. No. 1, 8 25
Bickford, G. L., Hose Co. No. 1, 75 80
Bailey, W. H., Hose Co. No. 1, 45 52
Bradbury, J. H., 1st Ass’t Engineer, 75 00
Blethen, C. H., 3d Ass’t Engineer, 75 00
Burke, Con, labor, 75
Bradbury, express, 1 40
Cronin, John, labor, 1 00
Combination Ladder Co., chemical engine and
hose wagon, 1,987 00
Church, H. C., driver of steamer, 125 25
Conant & Andrews, fuel, 22 00
Co'nant, F. R. &. Co., lumber, 28 08
Clough, R., repairs, 65
Court St. Free Baptist Society, use of bell for
tire alarm, 21 00
Clark, G. A., supplies, 5 00
Cook, Otis J., supplies, 11 25
Caddigan, Tim, labor, 1 50
Chase, F. A., Hook & Ladder Co. No. 1, 76 33
Cook, Archie, Hose Co. No. 1, 8 25
Chapman Valve Mnfg. Co., repairs, 4 39
City of Lewiston, rental of fire whistle, 125 00
Davis, E. S., repairing bells, etc., 1 80
Decrow, W. E., supplies, 21 00
Dearborn, F. L., supplies, 8 33
Doyle, Richard, sleeping in engine house, 58 36
Duston, George L., labor on engine house, 5 00
Davis, F. G. & Co., supplies, 9 24
Dingley, Foss Shoe Co., supplies, 60
Driscoll, F., labor, 1 50
Doyle, R., New Auburn Hose Co., 50 70
Davis, E. P., Hook & Ladder Co. No. 1, 70 55
Drake, D. T., Hose Co. No. 1, 44 80
Davis, F. G., 2d ass’t. engineer, 75 00
Dinsmore & Greenleaf, labor and material, 2 96
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To Elms, James, supplies,
Eastman, Samuel & Co., supplies,
Field, George A., driver,
Frost, J. L. & Co., supplies,
Farrar, W. W., supplies,
Flanders, Louis E., fire police,
Gilbert, A. M.,
Goss, M. E., fire police, •
Garcelon, C. J ., Hook & Ladder Co. No. 1. 
Greenan, F. H., Hose Co. No. 1,
Gaudette, Lewis, fire police,
Gaudette F., fire police,
Hunt, W . E., Hose Co. No. 1,
Hartwell, Harry, painting,
Ham, W. B. & F. F., supplies,
Hastings & Smith, fuel,
Haskell, L. W. & Co., labor and supplies, 
Hicks, C. E., driver of hose wagon,
Hall, C. S., supplies,
Hath way, Ellis & Co., fuel,
Haskell, C. E., labor,
Hall & Knight Co., supplies,
Hunt, Charles P., labor,
Haskell, Albert, New Auburn Hose Co., 
Hunt, 0 . E., Hook & Ladder Co. No. 1, 
Hunt, W . E., Hook & Ladder Co. No. 1, 
Hamilton, Roy, Hose Co. No. 1,
Haskell, L. W ., chief engineer,
Howard Nelson, labor,
Highways, labor,
Hobbs, J. E., runners, etc.,
Inglis, George R., services as veterinarian, 
Jones, 0 . W ., supplies,
Jackson, F. W ., Hook & Ladder Co. No. 1, 
Jellison, \V., Hose Co. No. 1,
King, A. B., labor and material,
L. & A. Elec. Light Co., lighting,
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Lewiston Gas Light Co., lighting,
Larrabee, J. F., labor,
Langen, J. A., Hook &  Ladder Co. No. 1, 
Libby, F. N., Hose Co. No.' 1,
Larrabee, J. F., fire police,
Leonard, S. B., labor,
Litchfield, C. J., painting steamer,
Lewiston Monumental Works, stone,
Merrill & Webber, supplies,
Maine Central R. R. Co., freight,
Maney, Pat, labor,
Marston, G. E., trucking,
Maguire, C., labor,
Merchants Express Co., express,
McCarthy, Jerry 3d, labor,
Minnehan, P. J., Hose Co. No. 4,
Merrill, G. W ., Hook & Ladder Co. No. 1, 
Macomber, M. B., Hose Co. No. 1,
Merrow, W. W ., 4th ass’t. engineer,
Miller, A. W ., supplies,
McCarthy, Jerry 1st, labor,
Martineau, Fred, shoeing,
Martineau, Fred, Hose Co. No. 4,
Maloon, W. P., Hose Co. No. 4,
Martin, I. J ., supplies, etc.,
N. E. Telephone Co., rentals, etc.,
Nevens, C. T., storage,
Newell, Fred, Hose Co. No. 4,
Proctor, Hose Co. No. 1,
Poirier, Tbeophile, labor,
Pulsifer, R. W., New Auburn Hose Co., 
Paul, O. F., Hose Co. No. 1,
Pratt, A. E., Hose Co. No. 1,
Portland Co., repairing fire eugiue, 
Portland Rubber Co., supplies,
Page, Fred, labor,
Robinson, C. H. & Co., supplies
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50
25
15
42
50
05
56
15
62
50
00
00
13
50
15
15
50
95
13
33
63
05
59
67
75
00
00
25
45
20
82
82
50
83
74
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Robinson, Harry, Hose Co. No. 1,
Russell, Dana, driver of hose reel,
Rogers, Ed., driver of hose reel,
Rich, Eugene, supplies,
Reagan, Jerry, labor,
Ray, W. A. Jr., labor and fireman of steamer, 
Raigan, James, labor,
Reynolds, Mark, Hose Co. No. 1,
Russell, Dana, Hose Co. No. 1,
Reagan, John, labor,
Rich, L. E., Hose Co. £lo. 1,
Stevens, D. B., shoeing horses,
Sanderson, J. F., driver,
Solshine Mnfg. Co., supplies,
Smith, J. F ., Hook & Ladder No. 1,
Sawyer, E. H., labor,
Sawyer, E. H., trucking,
Shorey, Alex., labor,
Sawyer, F. W., labor,
Smith, J. A., Hook & Ladder No. 1,
Strout, H. D., Hook & Ladder No. 1, 
Sylvester, F. L., Hook & Ladder No. 1, 
Saddler, A. M., Hose Co. No. 1,
Sawyer, H. L., Hose Co. No. 1,
Sawyer, Fred, Hose Co. No. 1,
Smith, J. F., engineer of steamer,
Sampson, Thomas, labor,
Street Department, labor and boarding horses, 
Smith, A. P. Jr., labor,
Shaw, H. M., labor,
Smith, L., Hook & Ladder No. 1,
Taylor Bros., supplies,
Towle, O. E., Hose Co. No. 1,
Towle, S. B., Hose Co. No. I,
Taylor, F. M., fire police,
Tarr, Henry, labor,
Yosmus & Ross, supplies,
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Sargent, H. L., Hose Co. No.jjl,
Smith, R. L., labor,
Walker, W. S., supplies,
Wood, R. L. &  Co., supplies,
Woodrow, J. C. &  Co., laundry work, 
Walker &  Myrick, supplies,
Walker, W. J., supplies,
Walker, Charles, Hose Co. No. 1,
Welch, J. E., Hose Co. No. 1,
Walker, W. J., Hose Co. No. 1,
Walker, C. J., janitor,
Wood, Robinson E., supplies,
Whitney, F. R., care of lire alarm, 
Whitney, F. R., supplies,
Yeaton, W. E., lire police,
City of Lewiston, use of storage battery,
Total,
POOR DEPARTMENT. 
Atwood, Tascus, rent,
Auburn Water Commissioners, water rates, 
Attwood & Barrows, supplies,—farm, 
Burnham, R. F. supplies,
Briggs, C. H., fuel,
Baird, A. F., supplies,—farm,
Beede, J. W., M. D., medical services, 
Bearce, Wilson & Co., fuel-,
Bartlett, F. <fc Son, supplies,
Burleigh, G. M., supplies,
Bradford, W. B., supplies,
Bumpus &  Getchell, supplies,
Bumpus &  Getchell, supplies,
Briggs, W. C., supplies,— farm,
Bearce, Wilson &Co., fuel,
Barrows, Charles F., supplies,
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■
To Cushman, A. B., supplies,
Clark, Ellen, support of poor,
Cloud, Mrs. A. M.* support of poor,
Conant, ,F. R. & Co.., supplies,— farm,. 
Cushman, A. B., supplies,— farm,
Chase & Callahan, supplies,
Cook, Otis J., supplies,
Cook, Otis J., supplies,—farm,
Conant & Andrews, use of team,— farm, 
Conant & Andrews, fuel,
Cushman, B. G. W ., M. D., medical services, 
Conant Bros., labor,—farm,
Curtis, A. G., rent, etc.,
Carman & Thompson, supplies,—farm 
Chase & Callahan, supplies,— farm,
Dingley, John & Co., supplies,
Dingley, John &. Co., supplies,—farm, 
Dillingham & Phillips, shoeing horses,—farm, 
Davis, F. G. & Co., supplies,—farm,
Dunn & Ross, supplies,
Day, Rebekah, rent,
Davis & Chesley, supplies,—farm,
Dingo Insurance Co., insurance,— farm,
Davis & Chesley, supplies,
Davis, F. T ., supplies,—farm,
Elms, James, supplies,— farm,
Emerson, C. E., superintendent of farm,
Eddy Plow Co., harrow,—farm,
Emerson, C. E., cows,— farm,
Frank, W. C. & H. L., supplies,
Foss, Mattie E., rent,
Gove, C. U., supplies,
Gove, C. U., supplies,— farm,
Goss, A. L. <fc E. F. Co.,
Green, William A., supplies,
Gross, E. W ., supplies,— farm,
Heath, E. G., rent,
$ 2 05
6G 00 
4 85 
10 92 
12 93 
22 14 
16 50
27 30 
35 00
41 91
3 00 
12 00 
12 40
8 00
12 90 
35 03
19 05
28 65
42 74 
9 43
4 00 
32 62
2 20
5 15 
42 90 
15 67
366 63
20 12 
178 28
3 66 
60 00 
8 67
13 27 
20 96
97 
89 
2'l 00
y  o
14 
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To Hastings & Smith, fuel, , $ 20 76
Ham, W. B. & F. F., supplies, 10 05
Ham, W. B. & F. F., supplies,—farm, 16 49
Hutchinson, E. E., labor, 39 58
Holway, Oscar Co., supplies, 109 25
Healey Asylum, board, 5 00
Hall, C. S., board,—farm, 4 40
Hathaway, Ellis & Co., fuel, 4 00
Haskell, L. W . & Co., supplies,— farm, 4 12
Hersey, S. P., fuel, 186 31
Hospital Sisters of Charity, treatment of poor, 50 00
Hutchins & Libby, supplies,— farm, 16 04
Haskell & Phillips, supplies,—farm, 20 20
Huston, T. A. & Co., supplies,— farm, 23 51
Hackett, F. A., supplies, 12 18
Haines & Paine, carriage, 3 00
Hodgdon, Charles O., expenses to Augusta, 9 51
Hastings & Smith, fuel,— farm, 139 04
Hicks, Charles H., supplies, 22 01
Hutchins & Libby, supplies, 11 99
Hardy & Tarbox, supplies, 2 40
Inglis, George R., testing cows,—farm, 12 00
Jones, O. W ., supplies, . 71 10
Jones, O. W ., supplies,—farm, 9 90
Jordan, Mrs. J. W ., labor,—farm, 152 43
Jones, A- N., fuel, 144 00
Knowlton, F., fuel, 5 00
Kilbo.urne, W. R ., supplies,—farm, ' 5 30
Luce, Smith & Co., fuel, 36 00
Lyford, F. H., supplies, 85 23
Laberge, L., supplies. 30 31
Leblanc, Leopold, labor,—farm, 9 00
Maine Industrial School, support of Alice
Wood, 26 00
Maine Insane Hospital, support of insane, 1,194 36
Miller, A. W ., supplies, 14 64
Moody, W. F., supplies,— farm, 2 49
To Merrill & Webber, supplies,—farm, $16 75
McDonald, Mary A., rent, 9 00
Morrill, supplies,—farm, 67 35
McDonald, Eva, rent, 3 00
Maine Investment Co., rent, 6 00
Morrill, F. E., labor,—farm, 30 00
Monmouth, Town of, care of paupers, 39 79
Maheux, Eugene, fuel, 3 75
Mount Auburn Cemetery Asso., rent of tomb, 4 00 
N. E Telephone Co., rentals,—farm, 37 75
Nichols, John W ., M. D., medical attend­
ance, 25 90
Nevens, C. T., supplies, 1 50
Olfene & Holmes, supplies,—farm, 24 68
Olfene & Holmes, supplies, ' 2 00
Peables, J. |W., supplies, 18 75
Philoon. C. E., M. D., medical services, 3 00
Penley, A. M., supplies, 14 85
Penley, A. M., supplies,—farm, 29 52
Penley, A. W ., supplies, 5 64
Penley, A. W ., supplies,—farm, 13 76
Reny, A. T. & Sons, supplies, 47 06
Russell, Ellen, support of poor, 36 27^
Roak & Plummer, burial of poor, 90 37
Rawstron, Esther, rent, 60 00
Robinson, W. A., insurance,— farm, 125 20
Rowe, H. W ., expense Augusta, 8 70
Simard, Zedor, rent, 8 00
Stearns & Reed, fuel, . 30 78
Stevens, J. M., clerk, 300 00
Stevens, J. M., supplies and expenses, 65 65
Small, John, labor,—farm, 107 33
Stevens, J. M., supplies,—farm, 18 62
Small, R. M., M. D., medical services, 77 40
Sanitas Co., supplies,— farm, 8, 50
Swett, Mrs. Maria, supplies, postage, 0 86
Sturgis, John, M. D., services, 3 00
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To Titcomb, Mrs. Annie, support of poor,
Turner Center D. Asso., supplies, farm, 
Turgeon, C. L., surveying wood,— farm, 
Thurston, E. R., moving body,
Tibbetts, J. E. & Co., supplies,—farm,
Town of Madison, supplies to poor,
Vosmus, Henry E., supplies,
Vickery, J. P. & Co., supplies,—farm, 
Vickery, F. M., labor,—farm,
Vosmus, H. E., supplies,— farm,
Woodman, A. M., fuel,
Whitman, T. S. Agt., supplies,
Wagg, Mrs. L. A., rent,
Whitmore, C. H. & Co., supplies,
Webb, Eugene E., services,
Wiggin, W. H., supplies,
Walker & Myrick, supplies,—farm, 
Whitmore, C. H. & Co., supplies,—farm, 
Wilson & Co., supplies,— farm,
Weed, R., labor,
Williams, Mrs. W. W., rent,
Wing, George C., Assignee, supplies,— farm, 
Waterman, C. E., cutting ice,—farm,
Wilson & Gray, supplies,
Young, H. M., fuel,
Young & Shaw, filing saws—farm,
Y’oung & Robie, supplies,
Total,
ELECTIONS.
To Ashworth, S. S., election officer, 
Bailey, C. E., election officer, 
Bickford, William, election officer, 
Cahoon, T., election officer,
Cobb, A. W. P., election officer,
$ 40 00
116 53
1 00
5 00
74 89
6 40
10 10
465 38
159 00
24 94
37 90
2 05
10 00
8 35
3 25
6 04
5 80
26 15
39 70
47 85
6 00
3 70
8 00
3 00
5 64
45
5 80
§6,716 36
$ 5 00
5 00
2 50
2 50
22 50
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To Couillard, Emile, election officer,
Davis, C. C., election officer,
Darling, Charles E., election officer,
Day, George P., election officer,
Emerton, J. C., election officer,
Garland, W. B ., election officer,
I Greenleaf, C. E., election officer,
Hackett, E. E., election officer,
Hunt, Charles P., election officer,
Harlow, E. J., election officer,
Horde, Albert, election officer,
Johnson, Eugene, election officer,
Jordan, Elmer M., election officer,
Knight, John T., election officer,
Leadbetter, J. C ., election officer,
McKenney C. L., election officer,
Morse, L. O., election officer,
Miller, W. M., election officer,
Martin, A. C., election officer,
Raynes, A. R., election officer,
Russell, Dana, election officer,
Shuman, W\, election officer,
Smith, Albert, election officer,
Stevens, L. L., election officer,
Shields, J. J., election officer,
Smith, F. E., election officer,
Towle, 0. E., election officer,
Taylor, H. V ., election officer,
Verrill, Leon D., election officer,
Webber, Harry E., election officer,
Bradbury, R. S., use of teams,
Bumpus, George W ., supplies, etc.,
Beal, 0 . G., supplies,
Carver, FI. P., member Board of Registration, 
Dinsmore & Greenleaf, labor and carting, 
Elms, James, supplies,
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To Gifford, George G., chairman Board of Reg­
istration, $61 25
Hopkins, W . B., clerk for Board of Regis­
tration, 5 00
Hastings & Smith, fuel, ' 4 00
Kneeland, S. K., labor and material, 1 50
Legendre, Alfred, services, 9 00
Merrill & Webber, printing ballots, etc., 83 40
Moulton, C. H., use of ten cent team, 2 50
Manser, Harry, member Board of Registration, 50 25
Pollister, S. A., supplies, 2 65
Sprague, H. M., clerk for Board of Registra­
tion, 82 75
Sturgis, Carl B., clerk for Board of Registra­
tion, 11 00
Taylor, F. B., services Board of Registra­
tion, 8 00
Vincent, Z., services, 9 00
Willis, H. E., member of Board of Registra­
tion, 50 25
White & Westall, supplies, - 75
Whitney, E. A., services as Clerk, 17 50
Young & Shaw, labor and material, 12 51
Total, $733 43
POLICE.
To Chesley, L., services, $ 3 50
Goss, M. E., services, 1 75
Garcelon, A. A., Marshal, 770 00
Gaudette, Ferd, services, 1 75
Hopkins, W. B., Deputy Marshal, 357 50
Hackett, E. E., Officer, 44 00
Hodsdon,. Charles O., Officei, 706 00
Higgins, C. H., Special Officer, • 10 50
Hunt, C. P., Special Officer, 8 75
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Hamilton, Roy, services,
Harriman, H. A., services,
Kelleher, J. E., Officer,
Lyford, F. H., Deputy Marshal,
Legendre, Alfred, Officer,
Mullen, A., services,
Newell, Z. T., services,
Record, W., services,
Reynolds, Mark, services,
Ratcliffe, Samuel, Special Officer,
Rowe, H. W ., Officer,
Swett, Maria, Police Matron,
Smith, F. H., Officer,
Stetson, Charles M., Officer,
Stevens, W. G., services,
Taylor, F. B ., Marshal,
Taylor, V. B., services,
Vincent, Z., Officer,
Arnold, E., supplies,
Auburn P. O. supplies,
Bradbury, R. S., use of teams,
Briggs, C. PI., fuel,
Beal, O. G., supplies,
Bearce, Wilson & Co., fuel,
Central Maine General Hospital, care of Jo­
seph Marshall,
Conaot & Andrews, use of tearab,
Chase & Callahan, supplies,
Conant, F. R. &Co., supplies,
Cook, Otis J., supplies,
City of Lewiston, services,
Chase, J. PI., labor and material,
Darling, V. S. Bicycle Co., supplies,
Davis, William L., cleaning,
Dodge, J. N., services,
Elms, James, supplies,
Garcelon, A. A., sundry expenses,
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Goss, W. H., use 10 cent team, 
Hopkins. W. B., food for prisoners, 
Hastings & Smith, fuel,
Hall, C. S., supplies,
Hodsdon, Charles 0 ., expenses,
Hall, A. B., supplies,
Howard, E. E., photographs,
L. & A. Elec. Light Co., lights, 
Lyford, F. H., food for prisoners, 
Merrill & Webber, supplies,
Mayhew, E. C., use of teams,. 
Moulton, C. H., use of 10 cent teams, 
Mason, W. G., supplies,
Mullaney, John, use of teams,
Norris, S. B., supplies,
N. E. Telephone Co., rentals, etc., 
New Auburn Lodge K. of P ., rent, 
Pollister, S. A., supplies,
Plummer, H. L., photographs,
Reed, A., use of 10 cent carriage, 
Roak & Plummer, use of ambulance, 
Stearns & Reed fuel,
Taylor, F. B., sundry expenses, 
Tower & Lyon, supplies,
Twitchell, H. C., services,
Union Oil Co., supplies, s 
Walker & Myrick, supplies, 
Woodward, J. L., services,
Young & Shaw, labor and material, 
Youngliss, J. T ., services,
Total,
PUBLIC PROPERTY.
■STo Arnold, E., labor and material, 
Atkins, Mrs. R., cleaning,
33 60 
7 00
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To Adams, F. W ., labor and material,
Allen, J. B. &  Co., labor and material, 
Androscoggin Fdy. Co., castings,
Auburn Water Commissioners, water rates, 
Andrews, T. E., labor, 
Bradbury, J. H . care of City Hall, 
Bearce, Wilson &  Co., fuel,
Briggs, C. H., fuel,
Barnum, E. T., wire netting for treasurer’s 
office,
Creart, Robert, cleaning,
Crawshaw, J. M., labor and material,
Chase & Callahan, supplies,.
Chase, J. H.,, supplies,
Cummings, C. W., insurance,
Elms, James) supplies,
Greenleaf, E. M., labor and material, 
Gammon, A. T. & Co., labor and material, 
Greenleaf, J. A., labor and material,
Grand Trunk Ry. Co., freight,
Haskell, L. W. & Co., labor and material, 
Hall, C. S., supplies,
Hutchinson, J. P. &  Co., insurance,
Haskell, I. N., labor and material,
Hastings & Smith, fuel,
Jack &  Hartley, supplies,
Jones, O. W., supplies,
Lewiston Gas Light Co., lighting,
L. & A. Elec. Light Co., lighting and sup­
plies,
Larrabee, J. F., labor and material,
Miller & Owen, insurance,
Marston, G. E., freight and trucking,
Miller, A. Q., expenses,
Martin, Frank, care of boiler at City Build­
ing,
Norris, S. B., supplies,
«
/
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Peables, J. W., supplies, CO 65
Portland Co., repairing boiler, 89 25
Ray, William A., Jr., labor and material, 50
Rich, Eugene, supplies, 80
Robinson, W. A., insurance, 80 65
Taylor, F. P. <fc Co., labor and material, 5 98
Silson & Co., supplies, 2 00
Whitehouse Bros., labor and material, 1 1 2 48
Wood, John N. Co., fuel, 28 66
Wood-Robinson Co., supplies, 7 00
Whitman, T. S., tending fire at City Building, 1 2 00
Watson, D. W., labor, 8 65
Young & Shaw, labor and material, 41 72
Total, $2,610 32
MUNICIPAL COURT.
Auburn Post Office, supplies, 33 40
Beal, O. G., supplies, 5 03
Ballard, S. K., insurance, 12 00
Bearce, Wilson & Co., fuel, 6 67
Elms, James, supplies, 6 75
Hall, C. S., supplies, 60
Jordan, M. D., care of rooms, 66 00
Jack & Hartley, supplies, 1 75
L. & A. Elec. Light Co., lighting, 49 71
Lewiston Gas Light Co., lighting, 4 43
Merrill & Webber, printing and supplies, 206 15
Monroe, James Co., rent of rooms, 230 04
Mitchell, J. W., Judge, 350 00
Manser, Harry, Judge, 1,050 00
Mechanics Savings Bank, heating, 145 90
Marr, Herbert, supplies, 1 00
N. E. Telephone Co., rentals, 45 26
Nichols, J. H., cleaning, 9 50
Peables, J. W., supplies, 70
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Vervill, Harry H., care of rooms, 1 6 00
Verrill, A. E., supplies, 12 25
Watson, W. H., legal services, 6 00
Total, * 82,249 14
REPAIRS ON SCHOOL HOUSES.
Allen, John B., labor and material, COo 87
Arnold, E., labor and material, 284 94
Auburn Wagon Works, labor and material, 1 25
Adams, F. W ., labor and material, 167 56
Ballard, S. K., insurance, 45 00
Banks, C. E., labor, 1 95
Brackley, C. L., labor and material, 17 29
Oiampbell, C. B., labor and material, 1 50
Crawshaw, J. M., labor and material, 56 97
Chase & Corey, labor and material, 71 60
Conant, F. R. & Co., lumber, 99 53
Conant & Andrews, use of team, 3 00
Collins, W. H., labor and supplies, 37 50
Dinsmore & Greenleaf, labor and material, 37 65
Davis, W. F., labor and material, 6 00
Elms, James, supplies, 48 81
Frost, J. L. & Co., supplies, 93
Greenleaf, E. M., labor and material, 6 22
Gammon, A. T. & Co., labor and material, 220 20
Gore, Stanley, labor and material, . • 2 00
Haskell, L. W. & Co., labor and material, 11 76
Haskell, I. N., labor and material, 17 69
Hunnewell, Scott, labor and material, 3 00
Jordan, N. I., insurance, 30 00
Larrabee, S., labor and material, l 25
Larrabee, J. F., labor and material, 206 65
Lawlis, Thomas, labor and material, 3 25
Lewiston Gas Co., supplies, / 16
L. & A. Elec. Light Co., supplies, / 9 88
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Lunt, M. M., labor, $ 60
Morse, M. M., labor, 1 28
Proctor, L. M., labor and material, 18
Pike, J. A., labor, 11 00
Robinson, W. A., insurance, 75 00
Roakes, Austin, labor, 66 15
Rendall, D. H., labor and material, 25 49
Sawyer, William S., labor, 6 25
Sampson, D. D., labor, 1 53
Whitehouse Bros., material, 60 96
Young & Shaw, labor and material, 5 23
Total, $2,351 08
SEWERS.
Adkins, Charles, driver of team, $ 14 88
Albee, John, driver of team, 42 00
Androscoggin Fdy. Co., supplies, 29 10
Auburn Monumental Works, stone, 34 00
Bosse, Francois, labor, 6 00
Bickerton, William, labor, 2 63
Barrell, Louis, labor, 34 88
Butler, John, labor, 4 88
Babcock, PI., labor, 38
Church, H. C., driver of team, 34 75
Caddagan, Tim, labor, 33 00
Charest, Eli, labor, 3 00
Croston, John, labor, 4 50
Conant & Andrews, labor, 3 50
Currier, Nelson, labor, 1 50
Coombs, J. E. & Co., labor, etc., 2 01
Dyer, Daniel, driver of team, 32 39
Driscoll, Pat, labor, 1 50
Dinglev, John & Co., supplies, 59 65
Derwin, Thomas, labor, 31 50
Dill, Wallace, labor, 18 88
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Driscoll, Florence, labor, $ 3 00
Dyer, William, labor, 4 50
Dunn, Charles, brick, 55 90
Damon, C. L., supplies, • 85
Elms, James, supplies, 104 02
Field, G. A., labor, 33 9V
Gage, Adin, driver of team, 8 V5
Gaudette, J: B., labor, V5
Greenwood, Jerry, labor, IV 25
Gaudettei Ferd, labor, V 5
Goss, Frank F., labor, 44 21
Greenwood, Ephraim, labor, 1 50
Gamache, Adolphe, labor, 1 50
Greenleaf, J. A., supplies, 8 10
Haskell & Phillips, supplies, 5 00
Haskell, F., labor, 11 00
Hanlon, Dennis, labor, 4 13
Hunt, Charles F., labor, 2V 00
Jordan, Henry, labor, 25 19
Jordan, W. H., labor, 112 50
Lawler, Mike, labor, 9 38
Landry, Joseph, labor, 10 50
Lawler, Thomas, labor, 56 12
McCarty, Mike, labor, 6 38
McCarty, J. E., labor, 8 63
McCarty, Jerry 3d, labor, V2 01
McCarty, Dennis, labor, . 22 .13
McCarty, Jerry 1st, labor, 19 13
Maney, Pat, labor, 5 25
Maguire, C., labor, 11 26
Maney, Mat, labor, 5 26
McCarty, Charles, labor, 1 50
Mew, Charles, labor, 4 50
Maine Central R. R. Co., freight, 53 44
Newell, Alfred, labor, 3 00
North Jay^Granite Co., stone, V6I 26
Parent, Jean B., labor, /20 63
25
63
25
75
62
75
76
76
50
63
26
13
50
88
00
85
00
84
38
50
42
13
76
40
00
50
01
13
00
25
50
88
25
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Pories, Theo, labor, $ 8
Reagan, James, labor, 14
Russell, Dana, driver of team, 39
Reagau, T. W., labor, 1
Reagan, Jerry, labor, 5
Roney, Joseph, labor, 6
Reagan, John, labor, 3
Sampson, Thomas, labor, 18
Shorey, Alex, labor, 13
Sullivan, Jerry, labor, 5
Tooney, John, labor, 47
Tarr. Henry, 20
Williams, John K., labor, 1
Watt, Fred, labor, 16
Young & Robie, supplies, 6
Total, $1,459
PERMANENT IMPROVEMENTS.
Albee, John, labor,
Auburn Water Commissioners, water pipe, etc. 
Adkins, Charles, labor,
Auburn Monumental Works, stone, etc., 
Arnold, E., supplies,
Bickerton, William, labor,
Barrell, Louis, labor,
Brooks, George B.,supplies,
Briggs, C. Ii., labor,
Burke, Con, labor,
Carrigan, Tim, labor,
Church, H. O., labor,
Croston, John, labor,
Cobb, Waiter, labor 
Conant & Andrews, labor,
Currier, Nelson, labor,
Congour, Joseph, labor,
$ 17 
, 327 
9 
9
18
7
27
1
5
4
45
16
3
11
1
4
2
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To Coombs, J. E. & Co., labor, $ 4 00
Cobb, Mrs. J. F., gravel, 9 90
Dill, labor, 61 00
Dingley, John, cement, 1 25
Dunn, Charles, brick, 8 15
Derwin, Thomas, labor, 11 25
Dyer, Daniel, labor, 43 76
Driscoll, Florance, labor, 2 25
Dill, Wallace, labor, 18 26
Dyer, William, labor, 3 00
Elms, James, supplies, 13 30
Field, G. A., labor, 42 75
Goss, Frank F., street commissioner, 59 42
Gage, Adin, labor, ' 59 00
Greenwood, Jerry, labor, 6 00
Greenwoodj Ephraim, labor, 1 50
Gaudette, Lewis, labor, 2 25
Greenwood, Archie, labor, 12 00
Haskell, F., labor, 43 00
Hanlon, Dennis, labor, 4 50
Haines Bros., labor, 3 00
Hunt, Charles, labor, 3 75
Howard, Nelson, concrete walk, 46 94
Harris, Frank, labor, 2 33
Jordan, William H., labor, 54 88
Jordan, William H., filling and laying stone
contract, 398 50
Jordan, Albert, labor, 15 75
Jordan, Henry, labor, 26 81
Leavitt, E. A., labor, 38 50
Leavitt, E. L., labor, 24 00
Leavitt, S. L., labor, 14 25
Lawler, Thomas, labor, 18 63
Laundry, Joseph, labor, 11 62
Lewiston Monumental Works, curbing, 153/52
Martineau, Fred, sharpening picks, etc., 17 40
McCarty, Mike, labor, 3 00
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Maine Central R. R. Co., freight, oo 60
McCarty, Dennis, labor, 23 25
McCarty, Charles, labor. 6 00
McCarty, Jerry 3d, labor, 14 62
Maguire, C., labor, 1 12
Maney, Pat, labor, 10 87
Mew, Charles, labor, 12 00
Maney, Mat, labor, 9 00
McCarty, Jerry 1st, labor, 7 87
Mercier, N., labor, 3 75
Merrill, E. K., labor, 27 25
Merrill, Charles, labor, 1 50
Newell, Alfred, labor, 6 75
Parrent, Jean B., labor, 1 50
Poirier, Theo, labor, 14 25
Paul Lewis, labor, 35 75
North Jay Granite Co., stone, 134 98
Osgood, E. S., labor, 21 00
Reagan, James, labor, 36 38
Russell, Dana, labor, 9 50
Reagan, Jerry, labor, 6 37
Rogers, Ed., labor, 18 38
Rooney, Joseph, labor, 4 88
Ramsay, Moses, labor, 1 50
Record, C. H., labor, 27 77
Sampson, Thomas, labor, 13 50
Shorey, Elie, labor, 10 50
Sullivan, Jerry, labor, 1 50
Stevens, D. B. & Co , supplies, 7 00
Sullivan, John J., supplies, 1 50
Tooney, John, supplies, 11 25
Tarr, Henry, supplies, 48 64
Vosmus, M. H., supplies, 26 12
Watt, Fred, supplies, 6 00
Willett, Stephen, supplies, 16 12
Total, $2,340 93
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PAVING.
Adkins, Charles, labor, $20 88
Albee, John, labor, 14 00
Barrel!, Louis, labor, 21 38
Brooks, George B., supplies, 19 .49
Bickerton, William, labor, 11 25
Bradbury, R. S., labor, 3 50
Briggs, C. H., labor, 5 25m
Carrigan, Tim, labor, 14 25
Coombs, J. E. & Co., sharpening picks, etc., 14 00
Croston, John, labor, 10 13
Church, H. C., labor, 13 00
Chippendale, Con, labor, 3 50
Currier, N., labor, 14 25
Carty, J. W ., labor, 23 00
Derwin, Thomas, labor, 15 00
Driscoll, F., labor, 11 25
Dyer, Daniel, labor, 45 00
Dill, W ., labor, 45 00
Elms, James, supplies, 3 19
Field, Geo. A., labor, 24 38
Goss, Frank F., street commissioner, 45 00
Gaudette, Louis, labor, 7 50
Greenwood, Archie, labor, 42 00
Haskell, F., labor, 25 50
Haskell, George B. Co., supplies, 2 00
Hunt, Charles, supplies, 19 25
Hyler, N., supplies, 13 13
Hackett, F., supplies, 3 50
Harkins, Thomas, supplies, 9 00
Harkins, Michael, supplies, 41 00
Hanlon, Dennis, supplies, 8 63
Lawler, Thomas, supplies, 7 13
Landry, Joseph, supplies, 17 25l
Littlefield, Perley, supplies, 15 h
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To McCarty, Dennis, supplies, $22 38
McCarty, Jerry 1st, labor, 16 13
McCarty, Jerry 3d, labor, 8 25
Maney, Mat, labor, 20 25
Maney, Pat, labor, 11 25
Mew, Charles, labor, 13 50
Maine Central R. R. Co., freights, 255 89
Martineau, Fred, sharpening picks, etc., 1 80
Miller, A. W ., supplies, 1 97
Maguire, C., labor, 6 38
Mayhue, Joeeph, labor, 6 75
Merrill, Edwin, labor, 15 75
Maine & N. H. Granite Co., paving blocks, 2,307 50
Nadeau, T. F., labor, 7 00
Poirier, Theo, labor, 12 38
Poirier, Phillip, labor, 8 63
Poirier, S., labor, 7 13
Reagan, John, labor, 17 63
Rogers, Ed, labor, 26 50
Reagan, James, labor, 18 75
Shorey, Elec, labor, 16 87
Sullivan, Jerry, labor, 75
Sampson, Thomas, labor, 15 38
Stevens, Harry, labor, 2 25
Tooney, John, labor, 21 51
Tarr, H. L., labor, 50 75
Total, $3,481 67
PRINTING AND STATIONERY.
To Auburn Post Office, supplies, $ 215 74
Beal, 0 . G., supplies, 15 35
Lewiston Journal, advertising, 7 58
Merrill & Webber, printing and supplies, 239 52
Sprague, A. C., supplies, 3 70
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To Co-Operative Press, supplies, $ 75
Lewiston Journal Co., printing reports, 216 00
Weeks, W. H., printing tax notices, etc., 2 75
Hayes & Arnold, supplies, 3 75
Trafton, E. E., supplies, 4 80
Gaylord Bros., supplies, 3 30
LeMessager, advertising, 2 00
Lewiston Daily Sun, advertising, 3 50
Robinson, W . A., supplies, 14 00
Robinson, A. L., supplies, 2 00
$734 74
LIQUOR AGENCY.
To Jones, O. W ., supplies, $ 4 20
Leavitt, J.1 M., supplies, 18,997 76
Whitman, T. S., agent, salary, 520 00
Whitman, T. S., agent, assistant, 37 00
Whitman, T. S., agent, freight and cartage, 134 01
Whitman, T. S., agent, supplies, 40 04
Whitman, T. S., agent, U. S. tax, 25 00
Hutchinson, J. P., & Co., insurance, 15 60
Ridlon, J. M., services, 3 00
$19,776 61
HYDRANTS.
To Auburn Water Commissioners, water rates, $3,195 00
STREET LIGHTS.
To L. & A. Elec. Light Co., lighting per con­
tract, $ 4,169 55
Bradbury, R. S., use team, 
Bailey,-George O., supplies, 
Lyford, F. H., supplies,
l 50 
26 23 
4 561
1,211 84Total,
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INTEREST.
To Sprague, A. C., treasurer, paid coupons, $ 8,568 75 
Sprague, A. C., treasurer, paid interest on
notes, 2,772 28
Ward, Henry P., for coupon destroyed, 10 00
Total, $11,351 03
PARK.
Tarr, H. L. labor, $ 1 75
Wilson & Co., supplies, 1 10
Street Department, labor, 1 50
Barrell, Louis, labor, 2 25
Tooney, John, labor. 2 25
Dobson, John, labor, etc., 24 05
Elms, James, supplies, < 6 50
Roak, George M., plants, 2 50
McCarty, Dennis, labor, 2 25
Reagan, James, labor, 2 25
Street Department, labor, 1 50
Watson, D. W., labor, 80 87
Davis, F. T ., supplies, 9 00
Total, $137 77
SALARIES.
Eveleth, E. G., mayor, $ 450 00
Bumpus, George W ., city clerk, 250 00
Sprague, A. C., treasurer, 600 00
Smith, Reuel W., city solicitor, 200 00
Small, R. M., M. D., city physician, 100 00
Bumpus, George W ., pension clerk, 25 00
Davis, H. J., electrician, 100 00
Briggs, Ansel, assessor, 275 00
Martin, C. V., assessor, 275 00
To Wagg, H. S., assessor, 1275 00
Harlow, Eben J., clerk of council, 30 00
Peables, A. M., M. D., board of health, 100 00
Cushman, B. G. W., M. D., board of health, 50 00
Cook, Otis J., board of health, . 25 00
Greenleaf, William M., auditor, 200 00
Swift, R. A., engineer, 350 00
Greenleaf, C. E., inspector of buildings, 100 00
Marvell, C. E., inspector of plumbing, 300 00
Rich, A. C., board of health, 25 00
Duston, G. A., clerk of council,- 10 00
I
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Total, $3,740 00
i
ABATEMENT ON TAXES.
l
To Curtis, Charles F., collector, abatement on
taxes of 1901, $ 678 02
Curtis, Charles F ., collector, abatement on
taxes of 1902, 1,775 53
Curtis, Charles F., collector, abatement on
taxes of 1903, 2,355 22
Hopkins, W. B., collector, abatement on tax­
es of 1899, 315 26
Hopkins, W. B., collector, abatement on tax­
es of 1900, 626 77
Total,
PUBLIC LIBRARY. 
To Morrill, John A., Tr., appropriation,
$5,750 80
11,400 00
STATE TAX.
7
$19,710 20To Smith, Oramandal, Tr., tax of 1903,
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W ATER WORKS SINKING FUND.
To A. C. Sprague, treasurer, appropriation, $3,000 00
COUNTY TAX.
To Potter, Noel B., treasurer, tax of 1903, $8,637 14
CARNEGIE LIBRARY.
To Court St. Free Baptist Society, lot, $ 6,500 00
Lewiston Daily Sun, advertising, 2 50
Lewiston Daily Journal, advertising, 6 50
Portland Pub. Co., advertising, 3 00
Webber & Webber, services as auctioneer, 6 75
Greenleaf, John A., on contract, 16,000 00
Kennebec Journal, advertising, 2 33
Willey & Calhoun, inspecting boiler, 3 85
Chase, John H., gas piping, 45 00
Maine Central General Hospital, heater, 125 00
Miller, W. R., plans, etc., 500 00
Willey & Calhoun, 800 00
Total, $23,994 93
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} TABULATED STATEMENT.
’  //
Showing the amounts of the several appropriations, the re­
ceipts, the payments made from them, and the excess or 
deficiency of each.
A ccount. A ppropri­ations.
Highw ays.................  .......
C ontingent.................. .......
Schools........................,'l.........
$20,000.00
3.500.00 
23,000.00
9.750.00 
12,500.00
5,000.00
5.650.00
2.500.00
1.500.00
4.250.00 
800.00
High Schools.............. ........
Eire Department
P o o r ... T ..............................
P o lice .....................................
Permanent Im provem ents 
S ew ers ...................................
Street L ights......................
Public Property........... .....
L iquor A gency*..................
M unicipal C ourt................ 1.500.00 
100.00 
650.00
3.200.00 
150 00
8,637.14
19,710.20
3.740.00
7.000. 00
1.500.00
2.500.00
3.000. 00
3.000. 00
1.400.00
1.500.00
Printing and Stationery.. 
E lections................................
H ydrants...............................
P a rk .......................................
County T a x ..........................
State T a x ..............................
S a laries.................................
In terest.................................
Repairs on Schoolhouses.. 
Abatem ents on Taxes . . .  
P a v in g ...................................
W ater Wks. Sinking Fund 
Public L ibrary ....................
Carnegie L ib ra iy ................
Total 8.............................. $146,637.34
R eceipts. E xpendi­tures. Balance.
Over­
drawn.
$378.38
3,774.31
10.877.16
420.50
22.83
2,111.89
747.40
146.00
144.34
$21,764.82
7,194.15
33,749.75
10,682.01
12.858.60 
6,716.36 
6,490.35 
2,340.93 
1,459.85 
4,211.84 
2,610.32
19.776.61
2.249.14 
734.74 
733.43
3.195.00 
137.77
8.637.14 
19.710.20
3.740.00 
11,351.03
2,351.08
5,750.80
3,481.67
3,000.00
1.400.00 
23,994.93
$1,386.44
$80.16
227.41
511.51
335.77
1395.53
92.95
305.07
184.49
38.16
1,393.53
24,990.61
504.60
416.79
5,214.00
244.54
34.74
83.43
5.00
12.23
10,004.54 5,653.51
851.08
3,250.80
660.40 i78.73
17,494.93 5,000.00
$73,771 42 $220,322.52 $12,294.29 $12,208.05
Respectfully submitted,
W. M. G r e e n l e a e , Auditor.
REPORT OF
Overseers of the Poor.
To the Honorable City Council o f  the City o f Auburn:
The Overseers of the Poor have the honor to submit the 
following report for the year onding February 29th, 1904. 
The amount appropriated by the City
Council for support of poor, $5,000 00 
Total receipts from City Farm, 1,492 51
Total receipts from outside sources, 619 38
----------------  $7,111 89
Cost of maintaining the Poor De­
partment for the year ending
February 29, 1904, $6,716 36
Balance in favor Department, $395 53
The total expenditure for the City Farm was, $3,551 87 
The net cost of maintaining same, 2,059 36
The total expenditure for assisting persons outside
the City Farm, 3,164 49
The net cost for same was, 2,545 11
There are now eighteen persons on the City Farm, none 
of them able to perform much labor. Average number 20. 
There has been two deaths at the Farm this year.
The herd of cows, at the City Farm have been much, 
improved the past year.
We have bought one new 2-horse farm wagon and one 
wheel cultivator.
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The stock on the Farm consists of: 15 cows, 2 2-year-old 
heifers, 3 yearlings, 1 bull, 1 pair horses, 11 shoats, .40 hens.
We now have upon the farm, 63 tons hay, 15 tons straw, 
40 tons ice, 2 bu. beans, 30 bu. potatoes, 300 lbs. pork, 1 
bbl. molasses, 1% bbl. vinegar, 10 bu. beets and turnips, 10 
bu. apples, 30 cords wood, 2 tons coal, 20 lbs. tea, l£ bbls. 
flour, 1 2-horse wagon, 1 single wagon, 1 2-horse dump wagon, 
A hay rack, 1 set double sleds, 1 wheel cultivator, 1 wheel 
harrow, 1 mowing machine, 2 harrows, 1 pair double harnes­
ses, 5 fire extinguishers.
At the City Farm, Master and Matron, Mr. and Mrs. C. 
E. Emerson have given perfect satisfaction, in the house and 
on the farm. The inmates are well cared for, they seem happy
and contented.
E. G. E veleth,
1 • F. T. Davis, 
B. C. Brett,1
J. M. Crawshaw, 
A. H. Conant,
J. M. Stevens, Clerk. 
Auburn, Me., March 18, 1904.
A. Q. M iller,
I
REPORT OF
Auburn Water Commissioners.
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council o f  the City o f  
Auburn, Maine:
Gentlemen—The Board of Water Commissioners here­
with submit their eleventh annual report.
At the annual meeting of the board held March 16th, 
1903, Mr. II. G. Foss was elected president of the board, 
Andrew W. P. Cobb was re-elected clerk and Forrest E. 
Bisbee was re-elected superintendent.
The boavd voted to spend what surplus money it had on 
hand in the purchase of pipe to make the purposed extension 
to the lake, as will be seen by the report of the superintendent.
The following statement shows the net income of the 
works for the year ending February 29th, 1904, also a detailed 
statement of the Assets and Liabilities. We also give a con­
densed statement of the entire income for the eleven years 
that the city has enjoyed municipal ownership.
Water rents collected during year, $31,036 81
Licenses, fines, etc., 29 00
------------- $31,065 81
Water bills uncollected February 29th, 1904, 524 16
$31,589 97
Less water bills uncollected February 28th, 1903, 724 98
Gross earnings for the year, $30,864 99
Interest on city notes, 192 50
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Profit on stock sold during the year,
Less operating expenses as follows: 
General expenses, $ 7,704 75
Repairs, 1,865 68
Interest, 13,337 50
Allowances on bills due Feb. 28, 1903, 92 13
Net income for the year,
Net income to March 1st, 1903,
Total net income to March 1st, 1904,
211 49
§31,268 98
§23,000 06
§8,268 92 
80,748 55
§89,015 47
ASSETS.
Water plant, §358,547
Stock on hand February 29th, 1904, 2,501
Tools and fixtures, 3,884
Bills receivable, 559
Sinking fund, 65,751
City note No. 82, 3,000
City note No. 97, 5,000
Cash on hand February 29th, 1904, 2,685
95
74
85
65
57
00
00
13
§441,930 89
LIABILITIES.
Water Commissioners’ bonds, §226,000 00
City Water bonds,
Premium and accrued interest, 
Net income,
City appropriation,
88,700 00 
11,215 42 
89,015 47 
27,000 00
----------------  §441,930 89
We herewith append a classification of water supplied/as 
per service book, viz: , /
Families,' 2854 l
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Water Closets, 2267
Bath Tubs, 677
Hand Hose, 821
Horses and Cows, 655
Stores and Offices, 282
Boarders, 157
Barbers, 22
Bakeries, 8
Schools, 11
Churches, 8
Fish Tanks, 7
Specials, 76
Meters, 42
For a detailed statement of the Sinking Fund we refer 
you to the report of the Treasurer herewith connected.
Also for further matters of detail we refer you to the able 
report of the Superintendent, herewith connected.
Respectfully submitted,
H. G. Foss,
E. S. Paul,
S. K. Ballard,
F. Bartlett,
M. H. Merrow,
N. C. Small,
E. G. Eveleth.
A ndrew W. P. Cobb, Clerk.
Auburn, Maine, March 19th, 1904.
: j *
REPORT OF TREASURER
Auburn Water Commissioners.
\
\i •
To the Board o f  Water Commissioners:
G e n t l e m e n — I herewith submit my report of the Sinking 
Fund for the year ending March 18th, 1904.
■j SINKING FUND.
Amount of Sinking Fund, March 1st, 1903, $56,893 46
RECEIPTS.
i
1903.
April 1, Int. on Leominster bonds, $ 140 00
July 1, Int. on Lansing bond, 90 00
Int. on Newton bond, 210 00
Int. on Water Come, bonds, 410 00
Int. on Water Loan bond, 35 00
Int. on City of Auburn bond, 30 00
July 13, Div. on Deposit, Auburn Sav­
ings Bank, 49
Sept. 26, Int. on City note, No. 89, 148 75
Int. on Everett bonds, 80 00
Int. on Leominster bonds, 140 00
1904.
Jan. 2, Int. on Auburn bonds, 30 00
Int. on Water Corns, bonds, 470 00
Int. on Lansing bonds, 90 00
Int. on Newton bonds, 210 00
Int. on Water Loan bonds, 35 00
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Jan. 11, Div. on Dep. Auburn Savings 
Bank,
Mar. 2, Int. on Everett bonds,
Mar. 14, City of Auburn App. 1903,
M ar. 18, Water Com. 1 %,
§ 18 34
80 00 
3,000 00 
3,585 47
§8,863 05
§65,576 51
I n v e s t e d  D u r i n g  t h e  Y e a r .
1903.
April 1, City of Auburn bond, due July
1, 1904, § 500 00
Interest on same, 4 94
Mar. 14, City of Auburn note, No. 107, 8,500 00
Sinking Fund par value, Mar. 19, 1904, §65,751 57
S i n k i n g  F u n d  I n v e s t e d  a s  F o l l o w s .
Water Com. Bonds due Jan. 1, 1922, 
City Water Bonds due July 1, 1905, 
City Water Bonds due May 20, 1913, 
City of Auburn Bonds due July 1, 1904, 
City of Auburn Note, No. 89, dated 
March 24, 1903,
City of Auburn Note, No. 107, dated 
March 14, 1904,
City of Lansing Water Bond due May 
1, 1905,
Town of Leominster, Mass., School 
Bond due Oct. 1, 1905,
City of Newton Bond due July 1, 1905, 
City of Everett, Mass., Sewer Bond 
due March 1, 1929.
7,500 00
16,000 00
1,000 00
500 00
1,500 00
8,500 00
8,500 00
4,000 00
ooo 00
7,000 00
4,000 00
Deposited in Auburn Savings Bank,
$65,500 00 
251 57 1
§65,751 57
Respectfully submitted,
A. C. S r r a g u e .
REPORT OF
Superintendent of Water Works.
To the Honorable Board o f  Water Commissioners:
G e n t l e m e n  —I have the houor to report to you the 
eleventh (11) annual report of the working of this Plant.
This has been the most severe winter that we have had 
to contend with isince the Water Commission was formed; 
the ground is frozen in some of the streets to a depth of five 
and one-half (5-J-) feet and caused a great deal of trouble with 
the service pipes freezing up. The report to date is fifty- 
one (51) and we have thawed out forty-five (45) and as yet 
the frost is going down.
The boilers and pumps are in good working order. The 
boilers were inspected December 3, 1903, by the Hartford 
Boiler Insurance Company and found to be in good order.
A relay of seventy-four (74) services has been done this 
year and charged to repairs.
NEW  SERVICES.
A u b u r n , Me., February 29, 1904.
STATION AND MACHINERY.
RELAY OF SERVICES.
Fifteen (15) new services 
stock and labor, $105.59.
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HYDRANTS.
The hydrants owned by the city are one hundred and five 
(105), and private manufacturing companies fifteen (15), a 
total of 120. This has been a very bad winter to take care 
of hydrants and the Fire Department found one hydrant 
frozen at the fire at the corner of Hampshire and Pearl Streets.
GATES.
The gates are in good repair except the hydrolic lift gate 
in the twelve inch (12n) main front of the pumping station, 
which gave out February 16th, and we were obliged to go- 
down to the main in the street, disconnect the same, using 
another gate until spring.
I would recommend the relaying the pipe in Holly Street, 
a distance of six hundred (600) feet, with a two inch (2n) 
pipe, at a cost of $1*70.00.
The Board voted to extend the twenty inch (20n) from 
the Logan, so-called, to the foot of Howard Hill, a distance 
of forty-five hundred (4500) feet, toward the Screen Well at 
the City Farm. The committee on extension made a con­
tract with the United States Cast Iron Pipe and Foundry Co., 
for the pipe at a cost of $23.90 per ton of 2000 lbs., F. O. B. 
Auburn, Maine, also with C. S. Mericks & Co., for six tons 
(6) of Pig Lead and with the Rensselear Valve Manufactur­
ing Co., for the gates.
Electrolic action on the pipes in the City of Auburn, we 
are having trouble from, the action of the street, by currents 
leaving the rail, at the corner of Granite and Fern Streets, 
going to the water pipe, leaving the water pipe in New Au­
burn, near Broad Street, and returning to the street rail 
again, causing the services to leak, a service will not last 
only one year. W e find on all pipe lines from one tenth 
(1-10) volt to twenty (20) volts, when the cars are on the 
lines.
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W ATER RECORDS AT THE LAKE.
The report of the records,-taken by the Water Depart­
ment, from March 1, 1903, to March 1, 1904,"gives the height 
at the Screen Well, March 1, 1903, 166.4; April 27, 1903, 
167.3. Two-tenths of a foot below high water, and dropped 
|rom that time until March 1, 1904, to 161.1, five and three- 
ffourths inches above low water. The 24n pipe is five feet 
below that grade.
In the tables anuexed will be found a classification of 
water supply, monthly and yearly pumping records. Loca­
tion and size of meters, locations of mains relayed and gates 
set, inventory of stock and tools.
Respectfully submitted,
,i
F o r r e s t  E. B i s b e e , Superintendent.
\
LIST OF HYDRANTS AND LOCATION.
1. Academy street, corner of High street.
2. Broad street, corner of Second street.
3. Broad street, corner of Fifth street.
4. Broad street, corner of First street.
5. Brook street, corner of First street.
6. Blake street, corner of Winter street.
7. Center street, near Henry Noyes’ house.
8. Center street, corner of Coburn street.
9. Court street, corner of Granite street.
10. Court street, corner of Western avenue.
11. > Court street, corner of Goff street.
12. Court street, near M. C. R. R.
13. Court street, near M. C. R. R. Park.
14. Court street, near Auburn Hall.
15. Court street, near Elm House.
16. Cook street, corner of Bolster street.
17. Cook street, corner of Eighth street.
18. Cook street, corner of Sixth street.
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19. Cook street, corner of Fourth street.
20. Davis Park, near L. E. Heckler’s.
21. Dexter street, corner of Fern street.
22. Drummond street, top of Drummond Hill.
23. Drummond street, foot of Railroad street.
24. Dunn street, corner of Second street.
25. Elm street, foot of Spring street.
26. Elm street, foot of Pleasant street.
27. Fern street, corner of Lake street.
28. Fern street, corner of Granite street.
29. Forest avenue, near Mrs. Jordan’s house.
30. First street, near Merrow Bros.
31. First street, corner opposite rear French sisters.
32. French street, corner of Whitney street.
33. French street, corner of Coburn street.
34. Gamage avenue, corner of Dennison street.
35. Gamage avenue, corner of Davis Park.
36. Gamage avenue, corner of Private Way.
37. Gamage avenue, at Sand Hill.
38. Goff street, near George H. Brown’s house.
39. Goff street, corner of Grant street.
40. Highland avenue, near E. S. Paul’s house.
41. Highland avenue, near Mrs. Crowley’s house.
42. Hampshire street, corner of Oak street.
43. Hutchins street, near H. W. Hutchins’ box factory.
44. High street, opposite Dr. C. E. Philoon’s.
45. High street, corner of Elm street.
46. Harvard street, near F. S. Pyle’s house.
47. James street, near John Mullaney’s house.
48. Lake street, corner of Court street.
49. Laurel avenue, corner of Laurel street.
50. Laurel avenue, opposite J. 0 . Foss’ house.
51. Lake street, corner of Davis Park.
52. Manley street, corner of Willow street.
53. Manley street, corner of Temple street.
54. Main street, front of Ilersey Block.
55. Main street, front of Roak Block.
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56. Main street, corner of Elm street.
57. Main street, foot Edward Little Park.
58. Main street, opposite L. W . Haskell’s house.
59. Miller street, corner of Roak Block.
60. Miller street, at city’s lot.
61. Minot avenue, near South street.
62. Minot avenue, near Bearce, Wilson & Co. coal sheds.
63. Minot avenue, near Western avenue.
64. Minot avenue, near W . W. Stetson’s.
65. Madison street, corner of Second avenue.
66. North Main street, opposite Huston’s factory.
67. Newbury street, near Burke’s house.
68. Pine street, corner of Willow street.
69. Pine street, corner of Pearl street.
70. Pleasant street, corner of Hampshire street.
71. Pleasant street, corner of Court street.
72. Pleasant street, corner of Drummond street.
73. Pulsifer street, corner of Fifth street.
74. Roak street, corner of Third street.
75. Roak street, corner of Seventh street.
76. Summer street, corner of Rowe street.
77. Summer street, corner of Parker street.
78. Spring street, corner of Troy street.
79. Spring street, corner of School street.
80. Spring street, near Ivory Bowie’s house.
81. Summit street, near Western avenue.
82. South Main street, corner of Pulsifer street.
83. South Main stieet, near F. A. Haskell’s house,
Eighth street.
84. Third street, corner of Loring avenue.
85. Turner street, corner of Rowe street.
86. Turner street, corner of Dennison street.
87. Turner street, near Ira Fitz’ house.
88. Turner street, near Union street.
89. Turner Street, corner of Center street.
90. Turner street, near D. B. Stevens’ shop.
91. Turner street, corner of Hampshire street.
92. Turner street, corner of Court street, near bakery.
93. Union street, corner of Hampshire street.
94. Union street, corner of School street.
95. Winter street, near F. R. Jordan’s house.
96. Winter street, corner of Dennison street.
97. Winter street, corner of W ood street.
98. Washington street, rear watering trough.
99. Washington street, near Minot avenue.
100. Washington street, opposite Auburn Foundry Co.
101. Washington street, near Jefferson street.
102. Western avenue, corner of Hazel street.
103. Seventh street, corner of Loring avenue.
104. Seventh street, corner of Foster avenue.
105. South Main street, corner of Loring avenue.
PRIVATE HYDRANTS.
106. Railroad street, near Wise & Cooper’s.
107. Ara Cushman Yard, west wing.
108. Ara Cushman yard.
109. County Jail Yard.
110. Barker Mill Yard.
111. Barker Mill Yard.
112. Barker Mill Yard.
113. Barker Mill Yard.
114. Barker Mill Yard.
115. Barker Mill Yard.
116. Barker Mill Yard.
117. Barker Mill Yard.
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118. Percy Lumber Co.
119. Percy Lumber Co.
120. Percy Lumber Co.
LOCATION AND SIZE OF METERS IN USE, 1903.
B U ILD IN G . STR E E T. SIZE . USE.
Percy Lumber Co., Hutchins, 2-in. Mnfg.
Nat. Shoe & Leather Bank, Spring, li-in. Mnfg.
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Nat. Shoemakers,
Nat. Shoemakers,
Geo. M. Roak,
Elm House Stable,
County Building,
County Building,
R. S. Bradbury,
Geo. C. Wing,
Geo. C. Wing,
Twitch ell &  Holt,
Jonas Edwards,
S. S. Hersey,
Oak Hill Cemetery,
F. W . Winter,
J. C. Woodrow &  Co.,
H. B. Pulsifer, 
T. A. Huston, 1
T. A. Huston &  Co.,
Fitz Bros. Last Co.,
Foss, Packard &  Co.,
Est. J. Dingley, Elm House, 
Dingley, Foss Shoe Co., 
Dingley, Foss Shoe Co., 
Geo. M. Coombs,
F. R. Conant &  Co.,
Wise &  Cooper,
Wise & Cooper,
Wise &  Cooper,
Cushman, Hollis Shoe Co., 
Cushman, Hollis Shoe Co., 
Conant &  Andrews,
Barker Mill,
City Lincoln School,
Auburn Savings Bank, 
Turner Center. Creamery, 
Turner Center Creamery, 
Howard, Briggs &  Pray Co.,
Spring, 1-in. Mnfg.
Spring, 2-in. Mnfg.
Main, f-in. Mnfg.
Main, f-in. Stable
Court, lf-in. Jail
Court, lf-in. Bldg.
Court, f-in. Stable
Main, f-in. Stable
Main, f-in. Hotel
Main, f-in. Stable
Union, f-in. Stable
Miller, f-in. Stable
Seventh, 1-in. Cemetery 
Washington, f-in. Mnfg.
Mo. Row, 1-in. Laundry 
Cook, f-in. Farm
f-in. Farm 
Main, 2-in. Mnfg.
Minot Ave., 1-in. Mnfg. 
Main, 1-in. Mnfg.
Court, f-in. Hotel
Troy, l£-in. Mnfg.
Troy, 2-in. Mnfg.
Turner, f-in. Sewer 
Washington, If-in. Mnfg. 
Railroad St., 1-in. Mnfg. 
Railroad St., 1-in. Mnfg. 
Railroad St., 2-in. Mnfg. 
Court, 1-in. Mnfg.
Court, 2-in. Mnfg.
Turner, f-in. Stable 
Mill, f-in. Mnfg.
Sixth, 1-in. School
Main, 1-in. Mnfg.
Minot Ave., 2-in. Mnfg. / 
Minot Ave., 2-in. Mnfg. j 
Railroad St., 1-in. Mnfg./
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D. B. Stevens Co.,
W . R. Lynn Shoe Co., 
Burnham <fc Morrill,
E. Hodgkins,
A total of 43.
River Road, 1-in. Mnfg.
Main, f-in. Mnfg.
French, 1 -^in. Mnfg.
Lake, $-in. Farm
HIGH SERVICE REPORT FOR 1903 AND 1904.
March, gallons pumped, 6,586,947
April, gallons pumped, 5,324,714
May, gallons pumped, 7,915,473
June, gallons pumped, 7,000,620
July, gallons pumped, 6,597,554
August, gallons pumped, 7,127,904
September, gallons pumped, 6,968,799
October, gallons pumped, 6,221,005
November, gallons pumped, 6,332,379
December, gallons pumped, 7,175,635
1904.
January, gallons pumped, 9,880,420
February, gallons pumped, 10,182,720
87,314,170
REPORT OF WATER RECORD AT THE LAKE.
The water at Lake Auburn, the source of the city sup­
ply, is the lowest for a number of years.
High water is 167.5 feet.
Low water is 160.5 feet. 
March 1, 1903 
April 1, 1903 
April 27, 1903 
May 27, 1903 
June 16, 1903 
July 18, 1903 
August 18, 1903 
September 22, 1903.
166.4 feet.
166.11^ feet.
167.3 feet.
166.10^ feet.
166.7 feet.
166.4 feet.
165.10 feet.
164.4 feet.
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October 14, 1903 163.10 feet.
November 4, 1903 . 163.5 feet.
November 18, 1903. . . . .  163.5^ feet.
December 4, 1903 . 162.10 feet.
December 21, 1903. . . . . 162.6 feet.
December 30, 1903. .............................162.6 feet.
January 12, 1904 . . . . . 162.0 feet.
January 25, 1904 . 161.5 feet.
February 22, 1904. 161. l i feet.
RELAYS OF PIPE IN MAIN STREETS.
157 feet of l£ pipe in 16th St., east of Cook. Stock $20.48. 
Labor $17.49.
80 feet of pipe in Ash St. Stock $7.06. Labor $3.75. 
150 feet of l£ pipe in Court and - Main, to Bridge. Stock 
$22.63. Labor $13.34.
180 feet of l£ pipe on 5th St., south of Cook. Stock $35.11. 
Labor $13.09.
135 feet of 2" pipe on School, west of Pearl. Stock $27.55. 
Labor, $9.84.
69 feet of 2n pipe on Western Promenade, west of Highland 
Ave. Stock $22.03. Labor $16.51.
47 feet of 2n pipe on Broad, east of 1st St., and 9n-ln lead 
lined services. Stock $120.08. Labor $36.50.
345 feet 2n pipe, Newbury, near Main St. Stock $71.55. 
Labor $20.30.
504 feet 6n pipe on So. Main, south of 10th St. , Stock 
$400.10. Labor $77.45.
12n check valve, Turner and Railroad. Stock $47.26. La­
bor $10.50.
MAIN LINE GATES SET IN 1903.
11" gate, School and Goff streets.
1 l£n gate, Cook and Fifth streets.
L l i n gate, Cook and 16th streets.
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l-2n gate, Western Promenade and Highland Ave. 
l-2n gate, Main and Newbury streets.
]-6n gate, So. Main and Tenth streets. 
l-6n gate, So. Main and Loring Ave.
1-12n check valve, Turner and Railroad.
Total number of gates in use to date, 395.
PIPE USED IN THE YEAR OF 1903.
4192 feet £n Gal. iron pipe.
240 feet ln Gal. iron pipe.
1106 feet l£n Gal. iron pipe.
508 feet 2n Gal. iron pipe.
538 feet £n lead lined iron pipe.
290 feet ln lead lined iron pipe.
957 feet 6n cast iron pipe.
A total of 28 3256-5280 miles of sizes from l£n pipe to 
24n included.
STABLE FIXTURES.
1 Horse,
1 Harness,
$95 00
1 Wagon, 
1 Pung,
1 Robe,
3 Blankets, 
Sundries,
25 00 
90 00 
75 00 
10 00 
4 00 
2 00
TOOLS IN THE SHOP.
1 Hand Derrick,
2 2n Miller Stock, 
1 l n Miller Stock,
$42 50 
10 00 
4 00 
16 75 
4 00 
9 00 
65 00
2 Armstrong Stock,
14 Old Dies and Stock,
1 R. Drill Stock,
1 Muller Tapping Machine,
1 Ship Pump, $52 00
5 Pick Handles, 1 00
1 Rake, . 35
1 Copper Kettle, 3 00
11 Tea Kettle, 1 00
lj Nail Pull, 1 50
1 Meter Lamp, 3 00
<i M. Inspector, 5 50
2 W. W. Stamps, 2 00
1 Pressure Gauge, 3 00
1 12" Block, 2 50
2 Hyd. Pumps, 6 00
2 Scythes and Handles 2 00
1 Hoe, 40
44 Calking Tools, 22 00
2 Calking Hammers, 4 00
5 Striking Hammers, 10 00
4 Stone Hammers, 7 00
1 Paning Hammer, , 2 00
225 lbs. Drill Steel, 25 00
•5 Crow Bars, 11 00
1 Nipple Holder, 2 00
3 Axle, 2 50
3 Screw Drivers, 75
1 Steel Square, 1 00
2 Hand Saws, 3 00
1 Compass Saw, . 40
2 Levels, 3 25
12 Round P. Shovels, 9 00
9 Long H. Shovels, ' 6 75
4 Grub Hoes, 4 00
13 Picks, 12 00
li Paning Maul, 8 00
3 Spoons, 1 50
10 Gate Rods,'' 16' 00
1 Tool Box, Ip 00
1 Powder Box, /8 00
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4 Pails, . $ 1 00
1 Magnet and Wire, 25 00
2 Files, 30
2 Pick Poles, 2 00
2 Iron Wedges, 1 00
1 Draw Shave, *75
12 Ditch Braces, 30 00
3 Paning Brooms, 1 50
1 Wagon Jack, 75
2 Snow shovels, 2 00
1 Moore Pipe Plug, 1 50
10 Plug Drills, • 4 00
1 Trowel, 75
1 Pair ChainjTongs, 3 00
10 Pair of Pipe Tongs, 3 00
5 Meter Wrenches, 1 00
1 Pair Snips, 1 50
5 Hammer Handles, 1 00
1 6n Climax Plug, 3 00
] Set S. H. Coupling, 1 00
2 Putty Knives, ' 30
1 S. Edge, 2 00
1 Rubber Diaphragm, 2 00
3 Block Shives, 2 25
3 Mops, 60
5 Brushes, 1 00
1 Anvil, 12 00
1 Grind Stone, 3 00
2 Furnaces, ‘ 5 00
3 Kettles, 5 00
1 Pair of Scales, 8 00
2 Sets of Blocks, 7 00
9 Lanterns, 3 20>
15 Taps and Drills, 15 00
2 Earth Augers, 3 00
2 Drill Crabs, 4 00
11 Bitts and Stock, 3 00
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10 Rubber Jointers,
] Washer Cutter,
1 Wagon Vice,
1 Shop Vice,
11 Pipe Vice,
5 i 24n Stillson Wrenches, 
2/ 18n Stillson Wrenches,
2 14n Stillson Wrenches, 
2 8n Stillson Wrenches,
5 Barnes Cutters,
1 6n Monkey Wrench,
1 14n Monkey Wrench,
2 24n Monkey Wrenches,
3 Wheel Barrows,
2 Pairs Rubbers,
2 Tamping Mauls,
4 Lumber Dogs,
1 Forge,
Lumber,
1 Aquaphone,
1 Tel. Bell,
1 Pipe Reamer,
2 Lantern Globes,
3 Lead Ladler,
1 Hack Saw,
1 Vice,
1 W. Brush,
4 Pails,
1 Force Pump,
60 Lbs. Lead Pipe,
1 Pair of Gas Plyers1,
4 Picks,
51 Feet £n Iron Pipes,
STOCK AND' TOOLS AT THE PUMPING STATION.
1 Office Desk, §25 00
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3 Office Chairs, % 1 00
1 Heating Stove, 25 00
1 Ladder, l 00
12 Feet R. Tubing, 75
2 Hyd. Wrenches, 2 00
8 Machine],Wrenches, 9 00
4 Fire Bars, 4 00
2 Shovels, 1 00
1 Flue Brush, 1 00
2 Monkey Wrenches, 1 00
1 Pail, 1 Mop, 50
1 Lantern, 1 Broom, 80
4 Oil cans, 2 Funnels, 2 00
' 48 Gal. C. Oil, 21 00
10 Gal. Machine Oil, 3 50
5 Gal. Naptha, 1 00
3 Water Glass Tubes, c 60
6 Glasses for Oil Cups, 1 20
20 Valve Springs, 2 00
5 Hand Gaskets, 1 10
2 Key Sets, 50
50 Lbs'. Cot. Waste, 4 00
1 Lawn Mower, 4 50
1 Lawn Sickle, 20
1 Iron Rake, 50
3 Lbs. R. Packing, 2 40
1 Cold Chisel, 20
1 Magnito and Bells, 10 00
2 Files, 20
1 P. Hook, 20
3 Lbs. Engine Packing, 2 40
1 Glass Cutter, 40
35 Feet Steam Hose, 10 65.
5 Valve Guards, 50
1 Call Bill, 2 00
1 Iron Wheelbarrow, 8 00
Stock transferred to Station, 22 91
TOOLS ON GOFF HILL.
1 Steam Engine, $700 00
1 Steam Drill, 300 00
1 Steam Derrick, 160 00
 ^ 12 ft. Drills, 12 32
4 10 ft. Drills, 21 12
j& 8 ft. Drills, . 27 06
13 6 ft. Drills, 48 62
14 4 ft. Drill s  46 20
10 2 ft. Drills', 23 10
600 feet of Steel Cable, 42 00
4 10n Iron Blocks, 54 00
1 Lead Furnace, 30 00
4 Iron Derrick Pins, 1 00
7 Eye Bolts, \ 10 00
3 Sand Pumps, 2 00
2 Wheelbarrows, 3 00
STATION NO. 2, GOFF HILL.
1 10 H. P. Boiler, $105 00
1 No. 5 Blake Pump, 50 00
Building, 37 00
OFFICE FURNITURE, NO. 45 COURT STREET.
1 Steel Safe, $300 00
Heating Apparatus, 410 00
1 Weston Direct Reading Volt Meter from 1.10
to 600 Volts, 80 00
2 Main Pipe Plans, 65 00
1 Typewriter, 70 00
15 Office Chairs, 24 00
1 Table, "  1§' 00
1 Office Desk, 2/5 00
1 Office Lamp, ' 3 00
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2 Tapes, $ 6 00
25 Feet of Hose, 3 50
3 Shovels, 1 25
1 Ice Chisel, 85
1 Wheelbarrow, 2 00
2 Ash Cans, 4 00
2 Gas Healers, 6 50
2 Sets of Screens, 18 00
2 Double Windows, 4 00
2 Gate Records Books, 8 00
1 Out Door Spring, 5 00
Sundries, 6 00
STOCK ON HAND MARCH 1, 1904.
12 20n Pipe at the Lake, $228 09
4 20n Pipe, Goff Hill, 76 41
31 ft. 16n Pipe, Logan, 67 15
2 24" 45 degree Bends, Goff Hill, 38 00
1 24n 22 degree Bends, Goff Hill, 20 20
2 24n Sleeves, 16 96
1 20n Sleeve, 7 00
1 16n-45 degree Bend, 9
\
20
1 20" Plug, 3 00
1 20x16 Cross, 15 00
PIPE IN YARD MARCH 1, 1904.
SI feet 16n Pipe,
45 feet I2n Pipe,
236 feet 10n Pipe,
54 feet 8n E. Heavy,
99 feet 8n Pipe,
167 feet 6n Pipe,
110 feet 4n Pipe,
$ 45 52 
45 36 
144 00 
32 00 
50 00 
65 70 
27 50
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SPECIALS.
1 16-in. 22$ Bend,
2 16-in. Sleeves,
1 12-in. 90 degree Bend, 
lj 12-in. 45 degree Bend,
1 12-in. 22$ degree Bend, 
/l 8-in.xL2 in. Reduce,
1 8-in.xl2 in. Tee,
2 12-in. sleeve
2 6-in.xl2 in. Reduce,
1 6-in.xlO in. Reduce,
2 8-in. Tee,
1 10-in. 45 Bend,
1 4-in.x8 in. Tee,
i
2 8-in. 90 Bend,|
6 8-in. 45 Bend,1 
2 6-in. Crosses,
2 6-in. Tees,
2 6-in. off sets,
1 6-in. 90 Bend,
2 6-in. 45 Bend,
1 4-in. off set,
1 4-in. 90 Bend,
1 4-in. 45 Bend,
1 6-in.x8 in. Reduce,
1 6-in.x8 in. Tee,
1 12-in. Sleeve,
1 10-in. Sleeve,
1 8-iu. Sleeve,
1 8-in. Sleeve, E. H.,,
4 6-in. Sleeve,
2 4-in. Sleeve,
2 3-in. Sleeve,
1 10-in. Split Sleeve,
2 8-in. Split Sleeve,
1 6-in. Split Sleeve,
i
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1 4-in Tee, . $ 2 75
1 4-in.x6 in. Reduce, 2 25
1 3-in.x4 in. Reduce, 1 25
1 4-in. Ell, 2 OO
1 3-in. Tee, 2 00
2 12-in. Plug, 4 00
1 10-in. Plug, 1 50
3 8-in. Plug, 2 25
3 6-in. Plugs, ' 1 50'
5 4-in. Plugs, J 75
1 3-in. Plugs, 75
2 8-in. Box Plugs, 2 00-
1 16-in. Box Plugs, 11 Od
2 4-iu. Box Plugs, 50
1 Hydrant Base, 12 00
1 Hydrant Leather Valve, 1 00
10 Hydrant 12£ Caps, 5 00
2 Hydrant 4£ Caps, 2 50-
GATES.
1 10-in. Gate, . $15 OO1
2 8-in. Gate, 26 00
1 6-in. Gate, 12 00
2 4-in. Gate, 15 00
GALVANIZED IRON PIPE AND FITTINGS.
587 feet 2-in. Gal. Iron Pipe, $88 05
110 feet l£ Gal. Iron Pipe, 9 67
1044 feet 1-in. Gal. Iron Pipe, 67 86
541 feet £ Gal. Iron Pipe, 24 88
300 feet f-in. L. L. Ga. Iron Pipe, 40 50,
110 feet 1-in. L. L. Gal. Iron Pipe, 20 30'
40 feet £-in. Gal. Iron Pipe, 1 60-
200 feet ^-in. Gal. Iron Pipe, 1 00-
77 feet -J-in. Lead Thawing, 3 75-
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METERS.
1 2-in. Crown, $ 65 00
1 If-in. Crown, 50 00
3 1-in. Crown, 90 00
';8 f-in. Crown, 168 00
)l f-in. Crown, 12 00
LEAD LINED IRON FITTINGS.
t * ‘
9 l n Unions, \ $ 1 80>
1.1 I" Ells, 1 43
13 1n Couplings, 2 31
13 l n Nipples, 1 62
6 l n 45 Bends, 98
3 1" Tees, .1 5*7
3 l f nx ln Tees, • 5*7
6 l f nx ln Couplings, V8
'6 f n 45 Bends, 66
67 Nipples, 11 18
11 |» Tees, 2 09
43 f n Unions, 8 60
53 f" Couplings, 4 77
19 f n Dart Unions, 5 13
2 IN. GAL. FITTINGS.
13' 2 in. Unions, $ 5 20
51 2 in. Ells, 15 00
15 2 in. Couplings, 10 20
19 2 in. 45 Bends, 4 75
15 2 in. Tees, 3 00
5 2 in. Crosses, 1 50
28 2 in. Nipples, 5 60
5 2 in. Plugs, 70
8 2 in.xl in. Tees, l / 60
7 2 in. xl^ in. Tees, f 60
12 2-in.xf-in. Tees, 3 40
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2 IN. GAL. IRON FITTINGS.
9 2-in.xl-in. Couplings,
25 2-in.xf-in. Bushings,
6 l£-in. Unions,
1* IN. FITTINGS.
10 1 -^in. Unions,
3 |-in. Ells,
177 ^-iu. Couplings,
27 ^-in.xf-in. Couplings,
23 ^-in.xl-in. Couplings,
15 ^-in.xf-in. Bushings,
9 ^in.xf-in. Tees,
27 £-in. Tees,
86 i-in. Nipples,
16 £-in. 45 Bends,
21 £-in. Plugs,
16 £-in. Bushings,
21 ^-in.xl-in. Tees,
1 IN. FITTINGS.
38 ]-in. Unions,
41 1-in. Ells,
57 1-in. Nipples,
39 1-in. Plugs,
20 1-in. 45 Bends,
46 1-in. Tees,
40 1-in. Bushings,
33 1-in.xf-in.
45 1-in.xf-in. Couplings,
48 1-in. Couplings,
4 l-in. R. L. Couplings,
20 l-in. Dart Union,
3-4 FITTINGS.
25 f  Unions,
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20 £ R. L. Couplings,
41 £ Ells,
20 £ Couplings,
12 £ Tees,
Hi £ 45 Bends,
352 £ Nipples,
,87 £ P lugs,
27 £x£ Ells,
23 £x£ Couplings,
.25 £x£ Bushings,
26 £x£ Tees,
1-2 FITTINGS.
18 £ Unions, ,
11 £ Couplings,
7 £ Ells,
4 £ D. Ells,
17 £ Nipples,
STOCK.
88 £ Brass Sod Nipples,
35 £ H. S. W.
5 £ Tee S. W.,
26 1-in. Brass Sod Nipples,
9 1-in. H. M. S. W .,
7 Tin. T. S. W .,
1 1-in. Corp. and Lead,
5 l-in.x£-in. Corp. and Lead,
4 £ Corp. and Lead,
52 lbs. Solder,
5 lbs. Block Tin,
7 2-in. Gates,
5 l£-in. Gates,
6 1-in.. Gates,
25 £ Corporation Cocks,
6 1-in Corporation Cocks,
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3 £ Hydrant Screws, $ 3 00
I l f  Globlar S. W ., 16 50
53 lbs. I f  Lead Pipe, 2 75
595 lbs. Pig Lead Pipe, 29 75
567 lbs. Lead Pipe, 29 48
1 Gal. B. and L. Paint, 1 25
2 6-in. Gate Boxes, 3 00
1 f  Sill Cock, 1 00
4 S. W., Old, 1 25
40 Boiler Tubes, 40 00
19 Street Boxes, 19 00
50 Leather Gaskets, 1 00
76 lbs. Jute, 3 10
100 lbs. M. Wool, 1 00
2 lbs Leather, 80
25 lbs. Dynamite, 5 75
15 Feet of Fuse, 20
31 Meter Glasses, 1 00
85 Exploders, 3 00
1 2-in. Hose Nipple, 1 00
2 2-in. Brass Nipples, 1 80
2 f-in. Brass Hose Nipples, 30
2 1-in. Corporations in full, 2 25
2 f-in. Corporations in full, 1 60
2 f-in. Corporatsons 6 feet long, 3 10
1900 Seals, 7 50
TOOLS AND FIXTURES ON HAND MARCH 1, 1903.
Tools and Fixtures, $3,883 03
Bought in 1903, 46 *73
------------- $3,929 76
TOOLS ON HAND MARCH 1, 1904.
Tools on hand, 
Worn out,
$3,884 85 
44 91
$3,929 76
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STOCK ON HAND MARCH 1, 1903.
Stock on band, $2,730 92'
Bought in 1903, 1,552 45
Transfered to Station, 22 91
Profit and Loss,i ’
1
211 49
$4,517 77
i
STOCK ON HAND MARCH, 1 1904.
Stock on hand, $2,501 74
Relays and Repairs, 1,134 43
Construction, 56 96
Sold, 824 64
$4,517 77
Repairs, Stock, '| $1,134 43
Labor, 731 25
$1,865 68
Construction Stock, $09 43
Labor, 56 90
$126 33
Report of City Marshal
To the Honorable Mayor and Board o f  Aldermen o f the 
City o f Auburn:
G e n t l e m e n — In accordance with the ordinance of the City 
of Auburn, I herewith submit the annual report of the Police 
Department for the municipal year ending February 29, 1904.
ORGANIZATION OF THE DEPARTMENT.
M a r s h a l, ...........................................Arthur A. Garcelon,
Deputy Marshal, . . . . . . . .  Frank H. Lyford.
O FFICERS.
Zepherin Vincent, Charles O. Hodsdon, Alfred Legendre, 
Charles M. Stetson, Harry W. Rowe.
SU N D AY O FFIC E R .
For New A u b u r n , ...........................Samuel E. Ratcliffe.
Deputy Marshal Willard B. Hopkins, resigned, August 
15, 1903, and Frank H. Lyford was appointed to fill the 
vacancy.
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, $5,650 00
Received: ,
Officers’ fees from County, 558 45
Officers’ fees from Municipal Court, 169 05
Empty kegs sold, 10 00
Miscellaneous sources, 4 10
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City of Lewiston, expense Willie
Moore, $4 70
Duplicate bills, 1 10
f
Ii EXPENDITURES.
/
,Pay Roll, $5,739 26
Miscellaneous expense, 751 09
Overdrawn,
$6,397 40
$6,490 35 
92 95
For a more detailed statement of the 
ence is made to the Auditor’s report.
expenditures refer-
Number of arres.ts for the year, 263
For Assault and battery, 13
Assault with intent to rob, 2
Bastardy, 1
Breaking and entering and larceny, 11
Beating board bill, 4
Cheating by false pretences, 3
Cruelty to animals, 2
Concealing mortgaged property, 1
Contempt of court, 3
Deserting from U. S. Army, 1
Embezzlement, 2
Gambling, 3
Indecent exposure of person, 1
Intoxication, 87
Intoxication and disturbance, 6
Intoxication, second offense, 5
Liquor nuisance, 1 .
Larceny, 8
Malicious mischief, 6
Printing obscene picture, » /
Riding bicycle on sidewalk, V 21Spendthrift,
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Selling cider by the glass,  ^ 2
Search and seizure, liquors, •' 3
Threatening to do violence, 3
Tramp, ' l
Vagrancy, 87
------  263
DISPOSED OF AS FOLLOWS:
Appealed to S. J. Court,
Bound over to S. J. Court,
Committed to jail on sentence,
Committed to jail for uon-payment of fine, 
Continued or sentence suspended,
Committed to State school for boys,
Discharged,
Discharged, complainant failed to prosecute, 
Delivered to officers of other cities,
Delivered to U. S. officer at Fort Preble, Portland, 
Died before brought to trial,
Nol prossed by order of court, ,
Paid and discharged,
Sentenced to jail and mittimus witheld,
Under $500 bonds to keep the peace for one year, 
(committed).
5
14
79
25
17
1
9
4
5 
1 
1 
4
79
17
2
263
NUMBER OF ARRESTS MADE BY EACH OFFICER.
F. B. Taylor, 
W. B. Hopkins, 
A. A. Garcelon, 
F. H. Lyford,
Z. Vincent,
C. O. Hodsdon, 
A. Legendre,
C. M. Stetson,
2
14
36
41
25
24
28
30
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LL W : Rowe, 40
S. E. Ratcliffe, 8
'Geo. L. Seavey, 2
C. P. Hunt, 1
1C. E. Swett, 2
jC. K. Sturtevant, 1
/John F. Mullaney, 2
' Leonard Chesley, 1
Officers of other cities, 6
\ ------  263
\
\
NATIONALITY OF THOSE ARRESTED.
American, . 105
African, 3
English, | 15
French, i 56
German, 5
Hebrew, 4
Irish, 69
Indian, 1
Peruvian, 1
Polish, 1
^Scotch, 1
Scandinavian, 1
■Syrian, 1
------  263
'Number of persons arrested having residence in Auburn, 75 
Number of lodgers for year, '20
Number of boys committed to State school for boys, 1
Number of patients committed to Insane Hospital,
Augusta, 8
Five seizures of intoxicating liquors have been made 
•during the year; the amount seized was as follows:
160 gallons beer,
14 one qt. bottles whiskey,
18 bottles beer,
33 gallons cider.
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MISCELLANEOUS.
Doors found unlocked after closing hours, 101
Goods found outside of stores after closing hour (times), 24 
Dangerous places found in streets and reported to street
department, 4
Fire alarms rung, * 8
Horses taken from street and stabled, 6
Horses lost and strayed from owners, found and returned, 15 
Horses running away, caught by officers, 8
Lost children found and returned, 11
In conclusion, I desire to thank the Mayor and Board of 
Aldermen, for courtesies extended. The department is also 
indebted to Judge Harry Manser and Clerk A. E. Verrill of 
our Municipal Court, for courtesies extended and counsel and 
advice given pertaining to the work of this department. I 
also desire to thank Deputy Marshal Frank H. Lyford, for 
the manner in which he has performed his duty and the aid 
he has given me at all times. To the members of the police 
force, I extend my thanks for their hearty co-operation and 
support.
Respectfully submitted,
A rthur A. Garcelon, City Marshal.
Auburn, Me., March 1, 1904.
Report of Police Matron.
/
To the Honorable Mayor and Members o f  the City Govern
\
ment: \
G e n t l e m e n — I herewith submit to you an account of my 
work for the year ending Feb. 29. In making this my tenth 
annual report, I am glad to note a decided improvement in 
the social conditions of many families to whom I ministered 
when I first took up this work. I also notice as the social 
condition improves it becomes an inportant factor in the 
in the moral advancement of what has been termed the lower 
strata of society. We have just passed through a long, cold 
winter and this combined with the scacily of remployment 
has made it impossible for many of our poor people to get 
along without outside assistance, but thanks to the appropri­
ation from the city for the poor, supplemented by public and 
private charities, no family has gone cold or hungry, when 
their wants have been made known. Through the W. C. T. 
IT. $21.00 was appropriated last fall for shoes and rubbers, 
for needy school children, as much more has been expended 
by the Associated Charities this winter for the same purpose. 
Also warm comfortable clothing.
No case of non-attendance at the public schools for want 
of suitable clothing, has been reported to me, without receiv­
ing immediate attention. A large supply of clothing has 
been donated by our thoughtful citizens, from time to time 
and from all these sources the supply has generally been 
equal to the demand. Last summer we had a delightful out­
ing for the poor children at Lake Grove. The Electric Rail­
way Co. furnished free transportation to about 180 children. 
A dozen or more of W. C. T. U. ladies went up to assist in
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the care of so large'Ja company. A bountiful dinner con­
tributed by many of our skilled housewives, was served, 
followed later by ice cream, cake fruit, etc. Then came 
the entertainment which was included in the bill by our 
friends, the Electric Co. The weather was perfect and not. 
an accident occured to mar the festivities of the occasion. 
To all who assisted in any way to make this affair the success 
it was, I tender my most sincere thanks.
At the beginning of the municipal year just past, 6 young 
children were for a time wards of the city. Of this number 
four had been deserted by their parents and two were home­
less because their father was in jail and their mother claimed1 
she could not support them. As soon as the father was 
released he took charge of his children. The W. C. T. U. 
assumed the care of the other four. Two were finally taken 
to their father, in Philadelphia, by the State Superintendent 
of the W. C. T. U. One was legally adopted by the parties 
to whom the W. C. T. U. had paid his board for several 
months, and a free house was secured for the other with a 
view to adoption. Seven other children have been provided 
with temporary homes during the year. One feeble minded 
boy of ten years is at present at the City farm, where he is 
well cared for by the superintendent and his wife. He is 
not eligible for any home, either public or private, in this 
State. And the home for feeble minded children, in Mass., 
could not receive him as they had already admitted the quota 
from Maine.
Several children were treated during the summer months,, 
to a delightful vacation, in the country. The kind people 
who opened their home, to these little, city waifs, as they 
witnessed their happiness, as they froliced in the fields and 
meadows, must have realized to the full the assurance that it 
is more blessed to give than to receive.
At Thanksgiving and Christmas our poor people were most 
generously remembered. The various Churches, Missions 
and Benevolent organizations provided for a large number, 
and private individuals did the rest. Santa Claus also re­
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membered the city children at the Matron’s home, on 
Christmas eve, where all were welcome. Through the 
generosity of many of our well to do citizens, ladies clubs, 
school children, W. C. T. U., the affair was a success from 
start to finish. Each child and there were about a hundred 
of them, went away laden with new clothing, books, toys, 
games, pop corn, candy and oranges. Everything, in short, 
which delights the heart of a child. My thanks are extended 
to those kind friends for their aid in making this season one 
of so much delight to those little ones who had so long 
looked forward to this festive occasion.
I have received from the W. C. T. U. during the year for 
charitable purposes, about sixty dollars. From the Associated 
Charities as much more. Also a great many articles of cloth­
ing and bedding, which have been made up in their rooms and 
distributed where ever needed. Fi*om the Benevolent Society 
at East Auburn I received at Christmas time a large package 
of new garments and many books, toys, etc., for Christmas 
presents. From various Churches, Clubs and private citizens, 
I have received money, clothing, food and fuel. From 
banquets and church suppers, I have’ received food which I 
distributed wherever needed. From farmers I have received 
potatoes, apples and vegetables which have been thankfully 
received and distributed among our poor families.
Our free temporary home has been occupied nearly all 
winter. Many poor unfortunate women have found a resting 
place there during temporary illness or while waiting for 
work. This home is under the auspices of the W. C. T. U. 
and is a most deserving charity. In the department of Social 
Purity I have been constantly upheld and encouraged by the 
W. C. T. U. and Reform League. For obvious reasons I 
cannot give a detailed account of my work along this line in 
this report, suffice it to say I have tried to do what I could 
to lift up the fallen and strengthen the weak and faltering. 
During the year I have made 4002 calls, have distributed 
5399 articles of clothing, 53 bed quilts and blankets /and 
many articles of furniture, have found work for 123 women
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and girls, have written 350 business letters, and have 
distributed a large amount of the best literature, in homes 
where it has been appreciated. Have visited the railroad 
and police stations daily, the city almshouse frequently, 
where I have always found the inmates well cared for and 
contented. I have visited the sick and suffering, and have 
done what I could to relieve their necessities. For the many 
delicacies which I have been able to take to them through 
the kindness of friends I am sincerely grateful.
In conclusion, I wish to thank our city officials and police 
force for their courtesy and helpfulness at all times, and to 
the citizens, generally for their forbearance with my failings, 
and their ready response to my calls for aid.
Respectfully submitted,
M a ria  M . Sw e t t , Police Matron.
March 11, 1904.
of Board of Public Works.
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council o f  the City o f  
v Auburn, Maine:
G e n t l e m e n  —1The Board of Public Works herewith 
submit its first annual report, for the year ending February 
29, A. D. 1904.
In accordance with the Act of the Legislature whereby 
this Board was created, it organized on March 25,' A. D. 
1903, with the choice of Mr. J. P. Hutchinson as President 
and elected Geo. W. Bumpus as Secretary of the Board, and 
Frank F. Goss as Superintendent of Streets and Sewers.
The following statement shows the receipts and expendi­
tures:
HIGHWAYS..
Appropriation, 820,000 00
Receipts, 378 38
----------------  820,378 38
EXPENDITURES.
Poland Spring road, near Lewiston
Junction, 8310 27
Minot ave. and Washington st.,
claying and graveling, 100 00
■Gamage ave. and Davis park, claying
and graveling, 410 70
French, Coburn and Cross sts., 
claying and graveling,
High st. hill, claying and graveling,
199 31 
35 12
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First st., New Auburn, claying and
graveling, $418 36
Highland ave. and Goff hill, claying
and graveling, 365 92
Spring and Union sts., claying and
graveling, 416 70
North River road, claying and
graveling, 86 37
James Jordan road, claying and
graveling, 155 00
Center st., Howard’s hill, 191 loads
gravel,- 111 86
Center st., Piper flats, 236 loads
gravel, 211 73
Turner road, Stetson hill, 86 loads
gravel, 49 08
Turner road, Briggs hill, 91 loads
gravel, 50 24
Minot road, graveling, claying,
sanding and grading 263 97
Academy st. hill, graveling, 52 00
Main and So. Main sts., graveling, 200 00
Granite st., grading and graveling, 65 00
610 loads of gravel and ashes left by
Mr. Rowe last year have been
placed on side-walks and streets
at a cost of, 105 50
Rowes Corner road, claying 78 25
Lumber, posts and labor, for new
raili ngs, 425 50
General repairs not included above,
which includes 1 pair horses
and road machine, purchased, 17,653 94
Total expenditures,----------------$21,764 82-
Overdrawn, $1,386 44
, I
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. There has been expended on roads 
and bridges in the rural 
districts, during the year, $7,477 66
PERMANENT IMPROVEMENTS.
Appropriation,
Receipts,
Total,
$2,500 00 
146 00
-------------- $2,646 00
EXPENDITURES.
Bank wall on Beacon ave., $646
Grading and graveling sidewalk
on Third st. 97
Grading and graveling sidewalk
on Sixth st.,; 79
Stone crossing ori Sixth st., 56
Culvert near Eveleth’s school house,
Trapp district, 154
Coping on Western Promenade, 144
Curbing and labor at Ira W. Fitz’s,
Turner st., . 85
Curbing and labor at Geo. C. Wing’s,
Dennison st., 57
Curbing and labor at E. N. Palmer’s,
Dennison st., 57
Curbing and labor on Broad st., 379
2 lengths 24 in. iron pipe on Bates st., 91
2 lengths 24 in. iron pipe on Woodman
road, So. Auburn, 99
3 lengths 20 in. iron pipe on North
River road, 120
3 lengths 12 in. iron pipe on North
river road, 32
2 lengths 16 in. iron pipe on Hotel 
road, Steven's’ Mills,
Riprap at Lake Auburn,
Total,
82
21
67
01
47
42
67
63
63
41
51
70
55
08
/
$2,340193
49 30 
188 85
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Balance unexpended,
Appropriation,
Receipts,
Total,
SEWERS.
SI,600 00 
144 34
EXPENDITURES.
Culvert sewer between Main and
Seventh sts., $401 00to
Ashe st. sewer and one catch basin, 99 19
Catch basins on old sewers, 210 00
Repairs on old sewers and catch
basins, 194 11
Care of catch basins and sewers, 434 42
Third st. sewer and catch basin, 120 55
Total,
Balance unexpended,
PAVING.
Appropriation, $3,000 00
Receipts, 660 40
Total,
$305 07
$1,644 34
$1,459 85 
$184 49
$3,660 40
EXPENDITURES.
1948 yards of paving laid at a
cost of, $3,481 67
------------- $3,481 67
Balance unexpended, $178 73
Appropriation for highways, overdrawn, $1,386 44
Unexpended balances,
Permanent Improvements, $305 07 
Sewers, 184 49
Paving, 178 73
------------- $668 24
Total overdrawn, $718 15
We have on hand 1200 loads of gravel and ashes for use 
this spring on Goff Hill, French St., Minot Ave. and New 
Auburn, valued at $1.00 per, load $1200.00.
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PROPERTY OF THE STREET DEPARTMENT.
14 horses in Department appraised
at, $2,152 50
2, double dump carts, 200 00
4idouble dump carts, (old), 100 00
2/ single dump carts, 75 00
6 double dump sleds, 240 00
2 single dump sleds, 60 00
5 sets double harnesses, 200 00
3 sets double harnesses, (old), 30 00
2 single harnesses, 50 00
1 single harness, (old), 8 00
8 snow plows, 320 00
6 road machines, 220 00
1 street sweeper, 150 00
1 road roller, 150 00
2 derricks, 35 00
1 pump, 50 00
1 stone crusher, boiler and engine, 1500 00
3 stone bodies, 20 00
1 stone drag, 5 00
Lumber, 55 00
1 hay rack, 5 00
3 boxes and tools, 350 00
3000 paving blocks, 300 00
Sewer lumber, 175 00
Street lumber, 50 00
3 gravel screens, 5 00
Total, ------ -- $6,505 50
Respectfully submitted,
J. P. H utchinson, \
W. R. Dill, I Board
Geo. W. Curtis, ) of /
- B. F. Sturgis, , 1 Public Worlds.
Ambrose W alton. )
Report of Board of Health.
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
G e n t l e m e n — The Board of Health respectfully submits 
this, the seventeenth annual report, showing a part of the 
work done in the health department of Auburn during the 
year ending February 29, 1904.
PREVENTION AND CONTROL OF CONTAGEOUS
DISEASES.
Prevention and control of this class of diseases has 
required the constant attention of the Board during the entire 
year and record shows gratifying success.
SCARLET FEVER.
Not withstanding the disease existed in our commuity 
.every month of the entire year, the total number of cases for 
the year ending February 29, 1904 was only forty five. The 
greatest number of cases of the disease reported to the Board 
in any one month of the year was nine, in January 1904. 
Although the schools have been carried on uninterruptedly 
•during the school season, it is gratifying to find that by the 
watchful care of attending physicians, the Board of Health, 
and the teachers in all of the schools, scarlet fever at no time 
since our annual report assumed epidemic proportions in 
Auburn. Attending physicians have cordially co-operated 
with the Board of Health, to stamp out contageous diseases 
occuring in our city. Your secretary and health officer have 
■exercised constant and faithful supervision of cases of scarlet
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fever and other contageous maladies, personally seeing to 
their isolation, and making disinfection of houses and fabrics. 
The teachers in the schools have faithfully executed the laws 
relative to exclusion of pupils from infected families.
No deaths have occurred from scarlet fever during the 
year.
Other cases probably occurred but were treated without 
(Calling a doctor.
DIPHTHERIA.
\
The record discloses the fact that only nineteen cases of 
diphtheria occurred in our city during the year embraced in 
our report. The greatest number of cases occuriug in any 
one month was four in October 1903. Two deaths have been 
reported from this disease.
i
MEASLES.
During the year only seven cases of measles were reported. 
All of which recovered.
WHOOPING COUGH.
The number of cases reported during the year was live, 
with no deaths. This disease like scarlet fever is often 
attended by members of families by use of home remedies, 
such cases are, of course, not known to the health department.
CHICKEN POX.
Fourteen cases of chicken pox were reported during the 
year. It is particularly important that this disease be 
promptly reported as it is liable to be confounded with light 
cases of small pox, by those not familiar with the latter 
disease.
SMALL POX. /
Early in the year small pox appeared in a house on Second
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St., New Auburn, owued by N. C. Estes. Also a case at 
Danville Junction, in the family of Charles O. Stinchfield. 
A little later another case appeared in the family of Mr. 
Damon in the Hampshire House, on Hampshire St. The 
families infected, with their household effects were promptly 
quarantined, houses carefully guarded, and later disinfected. 
No other cases have occurred in the city during the year. 
These families all controlled the disease outside the city of 
Auburn.
In all instances in which it was deemed necessary, 
unvaccinated persons who had been in contact with a case of 
small pox were vaccinated and their bedding and clothing 
were fumigated.
VACCINATION OF SCHOOL CHILDREN.
During the year the Board of Health, by ordinance, made 
it compulsory that children should be successfully vaccinated, 
before being permitted to attend any school in this city. It 
was further provided that the Board of Health should 
gratuitously vaccinate all school children applying to them 
for this purpose. The superintendent of schools, and the 
teachers in our schools heartily co-operated with us to secure 
vaccination of all children attending the schools. The 
secretary and health officer visited the various schools and 
vaccinated the pupils therein. About one thousand were 
vaccinated by these officials. It may be safely said that 
practically all pupils in the schools are now vaccinated.
But few cities in the United States, the size of Auburn, 
can show a lower mortality from contageous diseases than 
this city. This record shows that the Board of Health ,has 
faithfully executed all sanitary measures, necessary to 
prevention and control of contageous maladies.
The policy of your Board in prevention and control of 
contageous diseases is as follows: whenever a case of such 
disease is known, by report of physicians or otherwise, to 
exist in Auburn, some member of the Board causes the
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patient to be isolated, and measures as to disinfection of 
fabrics and domiciles are, from time to time, as necessary in 
each case, carried out under the personal direction of the 
Board, every such patient is kept in isolation until the 
attending physician certifies that the individual is no longer 
in danger of transmitting the disease to others.
After this, the patient and nurse are required to take a 
disinfectant bath and then leave the room after putting on 
fresh clothing.
Then some member of the Board personally disinfects all 
infected apartments and their contents, as required by the 
State Board of Health, the patient and family are then 
permitted to again mingle in society.
PLUMBING.
The plumbing ordinances have been carefully observed 
by our Auburn and Lewiston plumbers, only one exception 
has occurred during the year and that was by an imported 
plumber. There is no occasion to go outside of Androscog­
gin county to get this kind of work done.
SEWERS.
There are several brooks in the city, used as sewers part­
ly uncovered, which should be put in a sanitary condition.
Money judiciously used in sewerage, is money well 
invested.
NUISANCES.
Since our last report there have been only twenty 
complaints made, a smaller number than any previous year.
A. M. Peables,
A. C. Rich,
B. G. Wr. Cushman,
Board o f Health.
Report of City Solicitor.
To the Honorable City Council o f  the City o f Auburn:
I have the honor herewith to submit my report as City 
Solicitor of the City of Auburn for the past year.
This has been a very unusual year for the City in this 
department, at the time of my election, there were no suits 
pending for or against the City; during the past year there 
have been no suits commenced agaiust the City and none 
have been begun for the City.
In regard to the Railroad crossing, under the Grand 
Trunk Railway near Danville Junction, where the City is a 
party to the petition, a new road was laid out by the County 
Commissioners, crossing the Railway track. Upon a 
petition to the Railroad Commissioners, a hearing was held 
at Danville Junction to determine the mode and manner of 
Classing, and they determined that the highway should go 
under the railroad tracks at this point, and fixed as the City 
of Auburn’s share of putting in the bridge to support the 
tracks of the Grand Trunk Railway, at the sum of three 
thousand dollars ($3000.00), which will be about one-fourth 
(£) of the estimated cost of putting in this, bridge, the 
balance being borne by the Railroad. The Grand Trunk has 
appealed from this decision of the Railroad Commissioners, 
on the ground that they had no jurisdiction in the matter, 
because the crossing was not properly laid out orignally, and 
that the Atlantic & St. Lawrence Railway, which is the 
owner of the track or right of way, was not made a party 
thereto. This appeal was argued before Judge Savage 
March 4, and March 17 the decision was filed by him, in
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which it was held that the crossing was properly laid out by 
the County Commissioners, but that the notice to the Grand 
Trunk Railroad was not sufficient and that the Atlantic & 
St. Lawrence, should have been made a party. Just which 
action the Grand Trunk officials will take in regard to this 
•tlecision, I am unable to say at this time.
The services which I have rendered the City, consist 
mainly in advice given to the Mayor and the heads of the 
various departments concerning questions arising in their 
department, and to the members of the City Government. 
I have also drawn certain amendments to the City Ordin­
ances at the request of the heads of departments, as required 
by the City Ordinances; one in regard to bicycle riding on 
the High School Park, the other relating to public vehicles 
in the streets of the City.
In regard to the Michaud case, I advise that there is no 
valid claim. i
There are now no matters pending before me for the City 
of any kind which has not received an answer, and I believe 
that every duty imposed upon me, has been attended to.
Respectfully submitted,
i
.Reuel W. Smith, City Solicitor.
I
Report of City Physician
To the Honorable Mayor and Council o f  the City o f  
Auburn:
Gentlemen— I herewith present my report.
During the first of the year there was an epidemic of 
influenza with bronchitis at the farm, but since that time 
there has been but little sickness.
There has been one case of acute gastritis one of 
catarrhal enteretis, and one of acute rheumatism.
The most of the inmates have some chronic trouble, but 
only three have required treatment.
There have been three deaths at the farm, Esther J. 
West, died March 16, 1903, of cerebral hemorrhage; Henry 
Piper, died December 1, 1903, of heart disease; Jeremiah 
Sullivan, died March 15, 1904, of cerebral apoplexy. Mary 
C. Hanson, died at her home, December 27, 1903, of
cerebral apoplexy; Miriam M. Knox, died at her home, July 
25, 1903, of heart disease; Daniel J. Driscoll, died at his 
home, November 16, 1903, of phthisis.
The whole number of calls, 112; 15 office calls; 21 at the 
farm; and 10 at the police station.
I wish to add that, I consider the Overseers of the Poor 
were fortunate in getting people of so good judgment to care 
for the poor at the farm.
Robert M. Small, City Physician.
REPORT OF
Superintendent of Hacks. .
To the Honorable Mayor and Board o f  Aldermen o f  the 
City o f  Auburn:
Gentlemen— I herewith submit my report as superin­
tendent of hacks for the year ending February 29, 1904. 
Number of hacks and public carrriages 
licensed 32, for which I have
received, $32 00
Less fees of Superintendent and City
Clerk, $16 00
Balance paid City Treasurer, 16 00
Report of Liquor Agent.
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council o f  the City o f  
Auburn:
Gentlemen— I herewith submit my report as Liquor
Cr.
By cash paid Treasurer for liquors 
sold,
By cash paid Treasurer for casks 
sold,
Dr .
To liquors on hand March 1, 1903, 
To J. M. Leavitt, State Liquor 
Commissioner,
To United States License,
To T. S. Whitman, salary,
To helpers,
To freight and trucking,
To paper and cartons,
To faucets,
To books,
To corks,
To J. M. Ridlon, gauging,
To insurance.
Profit to city,
29, A. D. 1904.
824,894 86
95 75
1,186 80
826,177 41
81,153 21
18,99*7 76
25 00
520 00
37 00
134 01
8 94
1 90
11 00 .
22 40
3 00 •
• J5 60
820,929 82
5,247 59'
826,177 41
Respectfully submitted,
T. S. W h i t m a n , Liquor Agent.
Report of Chief Engineer
i
To the Board o f  Fire Commissioners o f  the City o f  
Auburn:
G e n t l e m e n — I present the following as my report of the 
Fire Department for the year ending February 29, 1904.
The force of the department consists of fifty-one men, to 
wit: Chief Engineer and four assistants, twenty-five hose 
men, twelve ladder men, engineer and fireman of fire engine, 
two permanent men on combination wagon, and five drivers.
The number of alarms the department have responded to 
from March 1, 1903, to February 29, 1904, are as follows:
Bell, Auburn, 28; Lewiston 1; still or telephone calls, 63; 
total 92.
There were also 5 fires where no alarm was given making 
total for entire city 97, the time, location, cause and loss so 
far as I have been able to ascertaiu w’ere as follows:
DATE. BOX. LOCATION. OW NER. LOSS. CAUSE.
1 97 Third & Dunn Poulin S 50 00 Chimney
2 still Spring Boss 1 4
3 82 Manley & W alnut J. A. Jones 1,500.00 Unknown
4 still Manley & Bearce L ibby Heirs Chimney
12 96 Broad &  Second Mendelsohn Bros. 1,164 16 Unknown
22 still Laurel ave. E. M .Jordan Chimney
22 123 M inot ave. Mrs. G. W. W agg 200.00 Children
27 221 Turner H. Hartwell 40.00 Spon. Comb’tn.
31 96 Mill Barker Mill 250.00 G rit in cotton
1 still High Turner Heirs Chimney
11 < 4 Harvard Tozier 4 4
12 i i Turner M. C. R. R. Sparks from engine
H a Newbury Maloon Heirs Chimney
20 a Dunn Wm. Collins t<
21 «« Court Y. M. C. A. i t
22 79 Union Mrs. M oore 2.00 i t
22 91 Court Ansel Briggs 2,300.00 * 4
25 still South Goff Franklin Co. Boys l
25 Dennison •( « D um p fire 1
26 << East Auburn Corn Roasters W oods lire 1
27 (( Pulsifer <& Third H. Deshais Chimney j
28 U Granite Dump Are
28 I t 133 Pleasant C. Y. Martin Chimney / ,
29 t t Elm M. C. R. R. 5.00 Sparks from engine
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DATE. BOX. LOCATION. OWNER.
May 1 II M. C. R. R. M. C. R. R.
1 II Clay Bank Franklin Co.
3 II 208 Main Maine Invest. Co.
9 II Elm J. N. W ood
9 81 No. Main T. A . Huston & Co.
16 still C o u rt*  Main Foss Heirs
16 II <i « <■ <<
28 II Elm J. N. W ood
24 96 Fifth Mrs. Mealy
June 8 still Minot ave.
6 124 W ashington 
July 8 81 Court & Turner
3 still 65 Manley
4 “  Spring 
10 No 158 Cook 
10 “  277 Minot ave.
Near F itz Bros.
M. C. R. R.
C. E. L ibby 
James W ood 
Barrows 
Francis Smith 
Mrs. E. M. Verrill
LOSS. CAUSE.
Sparks from  engine 
Dump Are 
Chimney
Sparks from  R. R.
“  “  chimney
Chimney 
2nd call
Sparks from  R. R. 
Incendiary 
Sparks from  R. R.
<t << II
Chimney
423.00
10.00
16.00
159.95
40.00
Lightning
11 96 Third A. Leblanc 76.00 Gasolene stove
14 No Hotel Road S. & X. Ouelette 2,000.00 Sparks from  chimney
15 Still 69 Spring Mrs. Fickett “  “  Cushman’s
15 II ii i. ii ii 2nd call
16 II 55 Manley James W ood Chimney
21 II Mill Barker Mill 173.00 Spon. Comb’tn.
27 II Miller J. C. Symmes .15.00 Chimney
27 II II ii ii 2nd call
27 II Oak & Pine C. F. Smith Chimney
Aug. 4 81 Court & Turner C. E. Libby 15.00 II
5 Still Main G. C. W ing l»
fl II 6 Brooks J. Gilbert 165.00 Incendiary
9 II 9 Myrtle Brett Heirs Chimney
19 II Elm J. N. W ood Sparks from  R. R.
22 II II ll II II II <1
Oct.
Sept.ll 93 Drummond ct.
14 still Academ y
96 Broad & Second 
still Highland ave. 
ch ief Conant Rd.
124 Parsons 
98 First
No Western Prom, 
still Main &  Court 
No First 
still Miller 
124 Oakes Road 
still Elm 
95 Newbury 
still Turner 
“  35 Pleasant
80 92 Miller
Dec. 1 ch ief East Auburn 
11 still 14 W hitney 
11 124 Washington 
14 still 6 Grove 
16 123 High st. ext.
24 still Broad &  Third
17 
17
23
24
25 
80
8 
10 
15 
21
26 
oq
Nov. 12 
20
J. G. Chipman 
Dump
Mendelsohn Bros. 
S. G. Damren 
C. F. Libby 
R  D. & A. D. Allen
N. C. Estes
S. F. Haskell 
W. O. Foss 
J. Sullivan 
G. W. Stone 
F. Brooks
J. N. W ood
O. Montplazer
T. C. C. Ass’n.
S. S. Hersey 
Roak Heirs
S. H. Briggs
W inters B ox Shop 
A . M. W oodm an
16.00
20.00
37.50
1,800.00
560.00
6.00
25.00
5.00 
1,000.00
713.65
3,000.00
285.00
26 II Western Prom. H. B. Sawyer 86.60 Match
28 II 13 Pleasant Hatch Chimney
Jan. 4 II Third & ■  Cook II
7 II 40 Union C. F. Smith ll
10 84 Oak &  Hampshire Mrs. Manson 2,461.00 Ashes
10 S till Union Mrs Turner Chimney
12 94 Academ y W. G. Bessee 16.00 Lamp
23 48 Lewiston \
24 Still 10 Pine Chimuey
27 II Goff &  Court H. F. Day <1
28 II 123 Pleasant Mrs. Munroe II
Feb. 1 II 210 Court J. N. Wood (1
4 II 34 Union E. G. Heath II
4 II 46 W inter E. Hathaway II
6 II Broad & F ifth Ouelette ll
8 97 108 Sixth W m. Ryerson ll
14 still 155 Pleasant Scott Whitman II
15 93 128 Spring A . B. Donnel II
18 81 Court & Turner County 6,424.00 Spon. Cou
Spon. Comb’ tn.
Oil stove
Coals fum igating
W oods fire
Unknown
Smokers
Gas jet
Chimney
II
Sparks from  chimney 
Unknown 
Sparks from  R. R. 
Unknown 
Tar kettle 
Chimney 
Boiler 
Lantern 
Chimney 
Ashes 
Chimney 
Boiler 
Chimney
1
i
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The department have laid during the year thirty-six 
thousand two hundred feet of hose and have used five 
hundred and thirty two gallons of chemical.
The apparatus of the department at present is as follows: 
One steam fire engine, one two-horse hose wagon, one two- 
horse hose reel, one one-horse hose wagon, two two-horse 
hook and ladder trucks (one summer and one winter), one 
two-horse combination chemical and hose wagon which was 
added to the department during the year. All the pieces 
mentioned are' equipped with swing harnesses except the 
two-horse reel, the harness for that being now used on the 
combination. There should be a set purchased this year for 
the reel and thus have all ready for instant use. The city 
has also added a two horse pung (having bought the one 
hired the previous year). There is also in addition to the 
above, one spare single swing harness, one single hose pung, 
and a hand hose reel stored at the New Auburn bouse. It 
was recomended last year that it be used over Goff Hill but 
no provision was made for it.
The department has now two permanent horses, and while 
there has been no fire during the year but what the street 
department have answered to very promptly, yet with the 
horses, as they have to be, to economically do the work of the 
street department, we are very liable to be caught .without 
horses available until a fire gets beyond control in building 
where fire starts. Many cities have spare horses to change 
on street work and thus give different teams a chance for 
rest. Would it not be wise for this city to have such a pair.
The amount of ladders is the same as per last report with 
the addition of a twenty foot extension ladder in the new 
combination. There has also been added to the. hand
implements carried on different trucks, two hand chemical 
extinguishers, two new lanterns, one patent door opener, five 
plaster hooks, three Eastman pipes and pipe holders, the 
other small toolb remain practically the same as in /last 
report. Eighteen new rubber coats were bought to take the 
place of that number condemned as unfit for further use.
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There has been no hose burst during the year, so that the 
amount in service is the same as in last report viz: 9*750 feet. 
There was at that time about 500 ft. of leaky hose, that was 
used by the street department for flushing sewers, that might 
have been used in an emergency but that is past that point 
now, and some of that we are now using will undoubtedly 
soon give out, so that it is very essential that some new hose 
be bought this year.
The old driveway (so called) was changed to a hook and 
ladder house, a rollway made to take care of hose, aud some 
other small changes made at the Court street station. The 
stalls should have been changed also but the committee on 
Public Property could not on account of a lack of money in 
their appropriation, this year there should be no question 
but that it is an absolute necessity.
The beds and other furnishings are the same as last year, 
nothiug new having been bought, so that in the natural wear 
there will undoubtedly be some that will need replacing, the 
old bedsteads are so very old that in my judgment it would 
be well to change them for iron ones such as are now in use 
in most all tire departments.
The team at New Auburn has been used as in years past 
except that the expense of same has been divided by the 
street and fire department, while the departments have 
worked well together and each has been willing to do 
everything possible to accomodate the other, I still think it 
should be at all times in the tire department.
The city’s attention was called last year to the fact that 
there was no place at the river where a tire engine could be 
set and draw its water, no action was taken in regard to it, 
this is a matter that should receive attention and your fire 
engineers most earnestly request that, something be done this 
year, as in case of a big fire in the business section of the 
city, the Lewiston department would be obliged to connect 
with their hydrants and force water across the bridge, which 
would be very unsatisfactory, besides curtailing the number 
of lines of hose that might be laid.
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There are at the present time 105 hydrants besides the 
private ones belonging to the County, the Cushman 
property, the Barker Mill and the Percy Lumber Co., making 
a total of 120. The tire department have one 5 in. Chapman 
hydrant in good repair and six brass screw ends for Boston 
hydrants at the Water Works store house.
/ There is at the fire stations and city stable about 15 tons 
of coal for the steam fire engine.
There was no change made in the fire alarm system in 
the past year. There should be a new box on Prospect Hill 
as has been asked for, that being a hard section to reach and 
as at present much valuable time would be lost in giving an 
alarm.
During the year every party who was notified to put up 
new, or to change old fire escapes, complied with the 
requirements of the board of tire engineers. The matter of 
fire escapes on the city school houses received especial 
attention, from the fact that the school committee took the 
matter up at. their meetings and thereby caused some parents 
to. feel that the engineers were negligent of their duties. 
After giving the case careful consideration the full board 
decided that all were in accordance with the laws of the 
State, except with the possible exceptions of the Washburn 
(Perryville) and the Chamberlain (Academy St.) school 
buildings, and those iu the judgment of the board are so 
constructed as to be practically safe. The board feel that 
more precautions would be good, but that the ordinary 
escapes on the Webster (Spring St.) school building would 
be too hazardous for children at the age of those who attend 
there, and that a specially constructed escape should be made 
if it should be decided to put one on it.
The fire engine which was repaired is now in first class 
condition. To use Geo. L. Duston’s (her’ old engiueer) 
expression, “ she’s a beauty and as good as she ever was.’ ’ 
When the engine came back from Portland there were some 
defects of a small nature and the painting of it was mot 
satisfactory, but the Portland Company sent men and made
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things right and had the engine entirely repainted without 
any extra expense to the city.
A great addition to the equipment of the department was 
lately made by the purchase of four 14 by 18 ft. patrol 
covers. This was a much needed improvement, as by them 
much valuable property can be covered and thus save 
damage by water.
The new combination is proving to be all that was 
expected and is indeed a valuable piece of fire apparatus.
The hook and ladder truck and the number 3 hose wagon 
are now being repaired and painted so that they will be in 
the best of shape when the change over is made this spring.
Both Auburn and Lewiston have been fortunate in not 
having had fires, where by it would be necessary to call the 
other department. Lewiston has called Auburn only once and 
Auburn has called Lewiston once. The call by Auburn proved 
to be for a small fire and was caused by an error of the party 
who pulled the box. Each department stands ready to 
respond to the other with more apparatus than ever before as 
under present rules each sends the other a five engine and 
two hose carriages, where before only one hose wagon 
responded to a third alarm. On a fourth alarm each respond 
with all the apparatus and men possible and it is a pleasure 
to report that the same kindly feeling exists between the 
departments as reported one year ago.
Respectfully submitted,
L. W. H a s k e l l , Chief Engineer.
)
Report of School Committee.
To the Citizens o f  Auburn:
Herewith is the annual school report of the City of 
Auburn. This includes, besides the report of your com­
mittee, the reports of the Superintendent of Schools and the 
Supervisors of Music and Drawing, together with tables of 
statistics, which show in detail the expenditures for the sup­
port of school, figures of attendance, and other facts relative 
to the schools. These tables have value in so far as they 
can be of service in the more careful regulation of the affairs 
covered by them. We recommend these to your considera­
tion.
The standing of any community is, in a large measure, 
determined by the quality of its educational institutions, and 
the quality of these institutions is very largely resultant upon 
the attitude and support of the citizens. That Auburn has 
obtained and continued to hold an enviable reputation for 
the quality of her schools reflects favorably both upon the in­
stitutions  ^themselves and upon the people who support them. 
It is hardly necessary to state that your committee, recogniz­
ing the importance of the interests you have committed to its 
care, has endeavored to discharge its duties in such a manner 
that this standing and reputation should be enhanced.
RESIGNATION OF DR. SHIELDS.
Dr. R. A. Shields, who was elected to the School Board
Robinson was elected to fill this vacancy. 1
from Ward Five, removed to Lewiston in May. His resig 
nation was received by the Board with regret. Mr. Ralpl
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TEACHING CORPS.
The report of the Superintendent deals in detail with facts 
relative to the teaching corps of the city. We are glad to 
place on record our approval and appreciation of the efficient 
service that is rendered by these teachers.
Almost without exception they have given themselves en­
tirely to their profession, sparing no pains nor effort to dis­
charge their duties in a manner that should bring permanent 
and beneficial results to the boys and girls entrusted to their 
instruction.
HIGH SCHOOL.
The High School has been in a position to enlarge greatly 
its sphere of usefulness through its increased accommodations 
and the addition of its Commercial Course. The second 
year of this course has emphasized its excuse for existence 
and has proven amply that there is a place for this kind of 
work in the school.
The practical usefulness of this course calls for a slight 
extension of equipment. A banking department is an essen­
tial part of the working plan of a business course and facilities 
for this work should be added at the earliest possible date.
COMMON SCHOOLS.
There have been no radical changes in the administration 
of the common schools. Your committee recognizes the im­
portant place these schools hold, both by reason of the fact 
that they stand as the basis of the whole educational struc­
ture, and because they represent the entire school training of 
the great majority of our youth. With these facts in mind, 
it has been our single purpose to keep them free from all dis­
tracting elements and revolutionary changes, at the same 
time holding them to the standard of educational growth and 
progress.
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. ATTENDANCE.
The attendance of the schools shows a wholesome growth 
and encouraging regularity. We are singularly free from 
the annoyance caused by truancy, a fact which reflects 
creditably on the support of the parents.
We have, likewise, this year been fortunately exempt 
from any epidemics or unusual occurrences which would 
cause a temporary interruption of the work of the schools.
None of the buildings are overcrowded and conditions 
have not required the re-opening of the Wilson School.
The only changes in text-books for the year are as fol­
lows:—For the Common Schools, Morton’s Geographies, 
(American Book Company), to replace the Natural Geogra­
phies (American Book Company); New Harmonic Music 
Series, (American Book Company), extended through all the 
grades; Carroll’s Geographical Readers (The Morse Company); 
The Gordon Primers (on trial), published by D. C. Heath 
<fc Co.
For the High School, Walker’s Physiology, (AHyn & 
Bacon); Williams & Rogers, “ Correspondence,” (American 
Book Company); Modern Business Speller, (Powers & Lyons); 
Modern Business Penmanship, (American Book Company); 
Harris’s German Composition, (D. C. Heath &Co.); French’s 
Animal Activities, (Longmans, Green).
There have, likewise, been purchased sets of measures for 
the use of the common schools, and there have beeu rented 
four additional typewriters for the high school.
OFFICE EQUIPMENT.
Several improvements have been made during the year in 
the equipment of the office. A typewriter, to replace the 
worn out Franklin, has been rented together with a desk for 
the same. A hard wood floor with fibre rugs takes the place 
of the old soiled carpet which covered a much worn flo'or. 
It is important that the accommodations allotted to / the 
school department be increased. At present there are no
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facilities for private conference with the Superintendent of 
Schools; the room is much too small, likewise, for the meet­
ings of the School Board and of the teachers, not to speak of 
the special occasions when there are public hearings before 
the Board.
It is hoped that the removal of the public library to its 
new quarters may make possible more adequate accommoda­
tions for the School Board in the City Building.
SUPERINTENDENT.
It was with very great regret that your committee ac­
cepted the resignation of Mr. Bertram C. Richardson, who 
for nearly four years had served the city as Superintendent 
of Schools. He left Auburn the first of December to assume 
the position of sub-master of the Rice Training School of 
Boston. Mr. Richardson rendered a notable service to the 
schools of the city through his careful attention to their 
needs, and his progressive educational spirit.
To fill the vacancy caused by Mr. Richardson’s resigna­
tion your committee elected Mr. Payson Smith of the Rum- 
ford-Mexico Superintendency district. Mr. Smith is emi­
nently fitted for the position. He is perfectly familiar with 
the best methods of instruction and shows rare tact and good 
judgment in conducting the affairs of his office. He has 
already won the good will and hearty co-operation of the 
teaching force of the city, which must result in making our 
schools even more successful.
CONSOLIDATION OF SCHOOLS.
There has been under the Board’s consideration for 
several years the wisdom of consolidating the rural schools 
in a manner which, it was believed, would result in 
improved facilities for the children of the rural communities. 
During the present year investigation of this matter was 
made by a special committee appointed for that purpose. 
As a result of this investigation a report was rendered
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favorable to reducing the number of rural schools. Public 
hearings were subsequently held in order that interested 
citizens be given opportunity to express their views on the 
question. At these hearings there developed a very 
strenuous opposition to the idea of consolidating these 
schools and the Board voted not to consolidate them.
It is essential, however, that citizens should bear in mind 
two important points, which are, first, that the pupils of 
these schools cannot under the present conditions secure as 
favorable advantages as would come to them in larger 
schools, and second, that the per capita cost of the support 
of these small schools is far in excess of that of the larger 
ones.
PROMOTION ROOM.
During the year there has been established at the 
Webster School a promotion room, the object of which is to 
provide more direct and individual attention to the needs of 
those pupils who for any reason are not properly equipped in 
one or more of the subjects of their respective grades. It 
likewise offers an opportunity for pupils to pass from one 
grade to another during the year, since it sometimes happens 
that a pupil may move more' rapidly than others of the 
grade. The existence of the room has been a distinct 
advantage to the pupils attending it.
REPAIRS.
Important repairs have been made on several of the 
sc’noolhouses this year. At the High School extended 
changes were made in the plumbing system. The boy’s 
basement was entirely renovated; this necessary change, as 
the financial report shows, involved a large expenditure. 
The walls in the school rooms of the Webster, Chamberlain, 
and Franklin,Schools had become very dingy; 
freshened with new tinting. The furnaces at th< 
lain School have been reset. These repairs wei
these were 
e Ohamber- 
•e urgently
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needed, and your Boavd felt that wise economy demanded 
immediate attention to them e-ven at the risk of an 
overdrawn account. Besides these extra repairs there have 
been the usual large number of minor repairs on the several 
schoolhouses throughout the city.
FIRE ESCAPES.
The necessity of providing fire escapes for the school 
buildings of the city has been considered by the Board. 
The matter was referred to City Solicitor Smith, who, after 
a very painstaking investigation recommended that fire 
escapes be provided for the Edward Little High School, the 
Webster School, and the Chamberlain School buildings. 
This report was adopted and your committee urge that the 
recommendation be carried out.
FINANCIAL.
Inspection of the accounts of the school department 
reveals impi'oved conditions. It will be remembered that on 
both the high and common school accounts there have been 
carried over the expenses of several weeks of the preceding 
year. Last year there was paid the expense of one week 
and three days on the common school account, leaving the 
expense of two weeks still outstanding at the opening of the 
present fiscal year. This balance has been paid out of the 
present year’s appropriation, so that there will be carried 
over to the account of next year only the expense of a single 
day, February 29th.
The High School account has been in the same 
unsatisfactory condition and the necessarily increased 
expenses of the school have not permitted any action similar 
to that taken in the case of the common school account.
In concluding this report we desire to express our 
appreciation of the cordial support we have received from
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the citizens in the^measures that have been taken to maintain 
And improve the educational standing of the city.
Respectfully submitted,
. i
Fred Hutchinson,
Capt. W. A. Paul,
Forest E. Ludden, E sq.
C. S. Cummings,
W. W . Bolster, Jr .
J. W alter Stetson.
B. G. W. Cushman, M. D. 
Reuel W . Smith, Esq.
H. H. Cleveland, M. D. 
R alph R obinson,
REPORT OF
Superintendent of Schools.
To the Sujyerintending School Committee o f the City o f  
Auburn:
Gentlemen— I herewith submit to you the annual report 
of the progress and condition of the schools of Auburn, this 
being the eighteenth in the series of reports of Superintend­
ents of Schools of the city.
INSTRUCTION.
By far the most important element in the administration 
of a school system is to be found in its teaching force. To 
the degree that the teachers of a city are alert, progressive 
and efficient, to that degree may the schools be depended on 
to do good work. The selection of a teaching force is 
among the most important duties of school authorities. 
Persons who attempt to teach school should present certain 
qualifications. Among these are good health and unquest­
ioned moral integrity, tact in controlling children, a liking 
for the profession of teaching, some degree of training for 
the special grade of work to be demanded, and the desire 
and ability to grow. Without these fundamental qualifica­
tions persons should not be encouraged to take up or to 
continue the the work of teaching. In filling vacancies 
which arise these are among the items to be considered. By 1 
a regulation of your Board candidates for positions in the 
Auburn grade schools must present evidence of having 
satisfactorily completed a Normal training course or of
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having taught successfully at least one year within three 
years of the date of application. A strict adherence to this 
rule cannot fail to exert a wholesome influence on the schools.
An inspection of the statistics for the year covered by 
this report reveals these facts, that in the common schools 
there were employed not including special and substitute 
teachers a total of eighty-five teachers. Of this number, 
seventy-five had previous experience, and thirty-nine had 
normal training. Eighty-one were graduates of high schools 
or academies and forty-nine were graduates of the Edward 
Little High School— a fact which bears eloquent testimony 
to the adequacy of our own institutions. Of the common 
school teachers ten have taken partial or complete college 
courses. In the high school there have been employed 
fourteen regular and three special teachers. Of the regular 
teachers eleven are graduates of college, all including six 
from the Edward Little High School have received full high
school courses. Eleven have previously taught and nine 
held the same position for the year.
These statistics reflect favorably on the educational 
qualifications possessed by our teaching force.
I am glad to be able to add the statement that almost 
without excception these teachers have endeavored to render 
a quality of service which is not to be measured by the 
financial remuneration they have received. I have found 
them to be moved with an ambition to place their schools on 
the highest possible plane. They have been ready to receive 
and to act upon suggestion and advice, and have proven 
themselves worthy of the trust and confidence which you 
with other citizens of Auburn have placed in them.
TEACHERS’ MEETINGS.
The regular meetings of teachers are of four kinds. The 
Auburn Teachers’ Association includes in its membership all 
the teachers of the city schools. This association^ holds 
regular meetings on the first Monday of each month. At
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these meetings methods and management receive discussion 
and instructions are given to teachers in the special work to 
be required during the ensuing month.
On the first Saturday of each month similar meetings 
have been held for the rural teachers.
Besides these it has been the custom to hold grade 
meetings as occasion has required. At these, matters 
pertaining to the daily work are discussed in detail. The 
principals of the several schools, at stated intervals, hold 
meetings of their teachers for a discussion of purely local 
problems.
From all these meetings much good has resulted and the 
time spent has brought ample reward in the increased 
efficiency of the schools.
HIGH SCHOOL.
No important changes have marked the work of the year 
in the Edward Little High School. The Commercial 
Course, now in its second year, enrolled at the opening of 
the year thirty-three students, and their work is of an 
excellent order. The equipment of this department to be 
complete should have an arrangement for practical banking 
work. The cost of this would be inconsiderable, and I 
would recommend it to your consideration.
The position which our high school holds among the 
secondary schools of Maine and New England is one which 
justifies the reasonable pride we have in it. The facts that 
a large proportion of the youth of the city enter the high 
school and that so many remain to complete a course speak 
favorably of the instruction offered by the institution as well 
as of the support given it by the parents of the city. That 
this confidence may continue to be deserved it is important 
that in every detail the institution be kept to the highest 
possible standard and in touch with the most progressive 
ideas. The large attention you have given the needs of the
Jh
high school stands as a guarantee that its future growth and 
development will be carefully watched and guarded and that 
its excellent record will be maintained.
THE COMMON SCHOOLS.
i
The common school stands as the basis of the entire 
educational system, and is without doubt the most essential 
part of that system.
Pupils should not be permitted to pass beyond the 
common school grades until they have mastered thoroughly 
the studies which belong to those grades, and which so 
closely concern the practical demands of life. It is much 
more important that a boy should be able to express himsel^ 
in correct English than that he should have a smattering of 
Latin or Greek;; it is better to be able to adcl accurately and 
with reasonable rapidity than it is to lack this ability and 
understand cube root or the principles of algebra. It is 
better that, children should be taught to observe and to 
reason for themselves than that they should accept blindly 
things beyond their comprehension.
Therefore it should be the chief business of the common 
schools to see that these common things are thoroughly 
taught. The demand that some parents occasionally make 
that their children be pushed forward into “ advanced” 
studies is disastrous to the schools. The disadvantage to 
the schools is equally as great when for any reason the work 
of the common schools is so enlarged that thorough 
treatment is sacrificed. I believe that future educational 
policy will be along the line of limiting the work of the 
common schools to training boys and girls in the 
fundamental studies.
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THE RURAL SCHOOLS.
Nearly half the children of Maine who attend school are 
pupils of rural schools. This fact is sufficient emphasis of 
the important place the rural school should hold in the state
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at large. About 350 pupils are enrolled in the rural schools 
of Auburn, and the needs of these pupils are entitled to the 
large consideration your Board has given them.
Country schools have a peculiar class of problems.
Amoug these may be named the following:
First, their attendance is gradually growing smaller. 
Because of this fact many classes include only one or two 
pupils. These classes are necessarily lacking in the interest 
and enthusiasm which grow out of class rivalry. Who shall 
measure the injustice done a boy or girl whom circumstances 
compel to pursue a school course alone?
Second, their proportionate expense is increasing. Even 
when the expense of conducting rural schools is reduced to 
the lowest figure, it far exceeds that of other schools. For 
this reason it is difficult to obtain for these schools the 
advantages and privileges which they ought to have.
Third their teaching force is inadequate. Every year 
the requirements made on teachers increase. These re­
quirements are forcing out of the profession those who 
cannot teach and are increasing the value of those teachers 
who possess them. And this is as it should be. Every 
child is entitled to good teaching. Yet by this very process it 
is becoming more difficult to find teachers who will accept 
these very small schools; and this is very often true even 
when high wages are paid, because efficient teachers usually 
prefer the larger schools.
Fourth, their equipment is inadequate. Many rural 
schools are lamentably lacking in what we may call the 
“ tools of education.” This is due to the fact that this 
equipment is .so expensive that communities feel that they 
cannot afford it for the small number of pupils.
Fifth, the interest of the parents and citizens is less 
strong. For reasons which it is not always possible to 
determine, there is a 6trange apathy or indifference on the 
part of the citizens of some communities towards their
schools. This is not true alone of rural schools, it is equally 
true of others. But when this apathy exists towards a small 
rural school, there is nothing whatever to enliven it as is 
true of a larger school. In a peculiar way the rural school 
needs now, as it never needed before, the interest of its
patrons./
/ While some of these problems may not exist in any of 
our rural schools, and others may exist only in a part of 
them, yet they are of a nature so important that we should 
cousider them.
To remedy these difficulties the following suggestions are 
made:
First, when a school becomes so small that class interest 
and enthusiasm are gone, it should be united with another 
school for the purpose of restoring these. Combinations of 
schools should not be made solely on the ground of saving 
money. There is a more important consideration which is 
the welfare of the children who attend them.
Second, no attempt should be made to reduce the expense 
of rural schools by cutting off their advantages. The 
education of a child is of as great importance in one locality 
as in another, and there can come no good out of cutting off 
any expense which is necessary to the right training of 
children.
Third, the efficiency of the rural teaching force is to be 
increased in two ways, first by emphasizing the importance 
of the rural school, and second by offering larger 
opportunities in them.
Fourth, rural schools should have the same equipment of 
books, supplies, and appliances that other schools have. 
Many of these may best be obtained by the pupils and 
communities of the schools. These things, either made /by 
the pupils or furnished through their efforts, enlist their 
interest as no others are likely to secure it.
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Fifth, there should be restored lo the rural school some 
of the customs which formerly existed to increase interest in 
its work. Lyceums, visitation days for parents, occasional 
exhibitions and public exercises are among the means which 
formerly helped to keep alive the interest in schools, and it 
would be most desirable that these should be restored. The 
local school ought to be the center of the social and literary 
life of the community in which it exiets.
SCHOOL CONSOLIDATION.
A plan for combining a number of the smaller schools o f 
the city was suggested during the year and received the 
investigation and approval of a special committee appointed 
to consider the matter. So much opposition was expressed 
in the several communities to be affected that no action was 
taken.
TEXT BOOKS.
In the common school textbooks, the only change this- 
year has been in geography, the Morton series displacing the 
Natural series. Last year two systems of reading were- 
given trial in the schools. These were the New Education 
and the Rational Systems. This year another was tried. 
The matter of primary reading has been recently settled by 
placing the first two permanently on the list and by- 
dropping seven of the seventeen primers already adopted. 
The Natural Music Course formerly introduced only into the 
lower grades has this year been extended into all except the 
ninth grade. There have been added to the supplementary 
reading list the Gordon Primer, Holbrook’s Nature Mythsr 
and Around the World Geographical Readers; besides these 
the Wilson History Readers, The Heart of Oak Books, and 
the Stepping Stones to Literature series have been extended 
into schools where they had not hitherto been in use.
In the high school the Carhart and Chute Physics, • 
Walker’s Physiology, French’s Zoology, Mills’ Modem
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Business Penmanship, The Modern Business Speller, and 
Williams & Rogers Correspondence are the introductions of 
the year.
There have been rented for the commercial department 
four typewriters in addition to those already in use, making 
a thtal of twelve.
The supplies furnished have been the same as for 
preceding years.
\ OFFICE.
\
The equipment of the office has been improved during 
the year by the addition of a typewriter with desk, and by 
the laying of hard wood floors. The space is extremely 
limited. There is no opportunity for private conference 
with the superintendent, and the room is so small as to be 
often crowded even with the usual callers on business, while 
on the occasions of School Board and Teachers’ Meetings the 
room has been oppressively over-crowded. This condition 
of affairs should have the earliest possible attention.
SCHOOL VISITATION.
Among the means afforded teachers for the improvement 
of their work have been the days granted them for visiting 
other schools. The reports that have been rendered by the 
teachers on these visits are evidence that they have been 
keenly alive to the advantages to be gained through an 
inspection and comparison of methods. The effect produced 
on the work of the schools reflects favorably on the 
discrimination of the teachers and their power to adapt the 
measures which might apply to their own teaching.
MUSIC AND DRAWING.
Herewith are the reports of Mr. Mower and Miss Smith 
relative to the departments of music and drawing.
To these I wish to add a personal word of commendation 
of the work done in these branches by our pupils. The
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interest of the pupils is strong in both studies. The results 
show that the work is not done in a superficial manner. 
The teachers carry out with enthusiasm the directions given 
them. The supervisors having special direction of this work 
should feel gratified at the excellent results attained.
MANUAL TRAINING.
I observe that for several years the question of 
introducing manual training into the schools has been before 
your Board for discussion, but that the appropriations have 
not permitted any favorable action to be taken. I desire to 
add my favorable comment on the efforts that have beeu 
made to introduce this work into the schools. City-bred 
boys, thrown on their own Resources, receive especial benefit 
from this training of the hand. Its object is not to produce 
skilled artisans, but rather to produce that well rounded 
education in which the hand as well as the head should have 
a part. I trust there may be a favorable opportunity to 
introduce manual training into the schools at an early date.
IN CONCLUSION.
In assuming the duties of my office in the middle of the 
school year many unusual difficulties have existed. In 
removing these I have had the very kind forbearance of your 
Board and the unfailing co-operation of my teachers. For 
these and the kind expressions which accompany the 
inauguration of my work I desire through this report to 
express my appreciation and thanks.
Respectfully submitted,
P a y s o n  S m i t h .
; Report of Director of Music.
I __________
/\
To the Superintendent o f  Schools:
\
It gives me pleasure to report a satisfactory condition of 
the work in my department.
Much has been done the past year and a steady growth is 
anticipated for the next.
New books for the use of the teachers in the first four 
grades have been purchased.
A Cantata, “ The Building of the Ship,” has been taken 
up in the High School.
The Natural System of Music which has been in use in 
the lower grades for a number of years has been adopted for 
the grammar grades, thus, making the system uniform 
throughout the schools; and displacing the Public School 
System of Music which has been used for the past thirteen 
years.
Some new music will soon be needed in the high school.
A School Music Festival is to be given again this year 
similar to the one held three years ago.
This will occur the first part of May and will afford all 
an opportunity to see and hear what has been done in music 
and will give a much dearer idea of the work then any 
report can possibly do.
Respectfully submitted,
N. L. Mower,
Stepervisor o f  Music.
i
REPORT OF
Supervisor of Drawing.
To the Superintendent o f  Schools:
Again it becomes my duty as well as my pleasure to 
make my annual report on the drawing in the public schools 
of Auburn.
This branch in our school course has made its importance 
felt as we become to realize how every department of pur 
industrial world depends almost wholly for the durability 
and beauty of the productions on the origin and execution of 
the design. Every advanced school emphasizes the need of 
this previous training of the eye and hand.
France leads the world in art education. In the city of 
Paris are eight schools for men and six for women, 
preparing their students to be furniture makers, printers, 
dressmakers, potters, and artistartisans in a dozen crafts. 
Under the head of “ general training” , students in these 
schools have drawing and modeling three hours a day, six 
days a week, for three years. Last year these schools cost 
the city of Paris $325,000. The Parisians think the money 
well invested. No school in Auburn devotes over thirty-six 
hours for the school year to this branch, yet our results 
surprise us, even with so little time devoted. We cannot 
appreciate beauty until we have been trained to see it, and 
often we see more through the hand than through the eye. 
Not because we have seen, but because we can do? can we 
best help ourselves and others. From the very first week 
the child enters school this expressing with his hand what 
his mind holds and what it gains is as natural as to talk.
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I visit the city schools every week and give a lesson in 
■each room. The rural schools, I visit once each term. 
Instructions are given each month to the rural teachers at 
our regular teachers’ meetings.
I still insist that the work at the High school is 
handicapped by the lack of necessary equipment for the best 
results. The room is good but the furnishings are far from 
meeting the needs of the classes.
In closing let me say this that my labors with the children 
in the study of drawing for the past year, have never given 
me more real satisfaction, and more from the feeling within 
me that the children love the work and the words of Ruskin 
verify themselves to me “ The proof of a thing being right is 
that it has power over the heart that it excites us, wins us, 
or helps us and there is no goodness in art which is 
independent of the power of pleasing.”
Respectfully submitted,
Ida L. Smith.
Auburn, Me., Feb. 5, 1904.
School Statistics.
1903- 1904.
Table No. 1.
SCHOOL CENSUS.
Population of city, census of 1900,
No. of persons from 4 to 21, inclusive—census 
of 1903,-
SCHOOL BUILDINGS.
No. of school-houses,
No. of occupied rooms May 1, 1904,
No. of unoccupied rooms May 1, 1904,
Total number of rooms May 1, 1904,
No. of halls May 1, 1904,
Total number of sittings May 1, 1904,
The total value of the school-houses, furniture 
and land is,
12,951
3799
32
75
12
87
1
2,650
§137,500 00
The following table gives the value of the school property
in detail:
High School building and lot, §40,000 00
Webster School building and lot, 25,000 00
Wilson School building and lot, 17,000 00
Lincoln School building and lot, 20,000 00
Chamberlain School building and lot, 3,000 00
Franklin School building and lot, 6,000 00
Washburn School building and lot, 12,000 00
Merrill Hill School building and lot, 3,000 00
Park Hill School building and lot, 4,000 00
Fourth Street School building and lot, 1,500 00
Kural School buildings and lots, 11,000 00
Total, §142,500 00
SCHOOLS.
High School, 1
Grammar Schools, 2
Primary Schools, 6
Rural Schools, (1 unoccupied,) 23
Total, 32
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TEACHERS.
3S1 o. of teachers in High School,
Male teachers, 3; female, 9, 12
Special teachers in High School,
Male teachers, 1; female, 1, 2
No. of teachers in Grammar and Primary schools,
Male teachers, 2; female teachers, 36, 38
No. of teachers in Rural schools, 
x Female teachers, 23, 23
Supervisor of drawing, 1
Director of music, 1
Whole number of teachers, 75
Assistants, ' 7
Whole number of teachers and assistants,
Male teachers, 6; female teachers, 76, 82
i
Table N o. 2 .— COST OF SCHOOLS.
1901. 1902. 1903. 1904.
Amount expended for common schools $33,079.47 $34,075.38 $33,695.86 $33,749.75
Average cost per common school pupil 19.68 20.84 22.02 21.56
Amount expended for high school . . . S, 203.69 8,922.35 10,539.07 10,682.01
Average cost per high school pupil . . . 25.88 28.14 33.49 33.80
Amount expended under direction of Board 41,283.16 42,997.73 44,234.93 44,431.76
Average cost per p u p i l ........................... 20.66 22.03 23.06 23.62
Amount expended by City Council for new
bu ild in gs........................................ 13,150.65 5,609.03 10,718.56
Amount expended by City Council for re-
p a irs ................................................ 1,216.32 2,070.94 1,709.35 2,351.08
Average cost per p u p i l ........................... .61 1.06 ,S9 1.24
Total expended in interest of schools 45,650.13 50,677.70 56,062.84 46,782.84
Total average cost per pu p il................ 22.35 25.96 29.54 24.87
Items of expenditure, by the direction of the School Board:
Instruction................................... 28,971.72 30,955.26 32,678.06 32,848.30
Janitors........................................ 2,899.81 2,935.76 2,935.50 2,S30.74
F u e l ............................................ 2,531.27 3,014.21 2,353.13 2,757.17
Transportation........................... 380.20 602.45 404.40 455.30
Superintendence........................... 1,358.33 1,200.00 1,400.00 1,474.9S
Text-books................................... 1,S82.11 1,823.30 1,527.54 1,3 IS. 96
Supplies........................................ 1,523.05 1,550.70 1,636.49 1,816.69
R ep a irs ........................................ 138.05 150.73 141.53 99.30
Census ........................................ 180.54 117.43 113.13 115.76
Miscellaneous............................... 1,41S.08 765.32 1,045.15 724.56
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T able  No. 3 .—Valuation of and Insurance on School Property.
1. 1 
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1
H igh  School.............. ..............
W ebster S chool......................
W ilson S c h o o l.......  ...........
L incoln  S ch ool........... ............
Chamberlain S ch oo l.............
Franklin S c h o o l ....................
W ashburn School...................
M errill School.........................
§36,000.00
25.000. 00
20.000. 00 
20,000.00
3.000. 00
6.000. 00 
12,000.00
3.000. 00
4.000. 00
$27,000.00
9.500.00
6.500.00 
8,000.00 
1,000.00
4.000. 00
4.500.00
1.800.00
2.000. 00
1905, ’08 
1905, ’07 
1905, ’06 
1905, ’07 
1905
1905, ’08 
1908 
1905 
1905
SI,000.00 1908
Park Hill S ch oo l....................
O ffice.......................................... 600.00 1904
Danville Jet. S ch oo l............. 600.00 1905
Rural Schools.......................... 11,000.00
1,000.00West Aub. Grammar . i .......1 800.00 1906
$140,000.00 $65,700.00
' Table No. 4 .— Cost per pupil, by departments, as based on the average number belonging for the year, and the 
amount expended under the direction of the School Board.
Total
High
Per Pupil 
Total
Common
Per Pupil 
Total
Kural
Per Pupil 
Total
Totals
Per Pupil
♦Estimated, tlncludes cost of lighting, amounting to $19.01.
Table No. 5 .— Showing cost of instruction per pupil, by 
schools, as based upon the average number belonging 
from March 1, 1903, to March 1, 1904. Does not in­
clude special teachers.
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i
j  S c h o o l s .
i
Cost of 
Instruction.
No. of 
Teachers*
Cost Per 
Teacher.
No. of 
Pupils.
Cost Per 
Pupil
High, $7,993.56 12 $666.13 316 $25.29
Webster, l 5,900.99 14 421.49 451 13.08
Lincoln, 3,924.75 10 392.47 318 12.34
Chamberlain, 1,558.70 5 311.74 105 14.84
Franklin, 1,527.80 5 305.56 139 10.99
Washburn, 1,588.55 5 317.71 103 15.42
Merrill, 855.45 3 285.15 68 12.58
Park Hill, 777.50 3 259.16 49 15.86
Rural, 6,845.10 23 297.61 332 20.61
Totals,
l
$30,972.40 80 $387.15 1,881 16.46
including Assistants.
T able No. 6 .—Number of Rooms, Sittings, Pupils,Teach­
ers, and Number of Pupils per Teacher, not including 
Rural Schools, according to the number registered the 
first day of the Spring term.
SCHOOLS.
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r.
Boys. Girls. Total
H ig h ..................................................... 16 1 400 138 185 323 12 26.91
W ebster................................................ 12 593 247 217 464 13 1 35.69
L incoln ................................................ 8 399 163 181 344 9 1 38.22
C ham berlain ...................................... 4 174 54 45 99 4 1 24.76
F ra n k lin .............................................. 4 103 75 80 155 4 1 38.75
W a sh b u rn .......................................... 4 140 63 50 113 4 1 28.26
M e rr ill.................................................. 2 98 40 34 74 2 1 37.00
Park H ill.............................................. 2 58 28 26 64 2 1 .27.00
Totals.......................................... 52 1 2,031 808 818 1,626 60 7/( 32.06
♦Wilson School unoccupied, 8 rooms.
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Table No. 7.— Distribution of Pupils in the High School by Classes 
and Courses of Study, as found in the Teachers’ Monthly Reports 
for September, 1903. *
CLASSES.
Classical. Latin Sci. English. Commercial. Special. Total.
Totals
Boys. Girls. Boys. Girls. Boys. Girls. Boys. Girls. Boys. Girls. Boys. Girls.
F reshm an... 27 84 24 24 51 58 109
Sophom ore.. 4 1 11 32 24 15 39 48 87
J u n io r ......... 6 8 9 1G 13 7 10 1 35 35 70
Senior........... 8 6 4 19 7 2 3 13 1 23 40 63
T ota ls. . . 48 49 24 67 68 41 10 23 1 1 148 181 329
Table No. 8. —Showing Amount and Cost of Fuel pro­
vided for the different Schools during the year ending 
March 1, 1904.
SCHOOL. Coal. Hard Wood. Kindling. Cost.
H igh...................... 115,250 lbs. 12 cds. 2 cds. $429.06
Webster . . . . 114,S10 3 3 390.84
Lincoln .................. 90,355 5* 2* 306.46
Chamberlain . . . 47,475 4 H 206.32
Franklin . . . . 44,215 5 H 204.66
Washburn . . . . 59,525 1 * 189.34
M errill.................. 50,000 246.44
Park Hill . . . . 40,000 5 If 1S7.87
R u r a l .................. 8C| 12* 577.17
Total .' . . . 561,630 lbs. 129* cds. 27* cds. $2,738.16
I a
Table No. 9 .— Showing Attendance of Common Schools, as found from the Teachers’ Monthly Reports for 1 9 0 3 - 1 9 0 4 .
I t e m s .
M a r . A p r i l . M a y . J u n e . S e p t . OUT. N ov. D e o . J a n . Total.
T o t a l
City Rural City Rural City Rural City Rural City Rural City Rural City Rural City Rural City Rural City Rural
W hole No. enrolled ................... 1,314 349 1,322 358 1,2S3 343 1,246 324 1,322 -  3S7 1,296 381 1,284 386 1,284 359 1,267 341 1,290 358 1,648
Percentage o f attendance....... 90.59 S3.73 91.00 85.73 94.31 89.80 93.97 89 60 95.27 92.28 92.53 87.35 Si) S5 86.35 90.54 83.04 92.38 86.23 92.27 87.12 89 69
D aily average No. b e lon g in g .. 1,208 2S7 1.262 332 1,24S 326 1,231 319 1.234 363 1,248 355 1,226 350 1,217 333 1,227 328 1,233 332 1,565
D aily averegeN o. a tten d in g .. 1,091 240 1,141 237 1,167 291 1,149' 2S3 1,167 335 1,150 310 1,112 303 1,102 276 1,133 281 1.134 289 1,423
No. cases o f  ta rd in ess ............. 205 155 242 316 338 315 170 163 193 259 142 230 193 2S5 316 309 427 374 *,226 2,406 4,632
No. cases o f  dism issal.............. 152 43 192 69 225 69 106 37 111 54 107 47 112 53 84 44 86 57 1,175 473 1,648
No. cases o f  tru an cy ................. 3 4 21 0 16 0 4 0 5 0 16 1 6 0 2 0 2 0 75 5 80
No. days lost by absence......... 1,135 1,005 2 ,2 “ 5 914 1,699 771 806 338 1,184 479 1,794 1,085 1,978 799 2,229 1,075 1,773 863 15,483 7,329 22,812
No.cases corporal punishm ent 6 5 24 5 14 7 7 4 15 6 5 9 7 6 8 0 10 0 96 42 138
I
'Table No. 10.—Showing Attendance of High School as found from Teachers’ Monthly 
Reports, for 1903-1904.
I t e m s . M a r . A p r i l . M a y . J u n e . S e p t . O c t . N ov. D e c . J a n . F e b . T o t a l
W hole No. en ro lled ..........................
Percentage o f  A ttendance.............
Daily average No. b e lo n g in g .......
D aily average No. attending.........
No. cases tardiness...........................
No. cases d ism issa ls ........................
No. days lost by  absence'.................
318
93.3
318
296
110
26
446
317
92.4
315
289
95
16
353
305
93.8
305
286
149
31
361
305
93.9
305
286
128
17
367
329
97.8
329
322
36
8
183
326
97.1
325
315
76
,15
270
323
95.5
321
306
125
17
312
324
93.0
324
302
160
19
299
313
95.4
311
296
206
0
316
308
94.3
306
288
138
8
292
317
94.7
316
299
1,223
157
3,199
Table No. 11.—Number of Pupils in the Graded Schools and their average age, as based upon the actual 
number registered on the first day of the Spring Term, 1904.
GRADES. I II HI IV V V I V II V III IX PromotionRoom
SCHOOLS.
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Av. age
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. Av. age
N
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 o
f 
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. Av. age
Yr Mo Y r Mo Yr Mo Y r Mo Yr Mo Yr Mo Y r Mo Y r Mo Yr Mo Y r Mo
W ebster........ 81 11 2 97 11 10 7G 12 7 81 13 7 104 14 8 25 14 1
Lincoln ......... r>9 7 2 44 8 7 46 9 6 38 10 4 44 10 11 32 12 10 29 13 2 20 12 7 22 14 5
Chamberlain 33 G 3 19 8 5 23 8 11 • 24 10 1
F ran k lin ___ 49 6 5 34 7 3 33 8 G 39 9 4
W ashburn... 39 G 5 23 7 9 27 9 6 24 10 9
M errill......... 27 6 3 6 8 1 12 9 1 17 9 10 12 10 10
Park H ill . . . . 21 6 4 9 8 4 10 8 7 7 9 7 7 10 8
Totals. .. 238 G 6 135 8 0 161 9 0 149 9 11 144 10 10 129 12 4 105 12 10 101 13 i 12G 14 6 25 14 1
Table No. 12.— Teachers’ Directory, showing their grade, salary, date when first elected to Auburn Schools, and 
where they were educated.
Salary Date
T e a c h e r s . per Grade. • of Where Educated.
______________________ week_____________________ Election_____________________________________________
John F. Moody . §1,700.00 Master June, ’86 Hebron Academy, Colby and Bowdoin College
E. J. Winslow . *900.00 Sub-master June, ’00 Lyndon Institute, Bates College, Tufts College,
Summer . . . .  ...............................
Herbert E. Congdon *900.00 Commercial Aug., ’02 BerwickH. S., Dalhousie College, Brockton Bus­
iness C o l le g e ............................................
Augusta Prescott *600.00 French, German June, ’97 Lewiston High and Training, one year special at
Wellesley, one year in France and Germany 
Effie Josslyn . . *600.00 Latin, Math. June, ’95 E. L. H. S., Farmington Normal, Private Instr.
Edith H. Hayes . *600.00 Greek, History June, ’00 E. L. H. S., Bates C o lle g e ...........................
Florence Lowell *550.00 English, History June, ’01 E. L. H. S., Bates College . . ' . . . .
Imogen S. Farnum *550.00 Mathematics Sept., ’03 Nichols’ Latin School, Bates College . . .
Bertha Irving . *500.00 English, Math. June, ’01 E. L. H. S., Bates C o lle g e ............................
Methyl Oakes . *500.00 History, English July, ’02 E. L. H. S., Smith C o lleg e ............................
Hazel Donham . *450.00 Latin Sept., ’03 Bates C ollege..................................................
Jennie Sweetser *450.00 Commercial Sept., ’03 Salem Normal S ch oo l................................ .
Isaac A. Smith . *750.00 Principal Sept., ’03 Farmington N o r m a l.................................... ..........
May E. Paul . . 13.00 IX Sept., ’82 New Sharon, Farmington Normal, Kent’s Hill,
Summer S c h o o l ........................................
Margaret L.Wilson 11.00 VIII Sept., ’85 Turner and Auburn H i g h ............................
Margaret C.Turner 11.00 VIII Sept., ’97 Maine Wesleyan Seminary, Farmington Normal
Ada G. Stevens . 11.00 VII Dec., ’94 E. L. H. S., Summer S ch oo ls .......................
Sadie B. Long . 11.00 VII Apr., ’95 Farmington N o r m a l .....................................
Addie A. Dow . 11.00 VI Sept., ’87 Lewiston H i g h ..............................................
Effie Atwood . . 10.00 VI July, ’02 Lisbon High, Farmington Normal . . . .
*Per Year.
Edward Little Higli School
Schools.
Webster
T a b l e  "No . 1 2 — T e a c h e r s ’  D i r e c t o r y . —  Continued.
W ebster.......................  Mary Hinkley . 10.00 VI Sept., ’03 Gorham N orm al...........................................
“  Grace E. Gerrish 11.00 V E. L. H. S., Auburn Training......................
“  Lilia M. Howard 8.50 V  July, ’03 Lewiston High, Lewiston Normal Training .
“  Rose H. Fuller . 11.00 Promotion Sept., ’99 Turner High, Salem N o r m a l.......................
“  Grace Hall . . 7.00 Assistant Sept., ’97 E. L. H. S........................................................
“  Catherine Murphy 10.00 Assistant Jan., ’02 E. L. H. S., Bates College . , ...................
L in c o ln ..................Harold C. Goddard *650.00 Principal, IX June, ’98 E. L. H. S., Bates C o lle g e ......................................
“  Alice Owen . . 9.00 VIII July, ’02 E. L. H. S., 2 years Colby College . . . .
“  Albia S. White . 11.00 VII Sept., ’83 E. L. H. S........................................................
“  Theda Dingley . 9.00 VI Sept., ’99 E. L. H. S............................. ..........................
“  Flora R. Lunt . 9.00 V  Sept., ’95 E. L. H. S., Farmington Normal...................
“  Mary G. Carroll 11.00 IV Mar., ’90 E. L. H. S.........................................................
“  Abbie A. Buckley 9.00 III Sept., ’96 E. L. H. S.........................................................
“  Helen A. Hayes 9.00 II Sept., ’01 Mt. Holyoke, Oswego State Normal . . . .
“  Maude Bridgham 10.00 I June, ’90 E. L. H. S........................................................
“  Minnie Booth . 5.00 Assistant July, ’02 Lewiston High . . . . ............................
Chamberlain.................. Bertha M. Brown 11.00 Principal, IV Sept., '90 E. L. H. S......................... .... ..........................
“  Anna Coan . . 8.50 III Sept., ’99 E. L. H. S.....................................
“  Hattie G. Stevens 9.00 II Sept., ’99 E. L. H. S.......................................................
“  Bertha M. Tobey 8.00 I July, ’02 E. L. H. S., Farmington N orm al...................
“  Julia Gilcreas . 5.50 Assistant Jan., ’01 E. L. H. S., Gould A ca d e m y .......................
Franklin......................  Sarah E. Ingersoll 11.00 Principal, IV Sept., ’79 E. L. H. S........................................................
“  Etta Bearce . . 10.00 III . Sept., ’74 E. L. H. S........................................................
“  Mabel D. Knapp 9.00 II Apr., ’00 High School, Peabody, Mass...........................
“  Julia L. Lowell . 7.00 I Sept., ’03 E. L. H. S.....................................
“  Helen Watson . 6.00 Assistant Apr., ’03 E. L. H. S., Auburn Training...........
W ash b u rn .................. Alice M. Wing . 11.00 Principal, IV Sept., ’9S E. L. H. S., Auburn Training . . . . . .  .
“  Maude N. Baker 8.50 III E. L. H. S........................................................
“  Mary Crawsbaw 9.50 II June, ’94 Lewiston High and T ra in ing .......................
“  Annie E. Turner 9.00 I - Sept., ’99 E. L. H. S., Auburn Training......................
“  _ Mae Yeaton . . 4.00 Assistant Sept., ’01 E. L. H. S........................................................
*Per Year.
T a b l e  N o . 1 2 — T e a c h e r s ’  D i r e c t o r y . —  Continued..
*Per Year,
M errill...........................  Hattie E. Maxwell
“  ‘ Blanche Loving .
“  E. Maude Swift .
Park H il l ......................  Georgiana Long
“  Grace Ingersoll .
“  Aimee Curtis
East Auburn Grammar . Nettie Bickford .
East Auburn Primary . Jennie Lewis
North Auburn Grammar J. W. Cummings
North Auburn Primary . Lena W. Jones .
West Auburn Primary . Alice E. Keith .
Auburn Plains . . . .  B- Maude Smith
C rock ett......................  Lizzie Small . .
Danville Corner . . . Glaydis Parker .
Danville Junction . . . Bertha Chase
E v e le t h ......................  S. Bertha Field .
Gowell . .......................  Ida Knight . • .
Haskell’s Corner . . . Grace Percy . .
Hotel R o a d ..................  Emma Hicks . .
Jordan...........................  Lula Wing . .
Littlefield’s ..................  Blanche Ford
Marston’s ......................  Daisy D. Hall
Mt. A uburn..................  Mary Bennett
Penley’s ......................  Clara Bigelow .
Perkins’ Ridge. . . . Emma J. Merrill
Plummer’s ..................  Mabel Hunnewell
Rowe’s ........................... Abbie Osgood .
Stevens’ Mills . . . .  Mamie Beal . .
Young’s Corner . . . Lena McAusland
Prin , III, IV, V 
I, II
Assistant 
Principal, IV, V 
I, II, III 
Assistant 
VI, VII, VIII, IX 
I, II, III, IV 
VI, VII, VIII, IX 
1, II, III, IV, V 
I, II, III, IV, V 
Mixed
Sept., ’74 E. L. H. S............................................................
May, ’03 E. L. H. S. . . . ............................ . .
Aug., ’02 E. L. I ,  S............................................................
June, ’98 Monson Academy, Auburn Training . . .
Sept., ’84 E. L. H. S., Normal S ch o o l............................
Dec., ’03 E . L I . S ............................................................
Jan., ’04 Kent’s H i l l ........................................................
Jan., ’01 Lewiston H i g h ...............................................
Sept., ’03 E. L. H. S............................................................
Sept., ’02 Lewiston High and Normal Training School
Sept., ’01 E. L. H. S. . . . ...........................................
Dec., ’03 Gorham N orm al...............................................
Sept., ’98 E. L. H. S. ............................................... ....  .
Sept., ’03 E. L. H. S., Lewiston T r a in in g ...................
Aug., ’01 E. L. H. S., 2 years Bates College ; . .
Sept., ’03 E. L. H. S., Bates C o lle g e ................... ....  .
Oct., ’ 01 E. L. H. S............................................................
Dec., ’03 Gorham N orm al...............................................
Sept., ’03 E. L. H. S............................................................
Dec., ’03 Turner, Leavitt Institute................................
Nov., ’03 Lewiston, Lewiston T ra in in g ........................
Dec., ’94 Poland and Auburn . .................................
Sept., ’03 Gorham N orm al...............................................
Dec., ’03 Farmington N o r m a l ......................................
Sept., ’01 Gorham N orm a l...............................................
Sept., ’00 Boston High, E. L. H. S., Bliss Business, Farm­
ington Normal ...............................................
July, ’01 E. L. H. S....................................................... . •
Sept., ’03 E. L. H. S., Lewiston T r a in in g ...................
Dec., ’99 E. L. H. S............................................................
T  t
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Table No. 13.—Showing changes in Teachers, 1903-1904.
RESIGNATIONS.
Parker, S. Louise 
Percy, Grace 
Pettengill, Stella 
Pulsifer, Mary Ii.
Rich, Jennie 
Smith, A. M.
Smith, Laura H.
Williams, Laura
LEAVES OF ABSENCE.
Aldrich, Mertie Merrill, Thirsa
Dunn, Fannie Rideout, Mary
Turner, Margaret C.
APPOINTMENTS.
Cartland, Lucy 
Davis, Ada 
Jordan, Mabel 
Latham, Maude 
Marsden, Lillian 
Norton, Susan G. 
Oldham, Catherine
Beal, Mamie 
Bennett, Mary C. 
Bickford, Nettie 
Bigelow, Clara 
Curtis, Aimee 
Cummings, Jennie 
Davis, Ada 
Donham, Hazel 
Farnum, Imogen 
Field, S. Bertha 
Ford, Blanche
Hicks, Emma 
Hinkley, Mary 
Loring, Blanche 
Lowell, Julia L. 
Oldham, Catherine 
Parker, Glaydis 
Percy, Grace 
Smith, B. Maude 
Smith, Isaac A. 
Sweetser, Jennie 
Wins’, Lula
, City Officers, 1904.
I
i
Mayor. A. Q. Miller.
City Clerk. Geo. W . Bum-pus.
City Treasurer. A. C. Sprague.
A uditor. Murray B. Watson.
Collector. C. F. Curtis.
Solicitor. Reuel W. Smith.
Physician, i R. M. Small, M. D.
A ssessors. H. S'. Wagg, C. V. Martin, A. B. Latham. 
Overseers of the P oor. The Mayor and Board of 
Aldermen, J. M. Stevens, Clerk.
Board of P ublic W orks. W. R. Dill, G. W. Curtis,
B. F. Sturgis, M. D., J. P. Hutchinson, A. Walton; J. P. 
Hutchinson President; Geo. W. Bumpus, Secretary; Frank 
F. Goss, Superintendent.
Board of Health. A. M. Peables, M. D., B. G. W. 
Cushman, M. D.; Daniel A. Barrel!, M. D., A. M. Peables,
M. D., Secretary.
City M arshal. A. A. Garcelon.
Deputy Marshal. Frank 11. Lyford.
Matron. Maria M. Swett.
Policemen. C. 0 . Hodgdon, C. M. Stetson, H. W. 
Rowe, Alfred Legendre, S. E. Ratcliff; Special Sunday 
Police, H. A. Harriman.
Board of Fire Commissioners. James Elms, G. E. 
Marston, L. 0 . Brackett; G. E. Marston, Clerk.
Chief Engineer. L. W. Haskell.
A ssistant?" Engineers. J. H. Bradbury, F. G. Davis,
C. H. Blethen, W. W. Merrow.
Inspector of V inegar. II. E. Bumpus.
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Sealer of Leather. S. P. Miller.
Sealer of W eights and Measures. Win. A. Robin­
son.
Inspector of M ilk. G. R. Inglis, D. V. S.
Culler of Staves. Ii. C. Day.
Inspector of Petroleum, Coal Oil and Fluids. H. 
E. Bumpns.
Fence V iewers. D. B. Holmes, A. C. Frank, E. H. 
Stevens.
Inspector of Buildings. David T. Shaw.
City Engineer. R. A. Swift.
City Electrician. H. J. Davis.
Superintendent of Burials. Geo. W . Bumpus. 
Superintendent of Hacks. A. A. Garcelon.
School Committee. A. Q. Miller, Mayor, ex officio 
piember, J. Walter Stetson, F. M. Skillings, B. G. W. 
Cushman, M. D., E. E. Daicy, Reuel W. Smith, F. E, 
Ludden, H. H. Cleveland, M. D., C. E. Williams, M. D.,
R. A. Robinson, W. W. Bolster, Jr.; Payson Smith, 
Superintendent of Schools.
Board of W ater Commissioners. E. S. Paul (1 yr.),
S. K. Ballard (2 yrs.), Frank Bartlett (3 yrs.), M. H. 
Merrow (4 yrs.), N. C. Small (5 yrs.), H. G. Foss (6 yrs.), 
A. Q. Miller, Mayor, ex officio member.
Superintendent. F. E. Bisbee.
Clerk. A. W. P. Cobb.
Treasurer. A. C. Sprague.
E ngineer of P umping Station. L. L. Rand. 
U ndertakers. A. S. Plummer, Chas. W. Harris, 
Prince J. Doe, Fred B. Penley.
Board of Registration. H. P. Carver, Chairman; H.
M. Sprague, H. E. Willis.
City Pension A gent. Geo. W. Bumpus, City Clerk. 
W eighers of Hay , Coal and - Ice. J. Edwin Nye, 
Geo. B. Smith, C. L. Turgeon, Geo. I. Brown, H. A. 
Torsey, N. S. Tibbetts, F. A. Parsons, C. II. Merrill, J. L.
i
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Frost, F. C. Gray, D. R. Hastings, L. 0. Morse, Geo. E. 
Bearce, Henry Stearns, R. E. Hath way, B. L. Smith, L. H. 
Duran.
W e i g h e r s . J. Edwin Nye, Geo. B. Smith, C. L. Tur­
geon, Geo. I. Brown, H. A. Torsey, N. S. Tibbetts, F. A. 
Parsons, C. H. Merrill, J. L. Frost, F. C. Gray, D. R. 
Hastings, L. O. Morse, Geo. E. Bearce, Henry Stearns, R. 
E. Hathaway, B. L. Smith, L. H. Duran.
M e a s u r e r s  o f  W o o d  a n d  B a r k . Charles Dunn, Geo.
I. Brown, J. Edwin Nye, Geo. B. Smith, N. C. Estes, H. 
A. Torsey, II. V. Whitcomb, C. L. Turgeon, J. C. Emer- 
ton, Robert J. Farrington, D. R. Hastings, Chas. II. Briggs, 
Henry E. Johnson, E. II. Soper, F. A. Bailey, L. 0. Morse, 
Albert L. Packard, T. B. Bailey, Chas. H. Hicks, Henry 
Stearns, R. E. Hathaway, Fred M. Keith, Henry M. Young, 
A. II. Conant,1 Corey Leonard, A. A. Hutchins, F. A. 
Butler.
S u r v e y o r s  o f  L u m b e r . C. E. Greenleaf, E. H. Soper, 
Johu Coleman, G. C .‘Wilson, C. L. Turgeon, S. K. Ballard, 
E. H. Parker, W. H. Jones, F. R. Conant, H. A. Torsey, 
A. II. Conant, H. V. Whitcomb, Rufus P. Parker, E. W. 
Hutchins, W. II. Johnson, D. R. Hastings, S. II. Verrill, 
Fred M. Keith, Corey Leonard, N. C. Estes, J. Edwin Nye, 
Geo. E. Bearce, Clovis Labbe, A. A. Hutchins, F. A. But­
ler, F. R. Helms, W. A.- Paul.
S u r v e y o r s  o f  L o g s . S. II. Verrill, F. R. Conant, A.
II. Conant, J. Edwin Swift, E. II. Soper, Clovis Labbe, E. 
W. Hutchins, A. A Hutchins, F. A. Butler, W. A. Paul.
Constables. E. E. Ilackett, Chas. L. Varnham, C. II. 
Merrill, C. F. Curtis, Alfred Cole, Wm. A. Towle, J. C. 
Libby, Geo. A. Allen, Z. T. Newell, V. B. Taylor, M. E. 
Goss, C. A. Titcomb, R. A. Varnum, F. R. Jordan, Jr., A.
D. Allen, II. S. Whitman, C. K. Sturtevant, F. II. Lyford, 
John Ilayford, E. D. Bailey, E. A. Leavitt, E. C. Douglass, 
Bert D. Verrill,'Wellington Shuman, David P. Field, E. J. 
Harlow, Albert C. Martin, Barnum Jones, Albert/ L. 
Parkard, Harry II. Verrill, Fred L. Austin, John F.
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Stanley, Geo. L. Seavey, A. H. Jones, J. F. Larrabee, F. F. 
Goss, J. F. Mnllaney, E. L. White, C. E. Smith, C. P. 
Hunt, C. M. Stetson, G. D. Willard, E. E. Daicy, C. W. 
Harris, C. O. Hodgdon, E. A. Swift, Fred Corey, Spencer 
Wyman, P. W. Sturtevant, G. S. Tario, W . H. Record, C.
E. Russell, W . L. Pratt, Chas. Jones, Geo. A. Field, Wm. 
J. Woodbury, S. S. Ashworth, C. E. Hicks, A. F. Mullin, 
J. H. Bradbury, Sumner S. Merrill, L. E. Flanders, W . E. 
Yeaton, C. M. Verrill, Albert Smith, C. M. Walton, H. C. 
Church, J. C. Emerton, Wm. H. Dale, Wm. Bodge, F. W. 
Jackson, H. A. Harriman, Clarence Manley, C. J. Gareelon, 
A. M. W . Peables, Ray Hamilton, Clark Mitchell, Joseph 
Pratt, J. M. Stevens, Harry W. Rowe, Wm. B. Libby, L. 
A. Chesley, G. H. Marsh, L. W . Haskell, A. C. Frank, C.
E. Greenleaf, Francois Bosse, A. A. Gareelon, A. M. Penley,
F. L. Dearborn, S. H. Lovejoy, H. I. Currier, Jeremiah 
McCarthy, E. R. Larrabee, J. S. George, W. G. Stephens, 
L. D. Bowden, E. J. Hodgkins, M. D. Jordan, Fred 
Carpenter, Geo. McFadden, J. W . . Woodsum, Julien 
Lambert, G. C. Libby, Sylvio Desjarden, Z. Vincent, Peleg 
L. Rankin, Alphonse Gaudette, S. E. Ritcliff, Fred Grenier, 
J. W. Connolly, J. B. Oliver, Hyman Savage, Jules Picard, 
Seward F. Penley, Eugene St. Pierre, A. S. Doughty, 
Ferdinand Gaudette, W . S. Hunnewell, Chas. Dube, Geo. 
E. Sleeper, Chas. Fielding, Bernard Bacalenick, Louis 
Martineau, Joseph L. Saks, Edward Ferland, Lewis Shapiro, 
Wm. H. Collins, Alphonse Freve. A. H. Robinson, Archille 
Boisvert, W. W. Pollister, J. B. Lacroix, A. M. Gareelon, 
Joseph Berube, R. W . Penley, Wm. Rawstrom, Fred Bowie, 
Fred O. Taylor, Phillip Silverman, Alfred Legendre, 
Maurice Machkowsky, Pierre Lamontagne, Phillip Miller, 
John J. Lawler, E. R. .Thurston, Carroll Frank, C. T. 
Crafts, Frauk E. Downing, John M. Felker, H. C. Furbush, 
J. M. • Flagg, Geo. P. Hackett, E. H. Leighton, Hugh 
Roak, David T. Shaw, J. Fred Smith, Stephen Hayes, 
Burdell Pratt, F. M. Taylor, E. S. Amidon, J. E. Coombs, 
Max Cohn, M. T. Dunbar, Eli Lemay, John Harriman, 
Orville P. Goss, S. D. Prescott, D. S. Curtis.
City Governments, 1869-1904.
f
\ 1869.
CITY GO VEEN MEN T.
Mayor, T homas Littlefield.
ALDERMEN.I
William H. Keith, Ward 1, Daniel P. Atwood, Ward 3, 
P. M. Woodman, Ward 2, J. Dingley Jr., Ward 4,
Daniel Field, Ward 5.
George S. W oodman, City Clerk.
COMMON COUNCIL.
W illiam B. Merrill, President.
W illiam M. Harris, Clerk.
Ward 1. 
E. P. Crafts,
Alex. Stinson,
H. C. Briggs.
Ward 2.
Silas Sprague, 
Nathan Briggs,
E. Eveleth.
Ward 3.
M. B. Merrill,
S. P. Miller,
O. B. Morse.
Ward 4. 
E. T. Luce, 
William S. Foung, 
John F. Cobb.
Ward 5.
A. C. Pray,
Geo. W . Bailey,
A. J. Verrill.
/
/
i
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1870
CITY GOVERNMENT.
M a y o r , S e t h  P. M i l l e r .
A LD ER M EN .
H. C. Briggs, Ward J, John W. Perkins, Ward 3,
P. M. Woodman, Ward 2, James Wagg, Ward 4,
Almon C. Pray, Ward 5.
G e o r g e  S. W o o d m a n , City Clerk.
COMMON COUNCIL.
W i l l i a m  B. M e r r i l l , President.
W i l l i a m  M. 11 a r r i s , Clerk.
Ward 3.
William B. Merrill,
Albert Y"oung,
Oren B, Morse.
Ward 4.
Oren S. Libby,
Hannibal R. Smith,
Increase B. Kimball.
.  t
Ward 5.
Charles Dunn,
Nathaniel G. Sturgis,
Andrew G. Haskell.
Ward 1.
John M. Perry, 
Benjamin Conant, 
Alvan Waterhouse.
Ward 2.
Ezekiel Eveleth, 
Charles S. Emerson, 
James White.
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1871.
1/
CITY GOVERNMENT.
• i
\
Mayor, T homas L ittlefield.
A LD E R M E N .
Oscar D. Bailey, Ward 1, John W. Perkins, Ward 3, 
Silas Sprague, Ward 2, James S. Robbins, Ward 4,
; Almon C. Pray, Ward 5.
I
George S. W oodman, City Clerk.
COMMON COU N CIL.
Charles Dunn, President.
W illiam M. Harris, Clerk.
Ward 3.
Oren B. Morse,
Ansel L. Lombard,
William M. Chamberlin.
Ward 4.
J. W. Peables,
Rufus Penley,
Frank E. Young.
Ward 5.
Charles Dunn,
Samuel Emerson,
Charles 0. Martin.
///
Ward 1.
Alonzo Crafts, 
Benjamin Con ant, 
Harrison O. Whitman.
Ward 2.
Josiah Penley, 
Sylvester Oakes,
Frank Bartlett.
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'1872.
CITY GOVERNMENT.
M a y o r , T h o m a s  L i t t l e f i e l d .
A LD E R M E N .
John M. Perry, Ward 1, Oren B. Morse, Ward 3, 
Hannibal R. Smith, Ward 2, James Dingley, Ward 4, 
Charles Dunn, Ward 5.
G e o r g e  S. W o o d m a n , City Clerk.
COMMON COUNCIL.
R i c h a r d  D r e s s e r , President.
W i l l i a m  M. H a r r i s , Clerkv
Ward 3.
Ansel Lombard,
William B. Merrill,
William M. Chamberlin.
Ward 4.
James Wagg,
Wm. S. Young,
Richard Dresser.
I
Ward 5.
George W. Bailey,
James L. Martin.
Alden J. Verrill.
Ward 1.
Zibean Crafts,
George H. Dillingham, 
Ira T. Waterman.
Ward 2.
Frank Bartlett,
Edward W . Gross, 
Benj. F. Sturgis.
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1873.
CITY GOVERNMENT.
Mayor, T homas Littlefield.• i
A LD E R M E N .
John M. Perry, Ward 1, Seth P. Miller, Ward 3,
Frank Bartlett, Ward 2, Francis M. Jordan, Ward 4,
Charles Dunn, Ward 5.
I
George S. W oodman, City Clerk.
. common council.
B e n j . F. Sturgis, President.
Murray B. W atson, Clerk.
Ward 3.
Ansel L. Lombard,
James 0 . Foss,
William M. Chamberlin.
Ward 4.
Benjamin F. Briggs,
William S. Young,
Oren T. Libby.
rd 5.
Thomas J. Freeman,
William D. Adams, /
Wm. D. Brewster.
Ward 1.
Zibean Crafts,
George H. Dillingham, 
Alvan Waterman.
Ward 2.
Edward W. Gross, 
Benjamin F. Sturgis, 
A. J. Coburn.
W a i
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1874.
CITY GOVERNMENT.
M a y o r , T h o m a s  L i t t l e f i e l d .
A LD ER M EN .
Oscar D. Bailey, Ward 1, Seth P. Miller,-Ward 3 
Joseph Littlefield, Ward 2, Francis M. Jordan, Ward 4 
Charles Dunn, Ward 5.
G e o r g e  S. W o o d m a n , City Clerk.
COMMON COUN CIL.
W illiam H. Keith, President.
. M u r r a y  B. W a t s o n , Clerk.
Ward 3.
John C. Symmes,
B. C. Keene,
Ellery F. Goss.
Ward 4.
Edward A. Little,
W . S. Rogers,
Jacob Larrabee.
Ward 5.
Thomas J. Freeman,
George W . Bailey,
Dexter W. Verrill.
Ward 1.
Alvan Waterman, 
William H. Keith, 
Joseph Q. Edmunds.
Ward 2.
A. ,1. Coburn, 
Ezekiel Eveleth, 
John Rolfe.
C ITY  G O VE R N M E N TS. 1 8 3
i ------------—
CITY GOVERNMENT.
M a y o r , J a m e s  D i n g l e y .
. \*
A LD E R M E N .
Fred A. Allen, Ward 1, Seth P. Miller, Ward 3, 
Hannibal R. Smith, Ward 2, John F. Cobb, Ward 4, 
Dexter W . Verrill, Ward 5.
G e o r g e  S. W o o d m a n , City Clerk.
COMMON COUN CIL.
W illiam P. Bearce, President.
M u r r a y  B. W a t s o n , Clerk.
Ward 3.
Ellery F. Goss,
B. C. Keene,
Abram Atwood.
Ward 4.
Isaac Haskell,
Andrew M. Peables,
Rufus Penley.
Ward 5.
E. Strout,
d Hicks,. . I
lin A. Rideout.
Ward 1.
Charles K. Packard, 
Richard Hutchinson, 
S. H. Stockman.
Ward 2.
W. P. Bearce,
Dana Goff,
Samuel F. Merrill.
George 
Leonar 
Beni air
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1876.
CITY GOVERNMENT.
M a y o r , J a m e s  D i n g l e y .
ALD ERM EN .
Fred A. Allen, Ward 1, Ellery F. Goss, Ward 3,
Wm. P. Bearce, Ward 2, William W . Bolster, Ward 4, 
Ether S. Paul, Ward 5.
G e o r g e  S. W o o d m a n , City Clerk.
COMMON COUNCIL.
George E. Strout, President.
M u r r a y  B. W a t s o n , Clerk.
Ward 3.
Abram Atwood,
B. C. Keene,
John B. Jordan.
Ward 4.
J. Dingley Jr.,
Jacob Larrabee,
Everett W . Burgess.
Ward 1.
Alden B. Crafts,
George H. A. Bradbury, 
Millburn Furbish.
Ward 2.
Almon L. Goss,
Benj. F. Sturgis,
Charles S. Emerson.
Ward 5.
Leonard Hicks,
George E. Strout, 
Benjamin A. Rideout.
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1877.
j  CITY GOVERNMENT.
Mayor, Hannibal, R. Smith.
\
A LD E R M E N .
Oscar D. Bailey, Ward 1, * Ellery F. Goss, Ward 3, 
Benj. F. Sturgis, Ward 2, W m. W . Bolster, Ward 4, 
Freedom Haskell, Ward 5
J
G e o r g e  S. W o o d m a n , City Clerk.
COMMON COUN CIL.
•John B. Jordan, President. 
Ward 1
Murray B. W atson, Clerk. 
Ward 3.
Chas. A. Kinsley,
Geo. H. A. Bradbury, 
H. O. Whitman.
John B. Jordan, 
Jabez H. Merrill, 
Charles E. Smith.
Ward 4.
J. Dingley Jr.,
Jacob Larrabee, 
Everett W . Burgess.
Ward 5.
N. H. Woodbury,
Dexter W. V  err ill,
Charles Flagg.
Ward 2.
Almon L. Goss, 
Thomas Littlefield, 
W . P. Bearce.
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1878.
CITY GOVERNMENT.
M a y o r , H a n n i b a l  R. S m i t h .
A LD ER M EN .
Oscar D. Bailey, Ward 1, Setb P. Miller, Ward 3, 
Ezekiel Eveleth, Ward 2, Nathaniel I. Jordan, Ward 4 
George W . Wagg, Ward 5.
G e o r g e  S. W o o d m a n , City Clerk.
COMMON COUNCIL.
A u g u s t u s  M. P u l s i f e r , President.
M u r r a y  B. W a t s o n , Clerk
W ard 3.
Jabez H. Merrill,
John Pickard, ,
Wallace K. Oakes.
Ward 4.
Calvin S. Libby,
James W . Peables,
Augustus M. Pulsifer.
Ward 5. 1
N. H. Woodbury,
Chas. C. Rowe,
David S. Whitehouse.
Ward 1.
Charles H. Record, 
Joseph E. Metcalf, 
Herbert S. Whitman.
Ward 2.
Thomas Littlefield, 
Joshua W. Beede, 
Daniel Lara.
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1879.
CITY GOVERNMENT. 
Mayor, T homas Littlefield.
\ A LD E R M E N .
»
Seth P. Miller, President.
Charles H. Record. Ward 1, Seth P. Miller, Ward 3, 
Ezekiel Eveleth, Ward 2, Nathaniel I. Jordan, Ward 4, 
i George W. Wagg, Ward 5.
I
Henry M. Sprague, City Clerk.
COMMON COUN CIL. ■
W allace K. Oakes, President.
M urray B. W atson, Clerk.
Ward 3.
John Pickard,
Wallace K. Oakes,
Henry Willis.
Ward 4.
James W . Peables,
Isaac Haskell,
J. T. W . Stinchfield.
Ward 5.
Charles Thurston, /
George W . Woodbury, . /
David S. Wbitehouse.
Ward 1.
Royal J. Bradbury, 
Edward W . Bird, 
Herbert S. Whitman.
Ward 2.
Daniel Lara,
John Stimson,
H. R. Bisbee.
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1880.
CITY GOVERNMENT,
M a y o r , T h o m a s  L i t t l e f i e l d .
ALD ER M EN .
E d w i n  T. G i l e , President.
J. E. Metcalf, Ward 1, Jabez H. Merrill, Ward 3,
Edwin T. Gile, Ward 2, Benjamin F. Briggs, Ward 4,
Moses Crafts, Ward 5.
H e n r y  M. S p r a g u e , City Clerk.
COMMON COUNCIL.
E b e n e z e r  J o r d a n , President.
A l t o n  J. S h a w , Clerk. 
Ward 3.
William A. Robinson,
John F. Clifford,
Nathan W . Harris.
Ward 4.
Albert M. Penley,
Horatio B. Pulsifer,
Ebenezer Jordan.
<
Ward 5. >
Charles Thurston,
Daniel II. Rendall,
Samuel Farnham.
Ward 1.
E. W . Bird, 
Charles B. Record, 
W . F. Munroe.
Ward 2.
H. R. Bisbee,
H. B. Sawyer, 
Joseph Goss.
C ITY  G O VE R N M E N TS. 1 8S>
CITY GOVERNMENT.
Mayor, George S. W oodman.
\
A LD E R M E N .
Horatio B. Pulsifer, President.
Lucius C. Dunham, Ward ], Jabez H. Merrill, Ward 3, 
Joseph Goss, Ward 2, Horatio B. Pulsifer, Ward 4v
John Stimson, Ward 5.
i
J. W . M itchell, City Clerk.
COMMON COUNCIL.
Nathan W . H arris, President.
A lton J. Shaw , Clerk..
Ward 1.
Joseph Q. Edmunds, 
J. P. Garcelon, 
Francis Packard.
Ward 3.
William A. Robinson, 
John F. Clifford, 
Nathan W . Harris.
Ward 2.
David P. Field, 
Horatio B. Sawyer, 
Edwin 0 . Wells.
Ward 4.
John W .’May,
Edson G. Spofford, 
Winfield S. Larrabee.
Ward 5.
Algernon M. Roak, 
George W . Wagg, 
Isaiah V . McKenney.
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1882.
CITY GOVERNMENT.
Mayor, George S. W oodman.
ALD ER M EN .
George W . W agg, President.
W . F. Munroe, Ward 1, N. W . Harris, Ward 3,
Daniel Lara, Ward 2, E. G. Spofford, Ward 4,
George W . Wagg, Ward 5.
J. W . Mitchell, City Clerk.
common council.
W illiam A. Robinson. President.
Fred 0. W atson, Clerk.
Ward 3.
William A. Robinson,
B. F. Teague,
Edmund Libby.
Ward 4.
A. M. Penley,
L. W . Haskell,
John T. W . Stinehfield.
I
Ward 5. •
D. W . Kinsley,
S. R. Robinson,
S. S. Merrill.
Ward 1.
Francis Packard,
J. P. Garcelon, 
William H. Briggs.
Ward 2.
David P. Field, 
Edwin O. Wells, 
Charles W . Campbell.
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1883.
CITY GOVERNMENT.
- Mayor, George S. W oodman.\\i
A LD E R M E N .
N athan W . Harris, President.
H. O. Whitman, Ward 1, Nathan W . Harris, Ward 3, 
David P. Field, Ward 2, Lewis W . Haskell, Ward 4, 
George W . Wagg, Ward 5.
J. W . M itchell, City Clerk.
common council.
Charles W . Campbell, President.
Fred O. W atson, Clerk.
Ward 3.
Benjamin F. Teague,
Edmund Libby,
Henry W . Oakes.
Ward 4.
N. C. Estes,
Solomon Larrabee,
Albert Jordan.
Ward 5.
t
Samuel R. Robinson,7 /
Royal M. Mason,
Charles E. Marvel.
Ward 1.
William H. Briggs, 
Seth Briggs,
Fred W . Hutchinson.
Ward 2.
Charles W . Campbell, 
Thomas Littlefield, 
George W . Curtis.
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1884.
CITY GOVERNMENT.
M ayor, Benjamin F. Sturgis.,
ALDERMEN.
David P. Field, President.
H. O. Whitman, Ward 1, Edmund Libby, Wa rd'3;. 
David P. Field, Ward 2, Albert M. Penley, Ward 4^ 
Samuel R. Robinson, Ward 5.
J. W . M itchell, City Clerk.
COMMON COUNCIL.
A nsel Briggs, President.
Fred 0 . W atson, Cleric 
Ward 3.
Henry W . Oakes,
N. M. Neal,
John N. Foster.
Ward 4.. ,
Henry Lowell,
Frank A. Haskell,
Charles A. Jordan-.
Ward 5.
Charles E. Marvel,
Stephen S. Merrill-.
Delance Young-
Ward 1.
Seth Briggs,
Fred W . Hutchinson, 
Ansel Briggs.
Ward 2.
George W. Curtis, 
Benjamin F. Beals, 
Horace Goff.
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1885 .
CITY GOVERNMENT.
Mayor, L. W . H askell.
\ ALD ER M EN .
A nsel Briggs, President. *
Ansel Briggs, Ward 1, A. P. Lamb, Ward 3,
George W . Curtis, Ward 2, C. A. Jordan, Ward 4, 
Albert A. Young, Ward 5.
1
J. W . M itchell, City Clerk.
COMMON COUN CIL.
John W . Foster, President.
Fred O. W atson, Clerk.
Ward 1.
E. S. Crafts,
H. N. Johnson,
J. Wesley Ricker.
Ward 3.
N. M. Neal,
John N. Foster,
W . F. Lord.
Ward 4.
C. S. Bond,
G. M. Atkins,
F. G. Vickery.
Ward 5.
Charles H. Stevens,
Stephen S. Merrill,
Peter M. Austin.
Ward 2.
B. F. Beals,
James White, 
James L. Lowell.
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1886.
CITY GOVERNMENT.
Mayor, L. W. Haskell.
A LD ER M EN .
A. P. Lamb, President.
Ansel Briggs, Ward 1, A. P. Lamb, Ward 3,
Isaac W . Harris, Ward 2, G. M. Atkins, Ward 4,
Albert A. Young, Ward 5.
Rodney F. Foss, City Clerk.
COMMON COUNCIL.
Charles S. Y eaton, President.
C. C. Jordan, Clerk. 
Ward 3.
Charles E. Libby,
George E. Bisbee,
P. M. Bickford.
Ward 4.
S. K. Ballard,
A. W . Miller,
W . S. Larrabee.
Ward 5.
Josiah W . Littlefield,
V. P. Buck,
P. M. Austin.
Ward 1.
H. N. Johnson,i 
J. W . Ricker, 
Stafford B. Jones.
Ward 2.
John T. Hale, 
Charles S. Yeaton, 
Charles H. Parker.
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1887.
CITY GOVERNMENT.
Mayor, A lbert M. Penley.
\V
\ A LD E R M E N .
John N. Foster, President.
J. W. Ricker, Ward 1, John N. Foster, Ward*3,
B. F. Sturgis, Ward 2, H. C. Day, Ward 4,
James L. Martin, Ward 5.
1
J.. W. M itchell, City Clerk.
COMMON c o u n c i l .
N. M. N eal, President.
John H. Neal, Clerk.
W  ard 1.
H. N. Johnson, 
George F. Rollins, 
Stafford B. Jones.
Ward 2.
John T. Hale, 
James L. Lowell, 
Herbert L. Foss.
Ward 3.
J. E. Tibbetts,
E. G. Heath,
Seth Mauley.
Ward 4.
James Dingley,
A. C. Snow, 
Laurent Laberge.
Ward 5.
N. M. Neal,
F. R. Rounds, 
H. L. Haskell.
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1888.
CITY GOVERNMENT.
Mayor, A lbert M. Penley.
ALD ER M EN .
Horace N. Johnson, Ward 1, John N. Foster, Ward 3,. 
Benjamin F. Sturgis, Ward 2, Horace C. Day, Ward 4,
« James L. Martin, Ward 5.
J. W . Mitchell, City Clerk.
COMMON. COUNCIL.
John H. N eal, Clerk- 
Ward 3.
John E. Tibbetts,
E. G. Heath,
Seth Manley.
Ward 4.
A. C. Snow,
Laurent Laberge,
Charles E. Greenleaf-
Ward 5.
N. M. Neal,
Harry L. Haskell,
Charles Stackpole.
N. M. Neal, President.
Ward 1.
S. B. Jones,
George Fred Rollins, 
Dana B. Holmes.
Ward 2.
Herbert L. Foss,
D. B. Stevens,
R. S. Bradbury.
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1889 .
CITY GOVERNMENT.
Mayor, A lbert R. Savage.
\ ■
A LD E R M E N .
Stafford B. Jones, Ward 1, John E. Tibbetts, Ward 3, 
Benjamin F. Sturgis, Ward 2, P. H. Kelleher, Ward 4, 
'Harry L. Haskell, Ward 5.I
\
J. W . M itchell, City Clerk.-
COMMON COUN CIL.
T. E. Eustis, President.
G eo . E. M cC ann  Clerk.
Ward 1.
Dana B. Holmes, 
Charles F. Curtis, 
Daniel W . Kingsley.
Ward 2.
R. S. Bradbury, 
Herbert L. Foss, 
Daniel B. Stevens.
Ward 3.
T. Everett Eustis, 
Raymond Tootnaker, . 
Charles W . Dexter.
Ward 4.
Charles E. Greenleaf, 
L. O. Brackett, 
Thomas Marsden.
Ward 5.
I
Samuel B. Smith, /
Frank Martin,
Charles Stackpole.
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1890.
CITY GOVERNMENT. 
M ayor, A lbert R. Savage.
A LD ER M EN .
T. E. Eustis, President.
Dana B. Holmes, Ward 1, T. Everett Eustis, Ward 3, 
W. G. Lowell, Ward 2, 1. N. Haskell, Ward 4,
Harry L. Haskell, Ward 5.
George G. Gifford, City Clerk.
COMMON COUNCIL.
George E. McCann, President.
J. H. Neal, Clerk
Ward 1.
Daniel W. Kinsley, 
Charles F. Curtis, 
Thomas Dillingham.
Ward 2.
Charles H. Briggs, 
George E. Davis,- 
James M. Stevens.
Ward 3.
Raymond Toothaker, 
Charles W. Dexter, 
Henry H. Hanson.
Ward 4.
George E. McCann, 
Orrel F. Brown, 
Edmund H. Soper.
Ward 5.
Samuel B. Smith, 
Isaiah V. McKenney. 
Elbridge G. Robinson
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CITY GOVERNMENT.
Mayor, A lbert R. Savage.
\
A LD ER M EN .
T. E. Eustis, President.
Daniel W. Kinsley, Ward 1, T. Everett Eustis, Ward 3, 
W. G. Lowell, Ward 2, I. N. Haskell, Ward 4, 
Samuel B. Smith, Ward 5.
i
\
George G. Gifford, City Clerk.
COMMON COUN CIL.
Charles F. Curtis, President.
J. H. Neal, Clerk.
Ward 3.
Henry II. Hanson,
Henry W. Oakes,
E. H. Hutchins.
Ward 4.
A. A. Garcelon,
John P. Auger,
Edmund H. Soper.
Ward 5.
Elbridge G. Robinson,
Samuel S. Ashworth,
Charles E. Marvel.
Ward 1.
Charles F. Curtis, 
Roland S. Woodward,, 
Wellington D. Curtis.
Ward 2.
Charles H. Briggs, 
George E. Davis, 
James M. Stevens.
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1892.
CITY GOVERNMENT.
Mayor, W inchester G. Lowell.
ALD ER M EN .
Samuel B. Smith, President.
Charles F. Curtis, Ward 1, J. P. Hutchinson, Ward 3, 
George E. Davis, Ward 2, Eldreth Arnold, Ward 4, 
Samuel B. Smith, Ward 5.
George G. Gifford, City Clerk.
common council.
Henry W. Oakes, President.
J. H. Neal, Clerk.
Ward 3.
E. H. Hutchins,
Henry W . Oakes,
C. W. Locke.
Ward 4.
A. A. Garcelon,
W . W . Pollister,
John C. Woodrow.
Ward 5.
Charles E. Marvel,
S. S. Ashworth,
E. Robinson.
Ward 1.
W . D. Curtis,
John A. Turner,
E. C. Douglass.
Ward 2.
Hillman Smith, 
Fred M. Taylor,
W . D. Brewster.
C ITY  G O VE R N M E N TS. 2 0 1
1893.
CITY GOVERNMENT.
Mayor, W . W . Bolster.
i
A LD E R M E N .
Hillman Smith, President.
W. D. Curtis, Ward 1, Willard Linscott, Ward 3,
Hillman Smith, Ward 2, A. A. Garcelon, Ward 4,
Y. P. Buck, Ward 5.
i
W illiam E. Ludden, City Clerk.
common council.
Emery Bailey. President.
J. H. Neal, Clerk. 
Ward 3.
Emery Bailey,
S. K. Ballard,
C. W . Jordan.
Ward 4.
W . W. Pollister,
Jeremiah Dingley Jr.,
John C. Woodrow.
rd 5.
S. P. Strickland,
J. C. Emerton, <
Charles E. Bangs.
i
Ward 1.
E. C. Douglass, 
Elton D. Bailey,
W . S. Hathaway.
Ward 2.
Fred M. Taylor, 
William D. Stratton, 
-C. L. Turgeon.
Wai
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1894.
CITY GOVERNMENT.
Mayor, H illman Smith.
A LD E R M E N .
W. D. Curtis, President.
W . D. Curtis, Ward 1, Fred M. Taylor, Ward 3,
Charles H. Briggs, Ward 2, Algernon M. Roak, Ward 4, 
John C. Woodrow, Ward 5.
Forest E. Ludden, City Clerk.
COMMON COUNCIL.
Emery Bailey, President.
J. H. Neal, Clerk.
Ward 3.
Emery Bailey,
George R. Page,
J. C. Emerton.
Ward 4.
Salmon Record,
John R. Brett,
James L. Martin.
Ward 5.
James J. Shields,
Joseph M. Stockman,
Frank G. Vickery.
Ward 1.
Elton D. Bailey, 
Henry W.White, 
Albion L. Robinson.
Ward 2.
Arthur C. Sprague, 
Charles F. Burr, 
Herbert L. Foss.
C ITY  G O VERN M EN TS. 2 0 3
1895.
1i
I
i CITY GOVERNMENT.
Mayor, Hillman Smith.
\  A LD E R M E N .
Fred M. Taylor, President.
Justus P. Garcelon, Ward 1, Fred M. Taylor, Ward 3, 
Charles H. Briggs, Ward 2, Charles S. Emerson, Ward 4, 
Jeremiah C. Brackett, Ward 5.
I
Forest E. Ludden, City Clerk.
COMMON COUNCIL.
A rthur C. Sprague, President.
J. H. Neal, Clerk.
Ward 1. Ward 3.
George F. Oliver, 
J. Q. A. Jumper, 
E. C. Douglass.
James F. Atwood, 
Frank L. Bartlett, 
Freeman C. Farnham.
Ward 2. Ward 4.
Arthur C. Sprague, 
Charles F. Burr, 
Herbert L. Foss.
Salmon Record, 
John R. Brett, 
James L. Martin.
Ward 5.
John C*. Booth, 
George Byron, 
George Hayes.
/i
f
J
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1896.
CITY GOVERNMENT.
Mayor, Nathan W. Harris.
A LD E R M E N .
Justus P. Garcelon, President.
-Justus P. Garcelon, Ward 1, Frank L. Bartlett, Ward, 3, 
Herbert L. Foss, Ward 2, William H. Wiggin, Ward 4, 
Jeremiah C. Brackett, Ward 5.
Geo. E. McCann, • City Clerk.
COMMON COUNCIL.
J. Q. A. Jumper, President.
Chas. W. Coombs, Clerk. 
Ward 3.
Freeman C. Farnham,
Murray B. Watson.
Clifford Hutchinson.
Ward 4.
Geo. B. Smith,
Alfred C. Frank,
Geo. W. McFadden.
I
Ward 5.
John C. Booth,
J. T. W. Stanch field,
Eben F. Davis.
Ward 1.
Geo. F. Oliver,
J. Q. A. Jumper, 
Frank H. Lyford.
Ward 2.
Charles F. Burr, 
David S. Curtis, 
Oscar W. Jones.
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1897.
CITY GOVERNMENT.
Mayor, N athan W. H arris.
' A LD E R M E N .
W. H. Wiggin, President.
Geo. F. Oliver, Ward 1, Frank L. Bartlett, Ward 3, 
Herbert L. Foss, Ward 2, William H. Wiggin, Ward 4,.
; George Byron, Ward 5.
1 •
G e o . E. M cCa n n , City Clerk.
COMMON COUN CIL.
Murray B. W atson, President.
Chas. W . Coombs, Clerk-
Ward 3.
F. C. F am ham',
Murray B. Watson,
Clifford Hutchinson.
Ward 4.
George B. Smith,
Alfred C. Frank,
George W. McFadden^
Ward 5.
L. D. Leadbetter, /
R. W . Pulsifer, !
P. P. Tkibault.
Ward 1.
Frank H. Lyford, 
Edwin O. Wells,
D. A. Whitman.
Ward 2.
Charles F. Burr, 
David S. Curtis, 
Fred L. Briggs.
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1898.
CITY GOVERNMENT.
Mayor, Nathan W . Harris.
ALD ER M EN .
W . H. W iggin, President.
Geo. F. Oliver, Ward 1, Frank L. Bartlett, Ward 3, 
Charles F. Burr, Ward 2, William H. Wiggin, Ward 4, 
George Byron, Ward 5.
Geo. E. McCann , City Clerk.
COMMON COUNCIL.
Murray B. W atson, President.
Chas. W . Coombs, Clerk.
Ward 3.
Murray B. Watson,
Clifford Hutchinson,
Willard Carver.
Ward 4.
George B. Smith,
Alfred C. Frank,
Edward N. Hutchins.
Ward 5.
L. D. Leadbetter.
R. W . Pulsifer,
P. P. Thibault.
Ward 1.
Edwin 0. Wells,
D. A. Whitman, 
Bert D. Verrill.
Ward 2.
Fred L. Briggs, 
Charles V. Martin, 
James F. Larrabee.
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1899.
CITY GOVERNMENT.
Mayor, W illiam H. W iggin.
\ A LD E R M E N .
Chas. F. Burr, President.
Frank H. Lyford, Ward, 1, Murray B. Watson, Ward 3, 
Charles F. Burr, Ward 2, George B. Smith, Ward 4, 
Ralph W . Pulsifer, Ward 5.
Geo. E. McCann , City Clerk.
COMMON COUN CIL.
A lfred C. Frank, President.
Fred L. Briggs, Clerk.
Ward 3.
Willard Carver,
Alton O’Brion,
Winslow S. Walker.
Ward 4.
E. N. Hutchins,
Alfred C. Frank,
John H. Chase.
Ward 5.
E. J. Anderson, j
Frank J. Bonney, /
Napoleon Richard.
Ward 1.
D. A. Whitman, 
Bert D. Verrill, 
Melville E. Goss.
Ward 2.
James F. Larrabee, 
Charles V. Martin, 
Horatio B. Sawyer.
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1900.
CITY GOVERNMENT.
Mayor, J. S. P. H. W ilson.
ALDERMEN.
D. R. Hastings, President.
Eugene W . Goss, Ward 1, Charles E. Vickery, Ward 3,.
D. R. Hastings, Ward 2, George B. Smith, Ward 4,
Lorenzo T. Brown, Ward 5.
Geo. C. W ebber, City Clerk..
common council.
E. L. Philoon, President.
Frank L. Tracy, Clerks
Ward 3.
Charles E. Philoon,
S. K. Ballard,
George W. Stone.
Ward 4.
Wm. Bickford,
Timothy Ragan,
E. N. Hutchins.
Ward 5.
Frank A. Arnold,
J. T. W . Stanchfield,
Fred E. Nason.
Ward 1.
Charles L. Turgeon, 
Albert S. Berry, 
Roland Keene.
Ward 2.
Ralph A. Stevens, 
Geo. V. Turgeon, 
Everett L. Philoon.
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1901.
CITY GOVERNMENT.
Mayor, J. S. P. H. W ilson.
i
A LD E R M E N .
D. R. Hastings, President.
Eugene W . Goss, Ward 1, Walter E. Dingley, Ward 3,
D. R. Hastings, Ward 2, Arthur H. Cooper, Ward 4, 
i Lorenzo T. Brown, Ward 5.
i
Geo. W . B umpus, City Clerk.
COMMON COUNCIL.
Fred B. Groves, President.
Geo. A. Duston, Clerk.
Ward 1. Ward 3.
Thomas C. Jordan, 
F. P. Weymouth, 
Charles F. Curtis.
Henry C. Coston, 
Parke G. Dingley, 
Nathan S. Rand.
Ward 2. Ward 4.
Fred B. Groves, 
Silas K. Kneeland, 
Everett L. Philoon.
John J. Lawler,
W . H. C. Allen, 
Timothy W . Ragan.
_ Ward 5.
--- • Fred E. Nason,. J
Sabin Vincent,
James A. Pike.
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1902.
CITY GOVERNMENT.
Mayor, E. G. Eveletii.
A LD E R M E N .
W. H. C. A llen, President.
F. T. Davis, Ward 1, J. M. Crawshaw, Ward 3,
B. C. Brett, Ward 2, W. H. C. Allen, Ward 4,
A. Q. Miller, Ward 5.
Geo. W. Bumpus, City Clerk.
COMMON COUN CIL.
Fred B. Groves, President.
Geo. A. Duston, Clerk.
Ward 1.
T. C. Jordan,
F. P. Weymouth,
C. F. Curtis.
Ward 3.
N. S. Rand,
PI. C. Coston,
L. E. Flanders.
Ward 2.
Fred B. Groves,.
S. K. Kneeland,
H. C. French.
Ward 4.
.1. J. Lawler,
A. H. Conant,
E. R. Thurston.
Ward 5.
S. E. Taber,
P. P. Thibault, 
J. M. Jordan.
C IT Y  G O VERN M EN TS. 2 11
1903.
I
i --------------- -
I
CITY GOVERNMENT.
M ayor, E. G. Eveleth.
\
A LD E R M E N .
John M. Crawshaw , President.
F. T. Davis, Ward 1, J. M. Crawshaw, Ward 3,
B. C. Brett, Ward 2, A. H. Conant, Ward 4,
A. Q. Miller, Ward 5.
George W . Bumrus, City Clerk.
COMMON COUN CIL.
Henry C. French, President.
Eben J. Harlow, Clerk.
Ward 1.
F. P. Weymouth, 
F. H. Johnson,
A. F. Morrell.
Ward 2.
II. C. French,
F. G. Davis,
W . W. Skillin.
J.
P.
S.
Ward 3.
H. C. Coston,
L. E. Flanders,
J. W. Hartley.
Ward 4.
W . S. Walker,
E. M. Greenleaf,
A. C. Frank.
Ward 5.
M. Jordan,
P. Thibault,
J. Goding.
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1904.
CITY GOVERNMENT. 
Mayor, A. Q. Miller.
A LD E R M E N .
A. H. Conant, President.
I. L. Merrill, Ward 1, L. E. Flanders, Ward 3,
F. G. Davis, Ward 2, A. H. Conant, Ward 4,
P. P. Thibault, Ward 5.
Geo. W . Bumpus, City Clerk.
COMMON
A. C. Frank, President.
Ward 1.
F. H. Johnson,
B. A. Walker,
A. W. Phillips.
Ward 2.
W. W . Skillin,
Fred Tryon,
J. R. Webber.
COUNCIL.
G. A. D uston, Clerk.
Ward 3.
J. W . Hartley,
H. F. Whitehonse,
J. II. Braun.
Ward 4.
W . S. Walker,
E. M. Greenleaf,
A. C. Frank.
Ward 5.
W . W . Merrow, 
S. J. Goding,
J. H. Ratcliff.
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1S75
1876
1877
1878
1879
1889
1881
1882
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
i
Chief Officers of the City
SINCE ITS INCORPORATION.
Mayor. City Clerk.
Geo. S. Woodman
Treasurer.
Thomas Littlefield 
Seth P. Miller 
Thomas Littlefield 
Thomas Littlefield 
Thomas Littlefield 
Thomas Littlefield 
James Dingley 
James Dingley 
Hannibal R. Smith 
Hannibal R. Smith 
Thomas Littlefield 
Thomas Littlefield 
Geo. S. Woodman 
Geo. S. Woodman 
Geo. S. Woodman 
Benj. F. Sturgis 
L. W. Haskell 
L. W. Haskell 
A. M. Penley 
A. M. Penley 
Albert R. Savage 
Albert R. Savage 
Albert R. Savage 
W. G. Lowell 
W. W. Bolster 
Hillman Smith 
Hillman Smith 
Nathan W. Harris 
Nathan W. Harris 
Nathan W. Harris 
William H. Wiggin 
J. S. P. H. Wilson 
J. S. P. H. Wilson 
Eben Gr Eveleth 
Eben G. Eveletli 
Alonzo Q. Miller
Geo. S. Woodman 
Geo. S. Woodman 
Geo. S. Woodman 
Geo. S. Woodman 
Geo. S. Woodman 
Geo. S. Woodman 
Geo. S. Woodman 
Geo. S. Woodman 
Geo. S. Woodman 
Henry M. Sprague 
Henry M. Sprague 
J. W. Mitchell 
J W. Mitchell 
J. W. Mitchell 
J. W. Mitchell 
J. W. Mitchell 
Rodney F. Foss 
J. W. Mitchell 
J. W. Mitchell 
J. W. Mitchell 
Geo. G. Gifford 
Geo. G. Gifford 
Geo. G. Gifford 
William E. Ludden 
Forrest E. Ludden 
Forrest E. Ludden 
Geo. E. McCann 
Geo. E. McCann 
Qeo. E. McCann 
Geo. E. McCann 
Geo. C. Webber 
Geo. W. Bumpus 
Geo. W. Bumpus 
Geo. W. Bumpus 
Geo. W. Bumpus
Geo. S. Woodman 
Geo. S. Woodman 
Geo. S. Woodman 
Geo. S. Woodman 
Geo. S. Woodman 
Geo. S. Woodman 
J. R. Learned 
J. R. Learned
D. W. Verrill 
D. W. Verrill 
D. W. Verrill 
D. W. Verrill 
D. W. Verrill 
D. W. Verrill 
D. W. Verrill 
D. W. Verrill 
D. W. Verrill 
Geo. B. Attwood 
D. W. Verrill 
D. W. Verrill 
D. W. Verrill 
D. W. Verrill 
Geo. E. McCann 
Geo. E. McCann 
Eben G. Eveleth 
Eben G. Eveleth 
Eben G. Eveleth 
Eben G. Eveleth 
Eben G. Eveleth 
Eben G. Eveleth 
Eben G. Eveleth 
Everett L. Philoon 
Eben G. Eveleth 
Arthur C. Sprague 
Arthur C. Sprague 
Arthur C. Sprague
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S t . C o m m i s s i o n e r . C h i e f  E n g i n e e r . C o l . o f  T a x e s .
1869
1870 
1S71
1872
1873
1874
1875 
1870
1877
1878
1879
1880 
1881
1852
1853
1854 
1885 
1S86 
1887
1855
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893 
1S94
1895
1896
1897 
1S98
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
O. D. Bailey 
Charles R. Jordan 
Thomas Littlefield
O. D. Bailey 
David T. French 
David T. French 
Joseph Goss 
Joseph Goss 
Joseph Goss 
James S. Nash 
James S. Nash 
David T. French 
Frank F. Goss 
Frank F. Goss 
Frank F. Goss 
Frank F. Goss 
Frank F. Goss 
L. W. Haskell 
Frank F. Goss 
Frank F. Goss 
Frank F. Goss 
Frank F. Goss 
H. L. Haskell 
H. L. Haskell 
David P. Field 
David P. Field 
Frank F. Goss 
Frank F. Goss 
Frank F. Goss 
Frank F. Goss 
Frank F. Goss 
Frank G. Vickery 
Harry W. Rowe 
H arry W. Rowe 
Frank F. Goss 
Frank F. Goss
J. A. Whitman 
Seth P. Miller 
Seth P. Miller 
Almon C. Pray 
James White 
A. A. Miller 
A. A. Miller 
A. A. Miller 
A. A. Miller 
A. A. Miller 
A. A. Miller 
A. A. Miller 
A. A. Miller 
A. A. Miller 
A. A. Miller 
Fred H. Storah 
Fred II. Storah
C. A. Jordan 
A. A. Miller 
A. A. Miller 
A. A. Miller 
Fred H. Storah 
Fred IJ. Storah 
Fred H. Storah 
L. W. Haskell 
Arthur B. King
D. D. Merrill 
D. D. Merrill 
D. D. Merrill 
D. D. Merrill 
D. D. Merrill 
A. W. Miller 
A. W. Miller 
A. W. Miller 
L. W. Haskell 
L. W. Haskell
Calvin G. Skinner 
Geo. S. Woodman 
Calvin G. Skinner 
James Dingley 
D. W. Verrill 
D. W. Verrill 
D. W. Verrill 
D. W. Verrill 
D. W. Verrill 
D. W. Verrill 
D. W. Verrill 
I). W. Verrill 
D. W. Verrill 
D- W. Verrill 
D. W. Verrill 
D. W. Verrill 
B. F. Teague 
D. W. Kinsley 
Thomas Littlefield 
Eben G Eveleth 
Eben G. Eveleth 
Eben G. Eveleth 
Eben G. Eveleth 
Eben G. Eveleth 
D. W. Kinsley 
D. W. Kinsley 
D. W. Kinsley 
D. W. Kinsley 
D. W- Kinsley 
D. W. Kinsley 
John A. Turner 
W. B. Hopkins 
Chas. F. Curtis 
Chas. F. Curtis 
Chas. F. Curtis 
Chas. F. Curtis
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